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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1. Introduction 
The purpose of this report is to investigate the nature of policy requirements and market 
imperfections, and their implications for the sustainability and resilience of cattle production in the 
Montado systems of Central Alentejo and of olive oil production (under both intensive and 
extensive/Tradtional systems) in Southern and Central Alentejo (Portugal). These results are part of 
the EU-funded Horizon 2020 project, Sufisa (Sustainable finance for sustainable agriculture and 
fisheries-www.sufisa.eu).  

1.2. Data collection methods 
Key to the approach implemented has been to place the farmers themselves, and their businesses and 
households (thus, the core of Farm Systems) at the centre of the research. The main purpose of this 
has been to get their perspectives on the key issues that need to be considered to better understand 
their sustainability pathways and barriers. In the first instance, a media analysis (section 3) was 
conducted (which covered national, regional and specialised media) over sources from the past two 
decades. This is a period for which the agricultural landscapes, economic policies and indicators and 
farming systems have substantially shifted in the Alentejo. Along with this, a desk-based analysis of 
market conditions and regulations (sections 4.1 to 4.4 for the extensive cattle in Montado case study, 
and 5.1 to 5.4 for the olive oil case study) was also carried out. Sources reviewed include: academic 
publications; government and policy documents; market research and consultancy reports; industry 
reports and NGO documents. This review was supplemented with 20 expert interviews (10 per case 
study). Following analysis of the resultant data, three focus groups (FGs) were held with producers of 
cattle in Montado (one with farmers following standard approaches, other with alternative ones, and 
a third one with mixed farmers, then followed by a workshop composed by experts from the public 
and private sector). In parallel, and for the olive oil case, three FGs were held with farmers (one for 
intensive, one for traditional and a last one, mixed), complemented by a workshop composed of key 
stakeholders from the public and private sectors (see sections 4.5 and 5.5 for more details on the FGs, 
interviews and workshops). Lastly, a survey of producers was conducted covering the diversity of 
production systems and also the spatial and geographic contingencies that are found across the whole 
Alentejo region, with results that are summarized in sections 4.6 and 5.6 of the current report.  
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1.3. Synthesis of key findings 

1.3.1. Cattle livestock production in Montado systems 
1.3.1.1. Context 
Montado is a multi-functional silvo-pastoral system, which is considered as heritage, thus being wider 
than a mere production system. Alas, it is broadly acknowledged as a multi-functional and complex 
land—use system, on which its main value rests from its resilience and capacity to deliver multiple 
economic goods and services, including by ecosystems and landscapes. Cattle is therefore only a main 
(albeit essential, and lately increasingly more important) component of the wider system. In Portugal, 
the Montado is currently protected through regulation and planning (e.g. Oak trees cannot be cut 
down), despite of what a lack of integrative regulatory approaches is found that targets the system as 
a whole (such as is the case for the quivalent Dehesa in neighbouring Spanish region of Extremadura). 
In any case, its regognition as a HNV (High Nature Value) Farming system implies that it is strongly 
affected by nature and landscape designations (e.g. Natura 2000) and that it hosts traditional cattle 
breeds (e.g. Alentejana, Mertolenga), with relatively strong producers´ associations and protections 
in place (e.g. DOPs and IGPs). Despite of its many values, it is a system that would not survive were it 
not heavily subsidized through CAP. However, and even if despite of this, a qualitative and quantitative 
decline is in the system (although it is still largely unnoticed).  
 
Property structure in this context is largely dominated by big family estates (200-2000 Hectares), and 
increasing property concentration is in place now that hampers access to newcomers.Duch acces is 
made even tougher through the difficulty of access to private financial capital and loans, which is 
largely justified on the longer-than-normal investment return periods, the high levels of risk adopted 
(as signalled by the heavy dependence of many Montado farmers on public subsidies to be able to 
survive), and the large size of properties that are required to be financially sustainable and viable.In 
general terms, it can be stated that production of cattle in such context is characterized by its low 
productivity and low-density (extensive systems-0,2-07 animals/hectare). Lastly, this seems to be a 
system with low levels of innovation capacity that complicates the future, despite a high social, 
scientific and even political acknowledgement of its many values and qualities. 

 

1.3.1.2. Policy and regulatory conditions 
It is apparent from our research that CAP and subsidies are still essential for the financial sustainability 
of cattle production in the Montado, and that without them the system is non-viable financially. 
However, common a perception exists that CAP policies are not adequate to highly variable and 
specific Mediterranean conditions, and related extensive and multi-functional systems. It is equally 
important to indicate how national and regional policies are in place to protect singular elements of 
the system (e.g. Oak trees), but also how, especially in the view of a majority of farmers and other key 
stakeholders (incl. academics, technicians, civil servants and others), this does not favour the viability 
of multi-functionality, without which cattle production does not make sense. Alas, the same views 
consulted indicate that current policies do not favour farm and business succession and new entrants. 
In relation to CAP, it is also clear from our analysis that neither pillar I nor Pillar II by themselves are 
capable to reflect the complexities within the system, thus current CAP structure being perceived as 
inadequate (fractured and uncoordinated, and also extremely complex and thus, unclear). 
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Important and gradually more impacting Climate change and environmental degradation (e.g. pests) 
are widely acknowledged by farmers and yet are unsufficiently refected in the current policy and 
planning framework, although even the legislators themselves acknowledge how strongly it is 
affecting the sector. In general, previewed future CAP changes towards more market-oriented 
measures are generally welcome by the sector and farmers generally, but it also brings out generic 
preoccupation about the future (including about too many rapid changes, and too far away decision 
centers from the land owner and manager).  

Generically speaking, current policies are deemed incapable of incentivizing the many qualities and 
potentials of the system, and alternatives are mentioned that could help improve this stitauion, 
including: through targeted Agri-Environmental schemes, Payment for Ecosystem Services Schemes 
or Incentivizing of traditional breeds of cattle to compete externally). Lastly, extension and advisory 
services are considered insufficient under current policy conditions, especially given the extreme 
complexity of policy and funding procedures and requirements that often prejudices smaller farmers.    

1.3.1.3. Markets and marketing 
It is generally acknowledged that the financial profitability of the Montado cattle farms and businesses 
is generally low if its restricted to prevalent management options. This limitation if currently driving 
changes towards intensification and specialisation, albeit very gradually.in This context, markets are 
mostly regional, national or at the best, Iberian (i.e. with Spain) and new international markets only 
recently appearing and (e.g. N Africa and Middle East). This is mainly because traditional regional and 
local breeds (e.g. Mertolenga and Alentejana) are non-competitive financially in productivity with 
foreign ones (e.g. from Argentina or Aberdeen Angus). This is then worsened by the fact that Portugal 
was hit hard from the economic crisis, which strongly influenced national consummer´s capacity and 
options for more quality produce (incl. meat from regional breeds) to be competitive. Late economic 
recovery and growth is remarkable, and yet does not seem to be yet affecting this limitation too 
strongly.  

A big challenge for more effective and sustainable market strategies is that they are largely hampered 
by the oligo or quasi oligo-polion of the regional beef meat markets by the main commercial/trade 
and marketing agents at the National scale (e.g. big supermarket chains) resulting in the extremely 
low market power of producers. Under current circumstances, raising costs for producers and stable 
productivity levels over the past last years, along with growing inflation rates, have largely diminished 
competitiveness of an ever-expanding market context. These adds to the many difficulties in securing 
competent and fully operational workforce. In principle, it is also widely acknowledged that 
associativism (despite presence of some valuable organisations for specialized producers in, e.g. local 
breeds of cattle) is clearly much lower than ideal, and also lately declining, although this would then 
need to be confirmed via the survey. Last in relation to markets, it is equally important that access to 
private credit for new entrants or more innovative producers is tough, as long-term investment return 
periods and high resiks determine the lack of interest by financial actors in the sector. 

1.3.1.4. Sustainability and resilience 
The Montado system is widely acknaowledged (by producers, public and private entities) as highly 
sustainable (and resilient) in environmental terms. However, although cattle is now an essential 
component of this system, its recent rise above other other historically more frequent livestock 
animals, including sheep and pork, its ecological sustainability implications are highly controversial, 
and yet perhaps insufficiently contested by farmers. Alas, the acknowledgdement about ecological 
sustainability levels is not matched with perceptions about those that range the levels of 
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financial/economic competitiveness and social sustainability (e.g. jobs provided, social accessibility) 
of the system comparatively lower. In addition, social recognition of the system´s many values 
(including beef meat) are not matched by the (low) capacity (or interest) of most farmers to invest in 
its products (generally more expensive than other lower-quality competitors) and think out of the box. 
This is reflected in the certain sense of complacency about the fate of the system and its sustainability, 
including about future trends in public funding, and the role played by an increasingly unsustainable 
density of cattle livestock.  Thus, it is clear that the sustainability of the system necessarily demands a 
degree of (social, technological, institutional, polictical and environmental) innovation that currently 
is mostly absent under most common practices and management options (that are mostly aligned 
with conservative dsscourses and attitudes by farmers. 

1.3.1.5. Drivers, strategies and future performance 
One of the key lessons from the participatory events in task 2.3 is that it remains quite difficult to 
engage private and public actors beyond usual suspects (especially at levels higher than the local). This 
is actually the case despite a long and consisten trajectory of frequent interaction with stakeholders 
from the SUFISA team in Évora in the sector (e.g. tertuliasdomontado.blogspot.com/). However, 
during focus groups, original conceptions of traditional vs innovative management practices in the 
scientific literature and also in the various sources of information were largely dismantled during. It 
resulted from these events that the typologies of approaches and supporting discourses are much 
more fuzzy, and less easily clustered in simple categories (e.g. conservative vs innovative) than we had 
orginally previewed. 

Overall, a coincidence of views between producers, public and private sector was detected on the 
strategic and holistic nature of Montado (beyond cattle) and on the inadequacy of current European 
policies to support its multi-functional capacity. In contrast with this, current individual strategies from 
producers are deemed too individualistic (according to participants, due to a cultural bias), and thus 
not useful for devising more innovative strategies, including alternative institutional arrangements 
(e.g. more effectice cooperatives of producers that grant them more bargaining power along thw 
wider supply chain). Consequently, and also according to participants in the events, the transition of 
CAP towards more market-oriented mechanisms will be difficult to implement by the sector unless 
better training, technical and proper advisory services are put in place. Accordingly, vertical 
coordination is hampered by the lack of common spaces to meet and discuss on an equal basis for all 
actors in the market and policy spheres. This lag in the coordination and refereeing roles is only played 
by academia (e.g. Tertúlias do Montado) but is very poorly acknowledged from the public policy realm. 

1.3.1.6. The future: preliminary visions 
Policies (especially public funding schemes) will need to become more targeted towards specificieties 
within concrete farming systems and related regional, cultural, bio-physical and socio-economic 
regional contingencies underpinning these systems (e.g. Montado in the case of extensive beef 
production in S and C Portugal). This is essential for areas of marginal and less-profitable agriculture, 
such as extensive Mediterraean systems (among many others). This is important since less public 
funding available if previewed for future CAP programs, especially for countries and regions that, such 
as Alentejo were traditionally proprietary for funding. The decreasr in funding available will need to 
be compensated by a higher effectiveness the use of available funds (which should become more 
targeted and clear, with simplified procedures and mechanisms, and a better control and monitoring 
framework to secure compliance). 

Additionally, the sector urgently requires securing that support (both public and private) succession 
and faccess to young farmers is improved. Otherwise, it will keep decilining, and ultimately it might 
become marginal. Sustainable intensification is a commonly advocated pathway forward for the 
sector, but we firstly need to more clearly unravel what it really means in practice, and the 
requirements and drawbacks it entails. This is a common problem with sustainability challenges, which 
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are currently too open to multiple interpretations, and can therefore be perverted in their use towards 
marketing-oriented utilizations.  

1.3.1.7. Institutional Arrangements (Producers´Survey) 
1.3.1.7.1. Sales channels. 
A great proportion of the farms and producers surveyed sell the animals directly, and do not slaughter 
them themselves, whilst local auctions mediated through associations of producers represent a 
disproportionate section of the sale points. Regarding horizontal cooperation, however, it is worth 
indicating that associativism is high, despite of which the confidence of producers and farmers on 
many of these is low. 

This contrasts with the aim for mutual cooperation and confidence among individual producers, which 
is still low (generically), with individualism and independence still culturally determining many of the 
decisions and strategies undertaken. In parallel, the reality and perception of income dependence on 
public subsidies is majoritary, and most producers reckon that it virtually impossible to survive without 
these public funds (esp. CAP), with some of them indicating that without these subsidies, their income 
would be financially unsustainable, even equal to 0 at times. Actually, a perception is common among 
farmers that the required farm size for a business to be viable, which was until recently fixed around 
200 hectares, is now growing, leading to a farm concentration process that is well documented in the 
scientific and technical-professional literature, but that has resulted in very few responses yet from 
policies. Despite of the many critiques made to the current funding scheme, no immediate or 
significant alternatives are generally proposed, with little or no considerations beyond those related 
to other traditional income sources deriving from the multi-functional nature of Montados (e.g. Cork). 

1.3.1.7.2. Characteristics of sale agreements and their sustainability. 
The nature of agreements is directly dependant on the sales channel; more formal, longer-term and 
better regulated and more stable contracts and prices for those selling through super-markets and 
big-chains; more informal, shorter-termed, with higher bargaining power and less regulated to those 
selling through local and association-based auctions; and much more insecure, but also much more 
flexible and adaptive to those selling through both exporters and local markets. Meanwhile, direct 
sales to the public and own selling points is very minor, yet present and slowly growing, with Lisbon 
being the main node for this. Although many of the requirements for quality and environmental 
standards do not form part of the sales agreements, they are required by law, or evenare intrinsic to 
the own nature of the Montado system, thus most farmers complying with high standards of quality. 
Despite of this, the informal nature of many of these requirements, along with competition from 
cheaper and lower-quality produce from abroad, turn the sector largely uncompetitive, and 
exportstrategies are only recently starting. As a result of all of the former, and generally speaking, 
satisfaction with sales agreements largely vary and seems to be independent of the various conditions 
and terms of sales. However, most farmers seem to be largely pessimistic, and many of them can 
foresee few, if no, alternatives to their current arrangements. Lastly, and in relation to the way in 
which their current sales and institutional agreements allow them to achieve or improve their own 
targets, perceptions seem to be mostly positive (especially in relation to their social targets), whilst 
too frequently their expectations and aspirations largely exceed what their current situations allows. 

1.3.1.7.3.  Strategies and drivers of farming. 
Among the strategies and drivers of farming, it seems that both ecological conditions and policies 
influence more strongly the actions and decisions, with credit and finances ranging much lower on 
this respect. However, this needs to be contested, since clear inconsistencies are also detected among 
what farmers express as their own aspirations and preocupations, and the practices they implement. 
Also, in relation to their aspirations, most producers seem to aim to expand or maintain their business 
sizes, with abandonment being practically unencountered (although casually, it happens). Lastly, the 
kinds of actions that farmers perceive to be most urgently required for this include a wide range from 
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diversification to improving insurance, although among all of these, those to do with financialisation 
bear a lower level of priority. 

1.3.1.7.4. Other relevant issues-policies and collaboration. 
Direct payments and agro-environmental schemes (PAC) are received, under different programs, from 
the totality of those farmers surveyed. Actually, at times these public funds represent net values which 
are vital to the financial viability of their farms, even reaching in some cases 100 % of their net benefits 
and representing at minimum 30-40 % of these. This should be indicative of the lack of financial 
sustainability of the sector, and of the many urgent need for more creative and urgent alternatives. 

Regarding technical support, this is provided mostly to those that more closely collaborate with 
associations or unions for their sales and arrangements, but also more frequently to those with farms 
of greater sizes. The type of support received varies from vet inspection (almost universal among 
farmers) to quality control and certification (only for those who can afford it, or those selling through 
supermarkets or exporting). In this sense, it is relevant to be reminded that public extension services 
are non-existent in Portugal, posing problems for smaller farmers seeking technical advice. This is 
somehow substituted by informal cooperation and discussions, which are mostly held by farmers with 
technical advisors, and frequently with family members, with coleagues and neighbours ranging low 
in the confidence scale of most farmers. Despite of this, a substantial proportion of farmers admit that 
the lack of horizontal cooperation is problematic for the sector, and that it hampers their 
competitiveness and financial capacity, relating it directly to cultural habits and mind-sets, which are 
acknowledged as the most difficult ones to change. Whilst most farmers in family businesses 
expressed an interest to pass on their businesses to future family generations, this is frequently 
difficult, due to little interest for farming in many of these heirs. In contrast, farms backed by private 
societies and private funding as mostly interested in securing shareholder´s benefits, although they 
are in a minority.  

1.3.2.  Olive Oil Production 
1.3.2.1. Context 
Increase in olive oil production, and in olive grove extension, represents the most intense and rapid 
process of change in land-use and farming systems in the region (Alentejo) over the past few decades. 
It is widely acknowledged that intensification and expansion of olive oil production in Alentejo have 
been triggered by recently increased water availability, and by lower agricultural land prices in 
comparison with its immediate geographic context (e.g. Southern Spain). Whilst the former was 
largely facilitated by the Alqueva reservoir and irrigation system, the biggest in Europe and open after 
year 2000, the latter is due to cross-border historical policies and economies, but also to more recent 
legislation. Furthermore, this process of expansion has been underpinned by explicit political support 
Nationally for foreign and other capital investment, and included as key asset for development in 
National, Regional and Local policies and Planning instruments.  
 
However, intensive and super-intensive systems of production, transformation and farming are highly 
controversial from an ecological sustainability stand-point. This does not seem to detract the fact that 
these processes of change are widely accepted by Portuguese, regional and local society and policy as 
a clear trigger for the economic development of a region (Alentejo) that in the European and National 
context is still considered as marginal, both economically and strategically. Also importantly, these 
changes have largely evolved in parallel to the finacialisation of agriculture in the region, which is 
otherwise bounded by traditional values and attitudes. 
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Resulting from all of this, the olive oil sector in the region is currently still expanding, although now 
more slowly, and in alignment with other crops that are now considered as equally profitable in their 
intensive and super-intensive management forms (e.g. almonds, Pistachos), and that are lately 
entering the region. This does not mean en end for traditional management and production practices 
of olive oil, which are still surviving in parallel, in part thanks to the rising of demand for high quality 
products, including traditional oil from olive varieties, and with organic production systems. 

1.3.2.2. Policy and regulatory conditions 
In general, policies were not considered by many of the stakeholders consulted as the key factor 
fostering the profitability and competitiveness of the sector (especially not by those producing olive 
oil in intensive and super-intensive systems). However, it is clear that National water and irrigation 
policies following the opening of the Alqueva reservoir (2001-?), and that granted access to irrigation 
at low land prices to investors, have proved as essential drivers for the expansion of olive oil 
production. Alas, policies indicate that, in areas covered by the designated irrigation perimeters 
around Alqueva, farmers need to pay a compulsory irrigation fee to support infrastructure 
development, regardless of the use of water. This is behind the options for intensification of many 
traditional olive oil farmers in the region. When this is added to the policy and legal support that exists 
for the protection of key landscape elements (e.g. Oak Trees) of tradtional land-use systems 
(Montado) the spatial picture of olive grove expansion and intensification can be better understood.  

In contrast with National policy, public funding through CAP is generally considered by mant farmers 
as complementary income and is welcome by intensive and super-intensive olive oil producers, but 
not as the key element on which they financially depend. This is not the case for traditional olive oil 
producers (extensive and with traditional olive varieties) which are frequently deemed to be 
insufficiently protected through regulations and policies and cannot compete in open markets. It was 
actually stated that CAP in its present form does not provide with clear nor effeicient support lines for 
those operating in traditional production systems, or for those that wish to open up alternative 
production systems (e.g. organic). 

Resumming, the key policies highlighted for the sector focus on fraud and quality control of final 
produces, water distribution and irrigation zones expansion and also in international free-trade.  

1.3.2.3. Markets and marketing 
Markets are volatile in general, but the certainty intrinsic in the control systems of inputs (e.g. water) 
in the intensive, and especially, in the super-intensive production systems grants them a clear 
competitive and technological advantage in the Mediterranean (highly fluctuant) context on which 
they are placed. The recent availability of water adds up to the fact that prices of (land) in the region, 
despite of the fact that they have been lately rising, are still competitive in comparison the main 
competitors (principally Spain, but also Italy and Greece). In general, the prices and quality standards 
of commodities are still clearly advantageous for the region, but many of the key economic actors in 
the region question for how much longer this will be the case.  

Opportunities also exist thanks to the fact that new markets, both geographical (e.g. Brasil) and 
lifestyle (e.g. healthy foods) are opening lately that are triggering new opportunities for the sector 
(especially for intensive producers). Also, some niches exist for other production systems (e.g. 
organic), although they are still very minor nationally, and are hampered by the lower compsumptive 
capacity linked to the economic crisis, of which Portugal is now successfully recovering. 
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Besides more classic economic reasons, cultural habits of consumption are detected in Portugal that 
have historically placed olive oil (despite being a traditional product of the country) in a clear economic 
disadvantage in comparison to Spain and Italy. Furthermore, the lack of tradition and networking in 
marketing strategies have placed the country and region in clear disadvantage to the aforementioned 
countries, especially Italy, which still concentrates a much higher share of final product trading that 
its own production would justify. However, this is slowly changing. 

Also, it is important to indicate how access to private credit for investment in land and infrastructure 
is still realtively easy, compared with other agricultural commodities in the region and country, but it 
is still mostly available to larger investment groups, and foreign investors, that have rapidly led to the 
financialisation of the sector. Lastly, it is important to remark how although this is more clearly the 
case for lower-quality products, a certain oligio-polion is detected with two or three big firms coping 
an extremely large share of the market (especially for supermarkets). 

1.3.2.4. Sustainability and resilience 
Genuine concerns are detected regarding the ecological (low levels of) sustainability of the intensive 
and super-intensive production systems. Such concerns are reflected across a wide range of societal 
and policy actors and in the media, but however are much less frequent among intensive and super-
intensive farmers, big companies, exporters and lobbyists. 

A parallel, and yet much less frequent and extended, concern exists in relation to the (negative) impact 
that the current rapid expansion and intensification of this crop is having on the landscape character, 
and thus on the territory as an asset for the regional and local planning of sustainable development. 
This is greater among natural and heritage protection professionals and associations, lobbyists, some 
government officials and academics.   

In contrast, social and economic aspects of sustainability are generally viewed (e.g. in the media, but 
also in politics) as highly positive, especially in relation to intensive and super-intensive production 
systems. In contrast, for traditional production systems, the main issues relate to their (lack of) 
financial capacity to compete with intensive systems, and on how best to promote alternative (e.g. 
organic, gourmet) pathways that would ensure their sustainability. 

Last, it is essential to note how, especially in super-intensive systems sustainability as a term is miss-
used frequently, and employed as a mere marketing tool, that bears no real implications beyond its 
profit for purely profit strategies. 

1.3.2.5. Focus groups and workshop feedback: drivers, strategies and future 
performance 

Clear assumptions were developed initially along SUFISA about how the mutual and internal dynamics 
of intensive vs traditional olive oil producers worked out in practice. Such assumptions can be resumed 
in the fact that the management practices and underlying dioscourses underpinning each of both 
management models of olive groves and olive co-exist in strict mutual competition. However, these 
initial assumptions were largely refuted (or at least smoothed) following the initial focus groups.  

Following the participatory workshops and focus groups, It became clear that intensive and super-
intensive producers compete fiercely among themselves, using a basic trategy that consists in sharing 
as little information as possible with potential competitors, or even other external agents such as 
researchers (thus why they were so hard to recruit for their own FG). In contrast, competitiveness and 
secrecy levels are drastically reduced between extensive and intensive producers, whose discussion is 
much more fluid and open. Also, many of the initial pre-conceptions are broken, as they (largely) see 
each other as mutually valuable and holding values that are important for the future of the sector. 
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Overall, the strategies and expected performances clear differ among both production models.Thus, 
in the case of traditional/extensive producers, two main strategies are encountered; gaining 
competitiveness through gradual intensification (a strategy that is highly dependent on their 
geographic location, and thus on their access to certain resources such as water irrigation permits), or 
diversification and multi-functionality including the production of higher-added value (e.g. combining 
with tourism and gaining organic certification). Alo, in the case of traditional producers, cooperatives 
are strong and effective institutional arrangements that operate mostly at the local level, and that are 
related to traditional varieties. Alternatively, intensive producers (and other market agents in the 
chain, such as exporters) mainly aim to earn market share and competitiveness by combining their 
control of other activities within the chain (e.g. manufacturing their own olive oil for themselves and 
others) and also through marketing and export. Horizontal cooperation is indeed out of discussion for 
this last type of producers. 

1.3.2.6. The future: preliminary visions 
All actors involved in the discussions coincided that the sector will keep on growing in the future, 
although many indicate that this might perhaps happen at a steadier pace that that followed over the 
past couple of decades. Foreign and financial capital investment will also continue to grow, allowing 
the sector to stay resilient in the face of foreseeble changes in the European policies towards lower 
subsidies and more market-oriented policies. However, the current diversity of producers´ 
management and commercial strategies will still prevail, whilst alternative (e.g. organic, gourmet) 
options will stay minor. In this context, higher internationalisation (new markets) and better 
marketing strategies are the key for the sector to maintain its current rate of growth.  
It is finally clear that climate change and related new societal and political demands will expect higher 
standards for the sector that might influence future trends and balances. 

1.3.2.7. Institutional Arrangements (Survey) 
1.3.2.7.1. Sales channels 
As with the Montado, the nature of currently prevanet institutional arrangements is directly 
dependant on the sales channel; arrangements bearing higher bargaining market power for the 
producers are those available to the biggest producers; such market power if even higher for those 
producers with the capacity to process and transform other producer´s olives into olive oils through 
their own mills, whilst full dependence on the bargaining power of cooperatives is in place for those 
producers with smaller, extensive and traditional production systems. Direct sales to the public and 
the presence of own selling points is still very minor, despite of which some intensive, super-intensive 
and traditional producers can be found that adopt these kinds of practices, through their own shops 
and brands. Although many of the requirements for quality and environment are not part of the sales 
agreements, they are generally required by law, or even, as many respondents to our survey pointed 
out, are intrinsic to the own nature of traditional and extensive production systems and varieties. 
Thus, a vast majority of farmers is currently complying with high standards of quality. Alas, quality 
standards (categorized as diverse classes of olive oil; virgin, extra-virgin, lanpante, and olive oil) is an 
essential factor for the final price and product competitiveness, and thus virtually all producers (except 
those aiming at self-consumption and informal mechenisms of distribution) are directly influenced by 
these standards. 
 
1.3.2.7.2. Characteristics of sale agreements and their sustainability  
Satisfaction with sales agreements largely vary and seems to be independent of the various conditions 
and terms of sales. However, most producers consulted seem to be largely optimistic, and see 
themselves as willing to continue with their businesses, frequently aiming at improving production, 
either through intensification or adding value (e.g. via organic labelling and certificationI).  
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In relation to the way in which their current sales and institutional arrangements allow them to 
achieve or improve their own targets, perceptions seem to be mostly positive (especially in relation 
to their economic targets), whilst too frequently their expectations and aspirations largely exceed 
what their current situations allows. 
 
1.3.2.7.3. Strategies and drivers of farming  
Among the key strategies and drivers currently influencing farmers, access to technology, to private 
investment finance, water and markets seem to incluence more strongly their actions and decisions, 
with public agricultural policies and human resources ranking much lower on this respect.Also, in 
relation to their aspirations, most seem to aim to expand or maintain their business sizes, especially 
through intensification, with intreset for abandonment being practically unencountered in the sector 
and region (although casually, it happens). Finally, the kinds of actions that farmers perceive to be 
most urgently required for improving their buseiness´ sustainability include a wide range from 
diversification to improving insurance, although among all of these, those to do with financialisation 
and technological improvements bear a highest eight. 
 
1.3.2.7.4. Other relevant issues-policies and collaboration 
Direct payments and agro-environmental schemes (PAC) are received, under different programs, from 
the vast majority of farmers surveyed. However, it is much more relevant in extensive and traditional 
producers.  Actually, in the case of traditional and smaller farmers, at times these public funds 
represent net values which are relevant to the financial viability of their farms, but that in no case 
vital. In the case of intensive and super-intensive farms, such degree of dependency is even lower. 
 
Technical support ids aligned with the type of production system and management model. Thus, in 
the case of those opting for intensive and super-intensive farms, many of them for private technical 
services (frequently their own), whilst traditional, smaller and extensive producers largely depend on 
cooperatives and informal arrangements for technical advice. Support received mainly relates to 
quality control and certification. Public-extension services are non-existent but are nevertheless only 
pointed out by traditional and extensive farmers of smaller-sized properties as key gaps in the system. 
Cooperation and discussions are mostly held by farmers with technical advisors and members of 
cooperatives, although is again correlated with the type of production system, being generally much 
larger in smaller farms, whilst larger farms only cooperate if a commercial contract among themselves 
is in place, but rarely informally.  Accordingly, few of the largest producers acknowledge that the lack 
of horizontal cooperation is problematic for the sector, whilst many of the traditional and smallest 
ones indicate how this hampers their competitiveness and capacity. Last, whilst most farmers 
operating in family businesses expressed an interest to pass on their businesses to future family 
generations, this is frequently difficult, due to little interest for farming in many of these heirs. In 
contrast, many intensive and super-intensive producers are mostly interested in securing 
shareholder´s benefits, although they are in a minority. 
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2. Introduction  
This report represents the Portuguese National component of deliverable 2.2 (Task 2.4) which, 
according to the guidelines that were produced for WP2 by the SUFISA team at the University of 
Gloucestershire, comprise together the results of the media analysis (WP1), of the market and 
regulatory review, of the expert interviews, and also of tasks 2.3 (Focus Groups and Participatory 
Workshops) and 2.6 (producers´Survey)   

To perform our Media Analysis, we considered National, Regional and Local sources of information 
such as specialized internet portals, specialized journals, newspapers and professional newsletters. 
The aim of the Media Analysis is to elicit the set of (expert and lay) information, and underlying 
discourses, that reaches the wider public audience on respect to key issues currently at stake for each 
of the two case studies selected in Portugal (see CASE STUDIES A and B in index). Therefore, the 
purpose of the analysis was not to perform an exhaustive and detailed examination of how each of 
the possible conditions and strategies identified in WP1 are reflected in the media. Instead its key 
purpose is to indicate to the conditions and strategies that are more widely reflected in the media, 
and to the different viewpoints and interpretations that underpin their communication the public.  

Complementarily to the Media Analysis, the implementation of this report has also involved an 
analysis of the policy, regulatory and market conditions that impact upon, in this case beef meat 
production in Montado silvo-pastoral systems in Central Alentejo (CASE STUDY A), and Intensive and 
Super-Intensive Olive Oil production in areas of Central and Southern Alentejo (CASE STUDY B). This 
analysis has entailed a desk-based analysis, which has been supplemented by 20 interviews with 
experts1 in order to gain further insight into the nature and complexity of these conditions. Sections 3 
and 4 of the report respectively deal with each of these two case studies. 

The purpose of the initial version of this (deliverable 2.1) report was specifically designated as; “to 
identify key market and regulatory conditions as they relate to and impact upon the commodities and 
regions selected for analysis”. In addition to examining regulatory and market conditions from the 
perspective of the scientific and grey literature and also from the experts´ viewpoint, this extended 
version (deliverable 2.2) also helps elicit potential pathways and more creative solutions. 

As indicated, to implement task 2.4 throughout each of the 2 different regional case studies selected 
in Portugal, an analysis of literature and policy documents were combined with 10 expert interviews 
per case study conducted with key stakeholders, including farmers and producers, regulators and 
policy makers, lobbyists, market and financial agents, and academics. The structure and contents set 
for these interviews aimed to provide with an insight into the nature and complexity of regulatory and 
market conditions 

The desk-review and interview data were then used to populate the policy, regulatory and market 
conditions sections (sections 3 and 4) of this national report. Along with the analysis of key 
issues/debates currently arising, an exploration of key financial markets and quality standards was 
also undertaken. 

 

 

                                                           
1 Details of the interviewees and their affiliations of all interviewees are provided in appendix 2. 
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Following the conceptual framework developed in WP1, this complex set of analyses helped to identify 
C(onditions), S(strategies) and P(erformances) issues in relation to the regulatory and market issues 
identified for each of the two commodities and regions that are at the core of the CSP inventory for 
Portugal (a key component of Task 2.4).  

In addition, results from the focus groups and participatory workshops are also included (sections 4.5 
and 5.5, and appendices 4 and 5) along with a result of a survey conducted over a selected number of 
producers in the region (sections 4.6 and 5.6, and appendix 7), along with a synthesis of results and 
main findings in the elaboration of a CSP Inventory (appendix 8). This jointly aims to produce a wider 
picture of the current situation of both study sectors in terms of its main characteristics and 
trajectories, especially regarding the multiple institutional arrangements in place, including horizontal 
cooperation, vertical coordination and public intervention (revised conceptual framework in WP1). 

The two case studies that had been selected for Portugal were aimed at reflecting the diverging, and 
at times opposite, trends and dynamics, both current and recent, of the rural land use context in the 
region of Alentejo, where our research team is based. This is a region which according to the latest 
agricultural census data accounts for a 55% of the Agricultural Land Use of Continental Portugal (INE, 
2015a, 2015b, 2015c and 2015d), despite occupying a mere 33% of Portugal´s Continental land. This 
is also a region where the extensification-intensification debate is most relevant (Borges et al, 2010; 
Perlúcio Pimenta, 2014; Marques et al, 2015), a fact that we wanted to fully reflect through the 
selection of our two Portuguese case studies. Furthermore, we argue that by selecting these two case 
studies, the overall economic, environmental and social state of the art of the agricultural production 
sector in the Alentejo region, can be realistically encompassed. This is so despite of the fact that there 
are other rural land-uses and related farming systems in the region that hold a significant weight and 
role in the economy, including the production of various extensive (e.g. pork meat, cork, wheat, wine) 
and intensive (e.g. maize, almonds) commodities (Perlúcio Pimenta, 2014). However, the economic, 
socio-cultural and territorial frameworks for food production in the region are accurately exemplified 
by the two case studies selected, a fact that is justified in further detail in sections 3.1 (case study A) 
and 4.1 (case study B) of this report.  

Regarding the overall Portuguese situation for food and agricultural commodity production, the 
picture turns indeed more complex if we consider the other regions beyond Alentejo, particularly once 
we include overseas territories (mainly the Açores and Madeira archipelagos) in the analysis (Marques, 
2004; Lucas et al, 2015; Marques, 2015; Rodrigo et al, 2015). In contrast to the other regions in 
Portugal, agriculture in the Alentejo is characterized by distinctive and quite unique characteristics, 
including the concentration of land in fewer and bigger properties, the key role still played by 
agriculture and farming in the social fabric of the region. Equally important are the dynamic shifts that 
are currently undergoing in the region. Such shifts are associated with the recent availability of natural 
resources (water in particular), technological infrastructure, access to new international markets and 
foreign and risk-based capital investment (Perlúcio Pimenta, 2014). These are a set of trends that 
largely affect the capacity of regional agriculture to underpin sustainable development targets 
(DRAPAL 2014; Fragoso, 2015).  

Following some delliberation we decided that it would be best for the core of the various tasks in this 
report to focus mainly on the two case studies and related commodities selected, contextualising 
these where necessary with further information and reflections on how any findings relate to the 
wider Regional, National and European contexts. 
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On the one hand, beef meat production in Montado silvo-pastoral systems in Central Alentejo (CASE 
STUDY A) is reflective of a traditional (and still dominant) land use and related management practices, 
whereby multi functionality and family-based farms are the norm.  

In addition, this is a case study on which the intensification process is only slowly entering the regional 
and National scene but also one on which rapid profit and investment returns are relatively 
inaccessible in comparison to other alternative land-use and commodity production options. 
Consequently, this is a case study that is still strongly dependant on public subsidies.  

In contrast, intensive and super-intensive Olive Oil production in areas of Central and Southern 
Alentejo (CASE STUDY B) are at the core of change in the regional agricultural scene. Olive oil produced 
under intensive and super-intensive models is a commodity and associated farming system on which 
foreign and private financial capital investment, rapid intensification and strong technological inputs 
are fast driving the transformation of the traditional landscape of extensive and smaller scale olive 
groves and of extensive cereals that not long ago dominated the plains of Southern Alentejo. This is a 
transition process that is undoubtedly affecting the structure of the supply chain and power 
relationships in the production of food commodities in central and Southern Alentejo. Furthermore, 
it is a process of change that is associated with novel and increasingly complex social, financial and 
environmental challenges arising which are disentangled in further detail in section 3 of this report.  
Thus, and to be fully reflective of the changes inherent to this second case study, some references and 
information were also gathered in relation to the persistence (and sustainability) of extensive olive 
groves for family-based olive oil production. 
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3. Media content analysis  

3.1. Summary 
In this section, the key points encountered in the analysis of media data sources are listed and briefly 
summarized for each of the two Portuguese case studies. The two sub-sections in chapter 2.1 of this 
report include a synthesis of the key conditions and strategies that were identified for each of the two 
case studies analysed (2.1.1 for extensive beef meat and 2.1.2 for intensive and super-intensive olive 
oil production). Further detail on the findings (including more detailed argumentation, concrete 
citations and sources of information) and on the ideological and economic frames that underpin the 
latter is then provided respectively in sections 2.2 to 2.4, whereas Appendix A contains a full list of the 
main sources consulted.   

Following the project´s guidelines elaborated for the Media Analysis (subtask 1.1.3), the overall 
purpose envisaged for this exercise was to cover the range of “different public and private positions 
and approaches scattered across the regions and commodities targeted in SUFISA, as debated in the 
media”. As the main conceptual reference point for this exercise we looked at the project´s main 
objective, namely: “analysing and potentially incrementing the sustainability of primary producers in 
a context of multi-dimensional policy requirements, market imperfections and globalisation”.  

To this extent, a survey was conducted of generic and specialized media (see full list of sources 
originally consulted in appendix A) in order to map the key elements (mainly Conditions and 
Strategies) of relevance for the various issues at stake, both in the overall context of Portuguese 
agriculture and also in relation to the specificities within our two case studies. Furthermore, and in 
order to miss as little relevant information as possible we decided to implement a snowball search 
method that would allow us to identify and regularly update our findings with sources of information 
that had not been originally considered, and that could potentially represent dissenting viewpoints 
and observations partially uncovered in the common media. Examples of alternative media that were 
also consulted include internet-published and widely-read newspapers such as Diario Público 
(expressing views related to left-leaning critical political economics, which are generally absent from 
the most widely published newspapers), and webpages published by various sectorial interest groups 
and lobbies.  

The Media Analysis runs in parallel, and is synergistic with, the other activities aimed at collecting the 
information base-line upon which the following steps of the project were to be carried out, including: 
scientific literature and databases review (subtask 1.1.1); secondary data collection and stockasting 
(subtask 1.1.2) and stakeholders' workshops (subtask 1.1.4). From this perspective, the aim of the 
Media Analysis is not expected to provide with an exhaustive map of all the conditions and strategies 
identifiable in each region and related commodity sector. Instead, it is intended to generate a clear 
and encompassing image of the heterogeneous social perception, as expressed through the media, 
that exists in the regions and commodities covered in SUFISA. . Ultimately its purpose is to help refine 
the SUFISA conceptual framework, potentially expanding the list of conditions and strategies that had 
been considered from a theoretical perspective, and also highlighting those others that seem to 
resonate more highly in the social and public realms. 
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In particular the Media Analysis is expected to contribute to: 

 identify the most debated (and when relevant, the most contested) conditions among the 
ones already described in the CF draft, highlighting possible and country/regional-related 
specificities; 

 suggest additional conditions which are not addressed in the CF draft, but that are present 
and discussed in the national media debate. 

Hence, the Media Analysis primarily focused on the conditions influencing farmers' behaviours, 
whereas strategies and performances were also recorded and analysed in relation to the specific 
conditions, when relevant positions or viewpoints were detected. 

Regarding the methodologies employed for the analysis, the set of recommendations provided in the 
guidelines elaborated in WP1 were strictly followed with NVIVO 11 (www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-
product/nvivo11-for-windows) employed as the key search engine. 

Last, and following up from the guidance elaborated for WP1, the following two sub-sections of this 
report provide with the basic information on the scope, conceptual considerations, preliminary 
assumptions and key elements of search  employed during this exercise (including, e.g., the terms 
employed in the coding process that is at the heart of the media analysis) . 

3.1.1. Extensive Beef Production case study  
In relation to case study A (Extensive beef meat production in Montado Systems), it is important to 
begin by indicating that the temporal scope chosen for the analysis expanded between year 1992 (Mac 
Sharry CAP Reform) and May 2016. The reason for selecting 1992 as the starting point for the analysis 
is our interest to consider the whole forest of Common Agricultural Policies through which the key 
policy emphasis has been on supporting the producer rather than the product (European Commission, 
2008 and 2011a), a focus that is very much aligned with SUFISA´s main objectives and conceptual 
framework.  

Furthermore, the consideration of a relatively wide period of time selected for the analysis would 
allow us to consider elements of the policy and economic spectrum that throughout time have 
adapted towards changing conditions in markets, society and policies. Example of these measures 
include direct payments sequentially established to compensate for lowering price support and 
market prices (European Commission 2006b, 2008, 2009a, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2013b. 2016b, 
2016d), and compulsory  and accompanying policy measures and funding programs, such as set-aside, 
that were aimed at achieving sustainability. These include agri-environmental programmes, 
afforestation, early retirement and diversification schemes, among others  (European Commission, 
2011d, 2013a, 2016c). 

To perform our media analysis the following key-words were selected and further searched: Montado, 
Extensive, Beef, Alentejo, Productivity, Sustainability, Resilience, Multi-Functionality, Crisis, 
Transition, Mertolenga, Alentejana, Livestock, Grazing. These terms were selected to reflect both the 
regional and contextual contingencies of the case study (Alentejo, Mertolenga, Alentejana, Montado), 
but also the generalities that would potentially allow their comparability with other multiple case 
studies throughout Europe (e.g. beef, sustainability, resilience, crisis, transition). 
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Regarding the conceptual entry-point that was considered as the main assumption for our media 
analysis, this relates to the process of transition, and occasionally of co-existence between modern 
farming (spanning between the 2nd half of the XXth Century and nowadays) whereby farmers were 
considered as primary producers and services-oriented farming that places farmers mainly as Land 
Stewards  (1992-nowadays).  

Such conceptual framework is well reflected in the literature examining the historic and current 
trajectory and fate of the Montado in the Alentejo (Costa et al, 2009, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, Godinho 
et al, 2014; Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro & Sá-Sousa, 2011), and a wide set of evidence for this process of 
transition is held within our own research group and institution (ICAAM; www 
www.icaam.uevora.pt/). 

However, and despite the original intention to perform a more detailed analysis of the discourses 
underpinning the results in the Media Analysis, several challenges were raised that prevented a full 
scope implementation of such an approach, ultimately rendering the aforementioned conceptual 
entry-point as a generic assumption potentially useful to underpin the sets of results and findings 
obtained. Among the key challenges encountered in implementing a proper and complete discourse 
analysis, especially outstands the lack of any prior experience by any members of the team performing 
the analysis in Portugal in implementing such technique of social analysis. However, this fact is not to 
dismiss the potentialities of a discourse analysis for a sectorial analysis such as the one that is hereby 
performed. As a matter of facts, this is a technique that we are currently testing for the assessment of 
the historical trajectories of the Montado conceived as a multi-functional system, an analysis that we 
expect will help further improve further revised versions of this report towards the second phase of 
the SUFISA project.  

Within the scope of our proposed analytical approach, a series of key elements are listed that briefly 
synthesize the key characteristics of the first of the Portuguese case studies, starting with the fact that 
the Montado silvo-pastoral system that hosts extensive cattle breeding in Central Alentejo is 
characterized by a vast majority of large-scale farms (100-2000 Has.) by European standards (Pinto-
Correia, Almeida and Sa-Sousa, 2014). It is also important to indicate to how it is a system that 
demands low technological inputs, whilst being strongly reliant on family succession (Pinto-Correia, 
Almeida and Sa-Sousa, 2014). Equally meaningful is that its spatial coverage of the Alentejo is still high 
nowadays (47 %), despite being inherently subject to tensions due to its multi-functionality which 
directly clashes with growing market and policy pressures for further regional and land-use 
specialisation.  

Whilst the stock of practicing Montado farmers and livestock breeders is clearly ageing, there exists 
an increasingly highly educated young generation of farmers and land managers that may enter the 
business mainly through family succession. A common perception that expands beyond science exists 
of the Montado as a complex System characterized by its high standards of Sustainability and 
Resilience (Mira Potes, 2010; Acha and Newig, 2015; Salvati & Carlucci, 2015). In close alignment with 
the social perception that exists about the remarkable values of sustainability and resilience that are 
attributable to this system, is its scientific acknowledgement as a High Nature Value Farming system 
(Almeida et al, 2013; Ferraz de Oliveira et al, 2016; Godinho et al, 2016; VVAA, 2013).  
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This has resulted in the legal designation of a high proportion of the land that is currently occupied by 
the Montado for the protection and conservation of its many natural, cultural and landscape values.  

An argument is sometimes made by certain farmers, policy makers and financial agents and 
developers that such levels of protection ultimately may trigger a trend towards decreasing regional 
and local economic competitiveness. This argument is particularly visible in the media, especially in 
the context of a political and ideological media framework that is still largely dominated by 
productivity-oriented attitudes and approaches to land management and planning. In this context, the 
Montado is alternatively perceived by many key regional actors including financial entities, 
entrepreneurs and policy makers alike as financially challenging, thus potentially hampering both 
private financial support and new entries (Fragoso and Lucas, 2007; Martins et al, 2014).  

Also explicit in the media is the complex nature that characterizes the Montado production system, a 
complexity that is exemplified by the sheer contrast that exists between the increasing number of 
heads of cattle registered for the period 1999-2009 in the region when they are compared to the 
decreasing number of beef cattle producers registered for the same period (Almeida et al, 2016; Sales-
Batista, Candela D´Abreu & Ferraz de Oliveira, 2016). This is a trend that, according to local and 
regional experts and authorities consulted during the interviews to experts and also to the analysis of 
the grey literature (see subsection 3.3) performed, is equally valid for the period after 2009 to 
nowadays (EC, 2009a, 2011e, 2012a, 2014a, 2015a, 2016f).  

Last, it is important to point out to the slow yet persistent process of intensification that, according to 
the media consulted, the Montado production system is currently undergoing. Such a process of 
intensification commonly refers to pasture irrigation, but also to other kinds of intensification 
processes within the meat production chain itself. It is widely acknowledged that this is a trend that 
frequently ends up in conflict with the many regulations and designations for the protection of natural 
resources and landscapes that are currently operationalized upon the Portuguese Montado (Pinto-
Correia & Mascarenhas, 2009; Godinho et al, 2014). Such conflict is clearly reflected in the regulatory 
framework examined (see section 3.2). Additionally, it is also a point that is distinctively reflected in 
the media, with differing viewpoints and arguments being clearly voiced and advocated. 

Examples of sources for such conflicts include issues raised in response to the implementation of the 
Decreto Lei 169/2001 do 25 de Maio, which imposes a strict public licensing procedure for farmers to 
cut down any Holm Oaks and Cork Oaks in the Montado. This is an administrative requisite that is 
furthermore complicated in the case such trees are located in an area designated under the NATURA 
2000 network (e.g. habitats 9330 and 9340) and has driven protest and contestation by certain sectors 
of the local populations, mainly farmers.  

3.1.2. Intensive olive oil production  
In relation to Portuguese case study B, the temporal scope for the media analysis of intensive and 
super-intensive Olive Oil production spanned between year 2002 and May 2016. This period is in sheer 
contrast with the longer period selected for the media analysis of case study A , The selection of such 
a time frame intended to embrace the whole period of expansion of irrigated crops in the region, 
including principally intensive and super-intensive olives, but also others such as maize, horticultural 
crops, and more recently almond trees. The starting point selected for such period is marked  by the 
key driving force that, according to all datasets, experts and information sources consulted, triggered 
such a process; the approval for construction of the Alqueva water reservoir (Fragoso & Marques, 
2003 & 2009; Fragoso et al, 2010; Lampreia de Santos et al, 2010). 
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 Alqueva is currently the biggest artificial water body in Europe, and the main source of the key natural 
resource for agricultural development and intensification in a region, the Alentejo, which naturally is 
water-constrained by its Mediterranean climate. 

To perform our analysis we selected and further utilised the following keywords: Intensive, Super-
Intensive, Olive Oil, Sustainability, Resilience, Intensification, Productivism, Export, Investment, 
Irrigation, Environmental Impacts; Alqueva, Arbequina.  

In parallel to the examination in case study A, these terms were selected to reflect both the regional 
and contextual contingencies of the case study (e.g. Alqueva and Arbequina) and the generalities that 
potentially allow their comparability with other similar case studies across Europe (e.g. Intensification, 
Irrigation, Investment, Productivism). 

Regarding the conceptual entry-point that was considered as the main assumption for our analysis, 
this relates to the process of transition, and occasionally of co-existence that is detected in this sector 
and region between the social and media consideration of farmers as family and landscape stewards, 
which spans between the 2nd Half of the XXth Century and nowadays, and their role as primary 
producers, which embraces current policy and market goals such as sustainable intensification and 
economic growth (Guzman & Alonso, 2010; Jesus, 2013). 

 In general, it is made evident through our media analysis that it was the construction and activation 
of the Alqueva reservoir and related expansion of irrigation infrastructures and water availability that 
acted as the inflection points by which a region that had traditionally been dominated by rain-fed 
agriculture is now currently undergoing an extremely fast process of agricultural and farming 
intensification. However, it is important to note that despite the recent availability of abundant water, 
payment for irrigation infrastructures needs to be covered by  farmers individually, thus limiting 
intensification capacity to those with easier access to capital or credit (EC, 2014c; Fragoso & Marques, 
2009). This is a limitation that has ultimately rendered the development of intensive crops, including 
olives and olive oil, strongly dependant on, and triggered by foreign capital and investment, a fact that 
is consistently reflected in the specialized media consulted (Nina Jorge & Avillez, 2010; Pires, 2012; 
Pires & Neves, 2013).  As already indicated, despite the fact that there exist various other crops that 
have also benefitted from this process, the main focus of irrigation has been on olive groves, with 
more than 75 % of national olive oil production being now located in Central and Southern Alentejo  
(for further details and references on these numbers and their change over time, see section 4). 

This has meant that expectations for production of olive oil Nationally by 2020 have already been 
surpassed (INE, 2015b, c & d). Indications of de-coupling have been signalled in the media between 
the increasing numbers on primary production (olives) and the still relatively lower levels of 
transformation capacity onto final marketable commodities (olive oil) that are found in the region of 
Alentejo. However this is a problem that is recently being reversed due in part to the fact that 
production is increasingly coped by large enterprises with their own produce transformation capacity 
and infrastructures (Jordao, 2014). Last, it is important to indicate to the potentially severe 
environmental impacts and increased demand for natural resources that generally accompany 
changes in production chain systems linked to intensification and super-intensification. Despite of this, 
the degree and severity of environmental impacts driven by the process of intensification and super-
intensification in olive oil production is yet highly debated in the media, with official reports providing 
with hard evidence still largely absent, and with the key SMART indicators being mostly excluded from 
the key debate in the media.  
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3.2. Conditions influencing farmers strategies 
3.2.1. Regulatory and policy conditions (and resulting strategies)   

3.2.1.1. Overview 
Regulatory and policy conditions in Portuguese agriculture over the past 40 years have been largely 
defined by the influence of the EU´s Common Agricultural Policy (Martins & Marques, 2006; Fragoso 
& Marques, 2007). This is unequivocally reported in the key National media, both professional and 
generic. However, in addition to facts, also multiple opinions about PAC´s salience and efficiency are 
reported being largely influenced by the editorial line and related economic approach underpinning 
each source of information consulted (see appendix 6.1). It ought to be reminded that, at the moment 
of Portugal´s entry into the European Economic Community in 1989, 22 % of the Portuguese 
population was employed in an economic sector that merely contributed a 9% of the country´s GDP, 
a weight and role that is nevertheless much larger than the one agriculture has nowadays (MAPF, 
2011).  

Following Portugal´s adherence to the EEC (1989), the economic situation and trend on which the 
country was by then set on respect to the remaining EEC countries, determined the key policy 
objectives that were initially set for Portuguese agriculture at the European level, and which mainly 
focused on controlling surplus in agricultural production by establishing quotas and also by regulating 
prices.  

These objectives have since then shifted in various directions, yet an original complain largely remains 
among key actors and experts within the Portuguese agricultural sector. Such complain relates to the 
largely uniform and non-specific nature of overarching European regulations and norms that do not 
fit the contingencies of Portuguese, and wider Mediterranean, conditions (C.Noéme, 2013). This was 
clearly expressed in the expert interviews conducted, but also appeared mentioned in the course of 
our Media Analysis. 

Other key policy issues that constantly arise throughout the analysis of media refer to the relevance 
of subsequent changes in post-1992, post-2000 and post-2006 regulatory frameworks, arising from 
the various CAP reforms that were explicitly aimed at increasing the level of sustainability in various 
farming systems and agricultural commodities across Europe. In relation to this, uncertainty seems to 
be one of the terms that are most frequently mentioned in the various sets of information examined, 
particularly as far as producers are concerned. 

Along with the former, a key economic policy driver with impact on the complex trajectory and 
adaptation capacity of the Portuguese Agricultural sector over the past decades is related to the fact 
that distinctive policy transition regimes were implemented for different commodities, namely; a 
seven-year single-stage  process aimed at those commodities that were perceived as easier to adapt 
(e.g. olive oil) to the common EU framework, and an alternative multi-staged and longer-term 
pathway that was aimed at assisting other commodities with further market constraints, including 
beef meat production.  

Although a common set of regulations, rules and legislative instruments with parallel trajectories have 
since been implemented, many divergences were encountered during the media analysis that are 
further reflected in the following two sub-sections of the report. This is another key point that 
permeate throughout much of our analysis.  
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In general, it stems clearly from our media analysis that although policy issues represent the main 
factor reported to drive change in the Portuguese agricultural sector, it is also the one that is most 
represented through factoids or even opinions, with strict facts being harder to identify.  

3.2.1.2. Case Study A 
One key issue addressed in the media in relation to extensive beef meat production and more 
generally to the Montado production system relates to dependence and changes in CAP direct 
support, and also on progress with Pillar II measures (e.g. Rural Development Programmes). 
Requirements  linked to CAP compliance  seem to be deemed by farmers as increasingly demanding, 
complicated, continuously changing and requiring from external advisory services, 
(http://www.ajap.pt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=26:evolucao-situacao-
actual-e-perspectivas-futuras-para-as-agriculturas-europeia-eportuguesa&catid=14:agricultura&ite 

mid=37). In addition, nature heritage and conservation (e.g. Natura 2000, High Nature Value Farming) 
are perceived by some farmers and experts represented in the media as source of conflicts and as 
administrative barriers for increasing production targets that, according to both their views and  also 
policy targets, need to be achieved both nationally and regionally.  

This is mainly addressed in the form of opinions, which are in contrast with views that are provided by 
academics and others in the public sector (https://www.publico.pt/economia/jornal/portugal-devia-
usar-a-proteccao-do-ambiente-como-trunfo-na-pac-25544756). Overall, it seems that the editorial 
line, target audience and economic framework embraced by each media determine to a great extent 
whether arguments to either side are presented or not as valid to the public, with strict facts mostly 
constrained to the professional and public sector media (e.g. DRAPAL). 

3.2.1.3.  Case Study B 
In the case of intensive and super-intensive olive oil production, the irrigation capacity provided by 
the Alqueva reservoir, and directly linked policies and regulations are signalled (both in professional 
and public media) as a key condition triggering change and expansion in this commodity 
(https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/alqueva-acrescentou-340-milhoes-de-euros-a-
agricultura-portuguesa-1744436). This has been the case for the past 15 years, once the approval and 
plans for construction of the reservoir effectively started. However, concerns about the need to 
update the regulatory framework to respond to other challenges arising (e.g. economic advantages of 
irrigated systems over traditional production systems and environmental and landscape impacts over 
designated natural areas and habitats) are slowly arising in the media. 

 This is especially the case in media sources leaning towards political and social economics-led 
perspectives (http://observador.pt/especiais/azeite-portugues-mundo-o-que-e-que-o-alentejo-
tem/). 
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3.2.2.  Factors conditions  

3.2.2.1.  Overview  
A generic trend can be noted in Portuguese agriculture over the past 20 years towards increasing 
commodity production and promoting specialization and professionalization of workforce linked to 
intensification (Marques, 2015). However, in reality this trend is clearly divergent among different 
commodities and related productive and territorial systems. 

 Thus, key factors such as the availability and demand for skilled workforce, access to land, and the 
emergence of transformation agro-industries are largely distinctive of each of the two commodities 
studied in Portugal, and at times even mutually diverging(for further details see sub-sections 2.2.2.2 
and 2.2.2.3). Such divergence is clearly reflected in the media. However, certain commonalities are 
also reflected overall that are indicative of generic trends in Portuguese agriculture, including the 
advocacy and praise of certain media sources for the values and benefits of intensification across all 
agricultural and production systems (http://www.reconquista.pt/articles/ideias-e-factos--2). This is 
actually mostly based on opinions frequently underpinned by factoids that with certain frequency are 
presented to the public as actual facts. 

Some of the key factors that are mentioned in the media include the slightly increasing demand for 
specialized workforce, which has not managed to counter-balance the more acute decreasing 
possibilities for work for un-skilled workers. 

In addition, the difficulties to access land for new entrants from Portugal and the Alentejo that are not 
backed by either a farming family background or by the support of risk-oriented financial products and 
the increasing costs of inputs and dependence on supporting industries 
(https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/o-alentejo-entre-os-avioes-a-agua-e-os-chaparros-
1729777) are also mentioned. Although they are mostly expressed as opinions in the media, these 
conditions tend to coincide with facts that are actually reported in the various regional diagnoses and 
sectorial economic analysis examined (see sections 3 and 4 of this report).      

3.2.2.2. Case Study A 
Regarding conditions defining extensive beef meat production in Montado systems the following 
especially outstand; a lack of access to land for young entrants (except for those continuing with 
activity on their own family farms), and of skilled workforce, continuous changes in production 
services markets which ultimately miss-guide and confuse land owners and managers. All of these 
conditions are argued in the media as potentially demeaning the potential for growth, change and 
ultimately for sustainability of the sector. Actually, these conditions are mostly informed in the form 
of factoids and opinions, which at times are used to contest confirmed trends (e.g. 
http://diariodigital.sapo.pt/news.asp?id_news=602919). However, alternatively the same arguments 
are underpinned by facts (e.g. statistic of change) which are provided to support statements and 
views, although mainly in official and public-sector sources (e.g. DRAPAL). 

3.2.2.3. Case Study B 
Both the professional and public media covering information on intensive and super-intensive olive 
oil production indicate to a series of factor conditions as key for change in a transition process that 
has raised strong economic and social expectations, both Nation and region-wise 
(http://expresso.sapo.pt/economia/nao-ha-regiao-na-europa-com-agua-terra-e-clima-como-o-
alqueva=f913434ç; https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/alqueva-acrescentou-340-milhoes-de-
euros-a-agricultura-portuguesa-1744436).  
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These include:  an increasingly difficult access to land for local actors as a result of the raise in land 
prices resulting from technical innovations and requirements, which is in sheer contrast with the 
comparative low land-prices for foreign investors (e.g. Spanish), the demand for skilled workforce, and 
the relatively low extent to which this can be fulfilled at the regional and local levels (thus resulting in 
the in-migration of technical and skilled workforce). Last, the originally low presence of transformation 
industries located in the region, and related changing trends that run along with the propagation of 
the intensification and super-intensification production modes are also addressed 
(http://www.vozdaplanicie.pt/index.php?go=noticias&id=7760).  

In general, these factor conditions are presented mostly as factoids, with industry and producer´s 
targeted media selling the incontestable advantages of both intensification processes and the opening 
of new international markets (https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/espanhois-produzem-
azeite-no-alentejo-para-ser-vendido-com-rotulos-italianos-1518889).  

Alternatively, other voices are raised in the media that indicate to the problems and comparative 
disadvantages that are encountered by the extensive production traditional farmers and producers 
(http://www.vozdaplanicie.pt/index.php?go=noticias&id=10145). This is an especially important issue 
since these farmers are still major in the region and Portugal as a whole both in terms of surface 
covered and number of farms and farmers dedicated to producing olive oil. 

3.2.3. Demand conditions  

3.2.3.1. Overview  
This includes local and regional consumption patterns for which extensive and long-lasting official 
statistical datasets have been published for each of our two case studies (see sections 3 and 4 of the 
report), and for which numerous opinions are raised in the media. These opinions are mainly in 
relation to the increasingly important competitiveness of commodities in international markets. In this 
sense, whilst national and local consumption is still considered as essential both for beef meat and 
olive oil, it is salient that policy and farmer´s opinions alike now lean towards acknowledging the 
growing importance of international demand, and related export capacity, a trend that  that is clearly 
reflected in the media (https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/producao-de-azeite-e-a-terceira-
maior-dos-ultimos-100-anos-1728655). 

A vast amount of information is being published that deals with the fact that self-consumption and 
food security are nowadays achieved in Portugal (http://expresso.sapo.pt/economia/2016-10-02-
Azeite-alentejano-vendido-ainda-na-arvore). Despite of this, potential conflicts and issues of 
international trade and competition seem now to populate a great proportion of the information that 
reaches the general public. 

In addition, issues related to increasing demand for higher-quality products also appears in the press, 
although in this case much of the information, mostly in form of factoids, is frequently disguised as 
facts, whilst in reality it seems to correspond mainly with marketing strategies devised by the bigger 
producers and distributors. 
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3.2.3.2. Case Study A 
A condition that appears almost invariably in the media in relation to beef meat production is the 
increasing demand for multi-functional services in the Montado when this is considered as a system. 
This includes demand for commodities other than beef meat, including especially cork, pork, timber 
and sheep meat, but also for other minor natural products such as honey, medicinal and aromatic 
herbs (http://www.correioalentejo.com/?diaria=15514). However, growing demand for multiple 
products, goods and services that cannot yet be classified as commodities (no markets have been yet 
created for most of them) are presented in the same press notices as key drivers the sustainability of 
the system, but not as a growing concern to satisfy public demand.  

Although no explicit reference was found in the media consulted to the concept of ecosystem services, 
various regulating (e.g. water cycle and soil erosion regulation and climate change), cultural (e.g. 
landscape and tourism) and even supporting (e.g .availability of nutrients and fertility of pastures) 
ecosystem goods and services are at times indicated as crucial to the sustainability of the Montado 
system as a whole, mostly in the form of expert´s opinions (e.g. see various interviews with farmers 
advancing multi-functionality and sustainability, such as Alfredo Cunhal Sendim).   

In addition, and in relation to the demand for beef meat, it is important to indicate to the perception 
that persists of the relevance of novel and emerging export markets out-with the scope of the EU(e.g. 
Argentina and Uruguay) and also of the growing demand for higher quality (e.g. organic) and quality 
standards that is starting to permeate through public opinion 
(https://www.publico.pt/sociedade/noticia/o-que-a-natureza-ensinou-a-um-rapaz-de-lisboa-
1716449). 

3.2.3.3. Case Study B 
Within this cluster of conditions, both prices and the relevance of recent National surplus production 
(and thus of export capacity) seem to be the key elements encountered in the media, both popular 
and professional (https://www.dinheirovivo.pt/economia/azeite-producao-mais-alta-desde-1958-
mas-preco-nao-devera-baixar/). Although facts are clearly presented in such articles, however the 
underpinning message and tone is often more closely linked to the kind of information that can 
normally be classified as factoids. 

Least explicitly, media has also addressed the gradual concentration of market in fewer hands along 
with the increasing difficulties to compete that are currently faced by traditional and extensive olive 
oil producers. In sheer contrast with this some news have also appeared highlighting the success 
achieved by individual land-owners and producers opting for pursuing new international markets by 
producing and exporting high quality olive oil that is produced under extensive, and even organic 
regimes (e.g. http://www.swissinfo.ch/por/qualidade_fam%C3%ADlia-su%C3%AD%C3%A7a-produz-
o-melhor-azeite-do-mundo-em-portugal/35256768).  
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3.2.4. Finance and risk management conditions  

3.2.4.1. Overview  
Generally speaking financial information is mostly constrained to two key types of media; those 
sources edited and distributed by financial entities concerned with the agricultural sector (e.g. CA 
Revista) and also professional media oriented at farmers and producers (e.g. Vida Rural-Revista de 
Agronegócios). This type of information mostly refers to shifts in prices and incentives, and 
underpinning policies (mostly CAP). Most of the news found in such sources are either facts 
(http://www.jornaldenegocios.pt/empresas/agricultura_e_pescas/detalhe/governo_abre_candidatu
ras_para_apoios_de_6_milhoes_a_floresta.html), opinions or a combination of both 
(https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/os-precos-e-os-subsidios-agricolas-1674841).  

In addition, some indication to any opportunities arising in relation to financial and risk-based tools 
are also apparent within the scope of financial entities specifically targeting farmers, although mostly 
in the form of promotions or interviews with financial experts and farmers that frequently serve as a 
form of self-publicity for the financial entities themselves (e.g. 
http://www.hipersuper.pt/2011/12/22/mariana-matos-secretaria-geral-da-casa-do-azeite-
%E2%80%9Ca-producao-cresce-mais-do-que-o-consumo%E2%80%9D/; 
http://www.creditoagricola.pt/NR/rdonlyres/04291C09-1C69-4E5E-8278-
3086C202F46A/0/CAREVISTA_2Trimestre2016_N40.pdf.). 

3.2.4.2. Case Study A 
Stemming from the media analysis of the extensive beef meat production sector in Portugal, financial 
credit access appears to be increasingly hard to get. This seems to be a problem that has increased in 
particular following the economic crisis triggered after 2008 
(http://www.jornaldenegocios.pt/empresas/agricultura_e_pescas/detalhe/capoulas_santos_nao_ha
_emprestimo_mais_seguro_do_que_aos_agricultores.html). Currently, access to credit seems to be 
especially hard for young entrants with a practical absence of availability of more novel financial tools 
and schemes (e.g. payment for ecosystem services) of value to this social group.  

3.2.4.3. Case Study B 
Credit access, particularly at the initial implementation stages, is signalled as a key condition for the 
intensification and super-intensification of olive oil production. This fact is mainly informed in the 
specialized media, but also expands across the popular media as well 
(http://www.agronegocios.eu/noticias/casa-do-azeite-temos-de-investir-mais-na-promocao-do-
consumo-em-portugal/).  Risk management and business risks are also indicated as important 
conditions, particularly in interviews to producers and related associations, whilst traditional and 
extensive farmers remain largely under-represented. 
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3.2.5. Socio-institutional conditions  

3.2.5.1. Overview  
Strategies for farmer´s and producer´s cooperation are indicated as an important point for Portuguese 
agriculture and farming, particularly in the media representing more institutional and sociological 
perspectives (see appendix 1). This is a socio-cultural factor that, along with action and decision-
making coordination results primordial in many farming systems across Europe. In addition it is a 
model that is largely implemented in the form of cooperatives of producers, which market around 40 
% of agricultural commodities across the European Union (Binjman & Iliopoulos, 2014). However, 
mechanisms for farmer´s cooperation and their impact largely differ among countries and regions, 
and also across commodities.  

In this sense, according to the media literature consulted, Portugal seems to be well aligned with the 
wider EU mean values, whilst other countries including France, Ireland, the Netherlands or Denmark 
all market more than 50 % of their food commodities through cooperatives. Generally speaking, olive 
oil and beef meat production are in both cases below the mean proportion of commodities that are 
marketed through cooperatives in the European context. However, associations of producers and 
cooperatives still play a key role in the concrete cases of Portugal and the Alentejo, as reflected in the 
media, particularly through the publication of facts and, at times factoids 
(https://mercadoalimentar.com/2016/08/04/ouro-para-azeite-de-moura-e-barrancos/).  

Nevertheless, the key socio-institutional issue that was acknowledged in the media analysis, both for 
olive oil and beef meat commodities refers to the lack of efficiency in the administration of public 
resources and funding by the public sector. Such inefficiency is widely perceived to hamper the 
potentialities of growth and development of both commodities, and more widely of agriculture in the 
region. Actually, this is an issue that seems to be mostly covered in the form of personal opinions, thus 
reflecting its inherent subjectivity. Overall, it is a problem that is central to agricultural production in 
Mediterranean countries, to which administrative and legislative contingencies the European policies 
(especially CAP) have been argued to be poorly adapted (C.Noéme, 2013).  

3.2.5.2. Case Study A 
In relation to the extensive production of beef meat, key issues covered in the media include the (low) 
efficiency of the administration, particularly on regards to the CAP. This is mainly expressed through 
opinions gathered from farmers and other experts. Along with these the resilience of traditional land-
use practices and the decline in social capital are equally mentioned by some other key actors 
(https://www.dinheirovivo.pt/economia/homens-do-campo-estes-sao-os-novos-agricultores/). 

3.2.5.3. Case Study B 
Whilst increased administration efficiency seem to be seen as a key requirement by those with a stake 
on intensive and super-intensive olive oil production (even those with directly opposing views), the 
interpretation of what this means strongly varies across different groups of stakeholders 
(https://digitalis.uc.pt/en/node/105857?ur=bitstream/10316.2/25468/1/AGROTEC6_artigo3.pdf, 
and http://expresso.sapo.pt/economia/economia_agricultura/-espanhois-inauguram-lagar-de-
azeite-no-alentejo-fotogaleria=f683807 ). Other issues detected include the control of fraud, 
particularly on relation to quality control and also competition with other traditional practices, 
including extensive family-based olive oil production, which is currently affected by social change 
undergoing in the region (http://www.jn.pt/justica/interior/oleo-alimentar-vendido-como-azeite-
alentejano-4511637.html). 
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3.2.6. Socio-demographic conditions  

3.2.6.1. Overview  
Generally speaking, a key topic arising in the media in relation to socio-demographic conditions refers 
to the demographic decline and ageing trend that is clearly noticeable in relation to the traditional 
forms of farming and commodity production. These include beef meat production in Montado and 
traditional and extensive olive oil production (https://www.publico.pt/sociedade/noticia/nao-foi-por-
falta-de-consumo-que-a-producao-caiu-abruptamente-1747299. The publication of information on 
this issue is frequently published in the form of opinions, where a critical and mostly political economic 
approach is frequently undertaken. 

However, in sheer contrast with this, intensive and super-intensive production systems are generally 
portrayed as opportunities for reversing demographic trends, and for attracting better educated 
people into the sector and region (https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/portugal-ja-exporta-
mais-azeite-do-que-importa-1492580). The latter is close to what official statistics are telling us (see 
section 4 of the report), whilst the former seems to be mostly expressed as opinions, remaining  
particularly popular in those media or experts with a clear vision towards pursuing growth of the 
agricultural sector (e.g. those holding Neo-Classic views). 

3.2.6.2. Case Study A 
The diverse socio-demographic conditions detected in the media analysis of beef meat production in 
a Montado context include the increasing  levels of farmer´s (professional and higher) education in 
the region, the strong cultural motivations that are linked to a sense of belonging and land 
stewardship, and despite of all of this the relatively weak renewability and succession capacity. In this 
sense new life-stiles remain marginal due to multiple factors, particularly low profitability and high 
demand for labour smaller farms. All of these important conditions are encountered in the media, 
mostly in the form of opinions, and are mainly viewed through a political and sociological economic 
lens (http://www.quercus.pt/artigos-floresta/2411-a-importancia-dos-montados-de-sobro-em-
portugal). 

3.2.6.3. Case Study B 
In relation to intensive and super-intensive olive oil production, this is indeed a set of conditions that 
appear on the media at a much lower range that those regarding finance, technology and ecology. 
However, a couple of (indirect) indications were found to the challenges and potential reactions by 
locals related to the transition from a family-led extensive production system to a financial-oriented 
intensive one, again, mainly as viewed through a social and political economic lens 
(http://da.ambaal.pt/noticias/?id=2301). 

3.2.7. Technological conditions  

3.2.7.1. Overview  
Generally speaking, technology and innovation as drivers for sectorial are addressed much more 
frequently, and deeply, in the media covering intensive and super-intensive olive oil production that 
on news covering extensive beef meat production. This is to a certain extent logic. Actually, 
technology, and in particular irrigation technology and mechanization, is raised as the central 
condition covered by the various producer´s and scientific associations and institutions that we 
considered in the analysis (e.g. COTR, in Elvas). 
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However, international and market pressures for intensification are lately also affecting other sectors, 
including extensive beef meat production in Montado, a trend that is also reflected in the media (e.g. 
see https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/corticeira-amorim-avanca-com-500-hectares-de-
montado-de-regadio-este-ano-1746011ç; http://www.tribunaalentejo.pt/tribuna/artigos/vem-ai-
montado-de-regadio).  

In this sense, a debate on future perspectives for agriculture in the region, and more widely in 
Portugal, is currently being held by Portuguese media in relation to the  extensification/intensification. 
In relation to this, mutually opposed political and economic options are being held by diverse 
stakeholders (e.g. neo-classic economic defenders justifying intensification vs advocates for social and 
political economics mostly supporting extensification), and expressed mainly through personal 
opinions, and too often as factoids rather than facts. 

3.2.7.2. Case Study A 
Challenges related to agricultural extension services (e.g. support and advice to farmers) appear as 
key-points covered in the media literature on regards to beef meat extensive production in Montado 
systems. Issues covered include the role of extension services in the implementation of novel 
technologies and related increased accessibility to international and high-quality produce markets. 
However, the transition from a traditional towards a technologically-based agriculture and the various 
challenges that are associated to this, are the key issue reflected in the popular media, with potential 
for intensification being advocated using mainly factoids and opinions to justify an underlying neo-
classic approach that is oriented towards economic development and growth 
(https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/corticeira-amorim-avanca-com-500-hectares-de-
montado-de-regadio-este-ano-1746011).  

3.2.7.3. Case Study B 
Given the tight links that exist between intensification processes and commodity-related approaches 
to agricultural production, this should logically be key condition discussed in the media in relation to 
intensive and super-intensive olive oil production in the Alentejo and Portugal.  Indeed it is, and issues 
such as development in irrigation technologies, new and changing olive varieties and the expansion of 
accessibility to wider irrigation through wider infrastructures networks are all considered as key 
components of the various discussions and arguments encountered, including news in the global and 
international media. Examples of this were found that, despite not falling under our generic media 
survey strategy are important enough to be hereby highlighted  
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/29/business/global/portugal-looks-outward-in-bid-for-
recovery.html).  

3.2.8. Ecological conditions  

3.2.8.1. Overview  
Representation of ecological conditions is generally restricted within the general media in Portugal 
and the Alentejo to the science sections of newspapers. Eventually, news concerning ecological 
conditions tend to flourish whenever social conflicts over the use of natural resources, or 
environmental impacts over socially and economic sensitive issues take place (e.g. drought and other 
risks; see http://www.vozdaplanicie.pt/index.php?go=noticias&id=10353). However the 
Mediterranean rural context on which both of our case studies are placed, is paradigmatic of the 
relevance of ecological risks and impacts, a contingency that is reflected in the media. Nevertheless, 
interpretations of the relevance and impact of these conditions seem to vary with the approach 
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undertaken by each media and opinion (e.g. http://www.dn.pt/sociedade/interior/peninsula-iberica-
e-das-regioes-europeias-mais-afetadas-pela-mudanca-climatica-4907110.html). 

A generalized opinion exists that seems to permeate most media examined pointing out to the 
ecological sustainability of the Montado, that is thereby acknowledged as a multi-functional system 
capable of jointly addressing conservation and production targets  
(http://www.agronegocios.eu/noticias/portel-a-descoberta-do-montado-e-das-paisagens-do-sul/). 
In contrast, it is also portrayed at times as a decaying system where increasing numbers of beef grazing 
in the region are driving the system towards ecological degradation.  

Regarding intensive and super-intensive olive oil production, it is mainly through factoids and opinions 
that issues and challenges related to ecological sustainability are mostly portrayed, mainly within the 
technical and business-oriented media, such as that published or supported by intensive farmers and 
interest groups (www.ajap.pt/downloads/jovens_agricultores/revista_72.pdf). Alternatively, the 
ecological advantages of traditional and extensive production systems are better reflected in the 
popular and wider societal media (http://da.ambaal.pt/noticias/?id=2231). In addition, other relevant 
ecological issues such as the loss of traditional breeds are also indicated 
(http://visao.sapo.pt/ambiente/opiniaoverde/luissilva/a-oliveira-a-azeitona-e-o-azeite=f625593). 

3.2.8.2. Case Study A 
In relation to the first of our two case studies, social and political acknowledgement of the relevance 
and potential impact of climate change in the region is represented in the media frequently 
underpinned by  a dramatic tone and discourse. The same is truth for the potential consequences of 
other related processes such as soil degradation, new pests and diseases and the multiple  economic 
challenges potentially arising. 

Other ecological conditions of importance that were disentangled  in our media analysis include 
changes in the ecological density and structure of Montados, and in the degradation of the 
undercover, with more pastures, less crops and increasing irrigation mainly presented as factoids 
(http://rr.sapo.pt/noticia/55530/alteracoes_climaticas_afectam_crescimento_da_cortica) and often 
resulting in negative opinions by local farmers (www.minhaterra.pt/IMG/pdf/jornalMT04-
WEB01.pdf). 

3.2.8.3.  Case Study B 
This is a set of conditions where opinions and facts seem to collide when various  olive oil production 
systems are considered, and where strong viewpoints are represented in the media. Additionally, the 
key issues at stake seem to be expressed as factoids by those defending extreme (either ideological 
or economic-interest-led) positions. These are mainly found in relation to environmental impacts in 
relation to issues such as soil erosion, groundwater contamination, and conservation of traditional 
varieties. These are all issues that are invariably represented as critical by those media targeted at a 
wider audience, whilst technical media linked to the industry and producers seem to hold opposite 
views (e.g. see https://www.publico.pt/local/noticia/mitigacao-dos-impactes-ambientais-e-
patrimoniais-no-alqueva-consumiu-10-do-investimento-aplicado-em-todo-o-projecto-1679122). A 
condition where information seems to become more neutral relates to water demand and 
consumption for which various technical publications and virtual media (e.g. COTR; 
http://www.cotr.pt/cotr/default.asp) indicate to concrete and more reliable figures. 
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3.3.  Farmer´s Strategies 
3.3.1. Agro-industrial Competitiveness 

3.3.1.1. Case study A 
Montados are still mostly perceived and used as extensive grazing and silvo-cultural systems largely 
related to short distribution and production chains, ecotourism and other multi-functionality rural 
development strategies. However, intensification and up-scaling are also beginning to be reflected as 
important strategies in place. This dual trend is reflected in the data that indicate to the increasing 
concentration of property in fewer hands and to the growing mean size of Montado farms in the 
region (see sections 3.1 to 3.3). 

Additionally, this complex situation is also reflected in the few news that have lately appeared mainly 
in the professional and farmer´s media that relate to the increasing surface under irrigation of pastures 
and grazing land, and also in relation to its advantages. Also relevantly, such notices mention 
technological innovation in relation to the irrigation of pastures 
(https://www.publico.pt/economia/noticia/corticeira-amorim-avanca-com-500-hectares-de-
montado-de-regadio-este-ano-1746011). 

Meanwhile, changes in financialisation and market-oriented strategies are mostly addressed in the 
financially-related media, such as that published by agricultural credit entities (e.g. CA Revista). 
Additionally, some very marginal mention was also found in the professional and producer´s media to 
the current change of trend towards international export related to the increasing levels of production 
and current surplus of beef meat at the National level.  

3.3.1.2. Case study B 
This stems from the media analysis as the key cluster of strategies of relevance for intensive and super-
intensive olive oil production. News were found mainly in the media targeted at, and published by 
professional associations, producers and other key market-chain agents. In this sense intensification 
and up-scaling (through the concentration of production), technological innovation (mostly related to 
irrigation, but also to crop and soil protection, harvesting and transformation), market orientation 
(linked to aggressive and coordinated marketing campaigns by big producers) and financialisation are 
all well covered in the media literature. This is particularly the case for the economic and finance-
oriented, and industry-related magazines 
(http://www.jornaldenegocios.pt/economia/educacao/detalhe/sovena_pagaraacute_80_milhotilde
es_por_olival_de_5_mil_hectares.html).  

In general, a strong Neo-classic approach is detected in these texts with “sustainable intensification” 
being frequently mentioned as a keyword to justify the productivist approach and conceptual 
framework that underpins such strategies. 

3.3.2. Risk Management 

3.3.2.1. Case study A 
Advice and alert on insurance and risk-adverse contract options for larger-scale farmers operating in 
the sector frequently appear both in the professionally-oriented and the credit-entities- owned media 
(e.g. CA Revista). A lower cover of such issues is detected on the general media (newspapers), where 
some mention to this is only made when certain catastrophes occur, and related financial 
consequences arise. These seem to be mostly related to technical advice and opinions and from 
financial experts expressed through interviews, and also to short articles that are mostly targeted at 
those with a consolidated presence in the markets, whilst new entrants and smaller farmers are 
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somehow marginalized from the media (e.g. http://www.agronegocios.eu/noticias/credito-agricola-
reforca-o-seu-apoio-as-empresas/). 

3.3.2.2. Case study B 
Financial risk management strategies are discussed in the specialised financial (e.g. Caixa de Crédito 
Agrícola) and professional media, where a clear Neo-Classic approach is mostly undertaken. In this 
casemost references encountered are superficial and seem some-how pseudo-factual. Indeed, as with 
the previous case study, a bias exists in these media towards those farmers with sufficient financial 
capacity and an established access to markets, whilst smaller and more traditional farmers seem to 
remain mostly unvoiced (e.g. https://pt.santanderadvance.com/recursos/archivos/aa.pdf).  

3.3.3. Blurring Farm Borders 

3.3.3.1. Case study A 
Little information was encountered in relation to such strategies, with marginal mentions to the 
impacts of current property concentration trends in the Montado being reflected in some professional 
magazines, but mostly on a casual and non-explicit basis. 

3.3.3.2. Case study B 
We found this set of strategies to be scarcely and only superficially addressed in the media. We find 
this to be surprising if we consider that this is a sector (intensive and super-intensive olive oil 
production) at which the advantages and limitations of intensification that are linked to 
externalisation are at the core  of the current discussions, both political and social. 

3.3.4. Political Support 

3.3.4.1. Case study A 
Important strategies such as the simplifications that are required in policy schemes are indicated by 
some experts interviewed in the media. However, these seem to be considered more as a 
preoccupation and aspiration of farmers dealing with livestock in extensive production systems rather 
than as a current strategic option or pathway that can be effectively pursued under today´s market 
and policy conditions (http://pontosdevista.pt/2016/08/21/alentejo-conheca-historia-as-pessoas-as-
oportunidades/). Again, opinions seem to dominate this area, especially in journals edited by 
producer`s associations, with facts mostly restricted to media edited by the government agencies (e.g. 
DRAPAL).  

3.3.4.2. Case study B 
The requirement for updating and change in public policies and legislation favouring intensive 
production are advocated by some members of the industry across the media. Alternatively conflicts 
and tensions with other political commitments, such as the conservation of landscapes and natural 
heritage and the sustainability of traditional farmers are more marginally represented in the media. 
This last issue mostly appears in the common and generic media at the regional level, and is expressed 
mostly through opinions published in social media (e.g. 
ambio.blogspot.com/2010/07/perplexidade.html).    

3.3.5. Rural Development 

3.3.5.1. Case study A 
Indeed the transition towards multi-functionality can be considered the key strategy reflected in the 
media in relation to beef meat production, perhaps along with financialisation and risk management. 
However, concerns are mostly expressed with caution and although voices of farmers and experts are 
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both represented, rural development options are still presented as a minor, and even marginal, trend 
(e.g. see https://www.publico.pt/sociedade/noticia/o-que-a-natureza-ensinou-a-um-rapaz-de-lisboa-
1716449).  

Logically, it is the rural development and territorial-oriented press (e.g.DRAPAL-www.drapal.min-
agricultura.pt/) that most consistently seems to show an interest on the subject, with other 
professional and technical media of mainly Neoclassic economic orientation only touching on the 
subject very marginally.  

However, it is important to indicate to the fact that rural-development news are mostly targeted at a 
relatively small target audience consisting of professionals, public policy officers and members of the 
wider public, including only some more progressive-minded farmers, who are already favour multi-
functionality and sustainable rural development, and thus do not need convincing.  

3.3.5.2. Case study B 
Strategies comprising multi-functionality, territorial diversification and integration and pluri-activity 
are mostly absent from a media debate where the main discourse focuses on the advantages of 
intensification and specialization. However, some marginal references were encountered in relation 
to the alternatives represented by traditional and extensive olive oil production where options for 
high quality products (e.g. organic) are presented as a potential alternative for economic growth and 
regional development, at times even underpinned by actual facts 
(https://www.publico.pt/temas/jornal/o-vinho-e-o-azeite-ficam-por-ca-e-o-resto-26403933).   

3.3.6. Coping with farming decline 

3.3.6.1. Case study A 
Some concerns about land property concentration, ageing and farmer´s renewal are expressed in the 
popular regional and local media as contingent regional situations with impact at Regional and 
National levels, However, we found that coping with decline is not explicitly detected as an economic 
strategy in either the professional or common media examined. 

3.3.6.2. Case study B 
Equally to Rural Development strategies, a few references to the social externalities triggered by the 
process of intensification exist in the critical media, especially in relation with the survival of traditional 
olive farms. This is in contrast with the intense public campaign launched by the industry in relation 
to the economic advantages of intensification. However, coping with decline is not presented as a 
valid economic strategy per-se. 

3.4. Frames analysis 
In order to become effective and realistic, any debate on the conditions that influence farmer´s 
decisions need to consider the influence in the media held by the different economic schools of 
thought (or frames) that contextualize such decision making processes. On this regard, any comments 
and opinions to be elicited through the analysis of the media will necessarily be inspired by the 
ideological vision of the world held by the writer or publisher of the opinion or statement.  

This will normally be underpinned by the selection by each media of the facts and events highlighted 
in order to call on the reader´s attention – thus, being far from a "neutral" process being influenced 
by values, ideas and priorities. It is hence worth to identify the economic frames that underpin the 
ways in which farmer´s conditions and are perceived and interpreted throughout the media. 
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In table 1 the key frames identified are briefly defined and described using a series of keywords that 
facilitated their identification and classification. Furthermore, the key types of advocates in for each 
frame in the Portuguese and case study context were also identified (for further details on concrete 
advocates, see appendix 1). 

Table 1: Economic frames examined in Portugal and their key defining characteristics. 

Frames Key concepts Catchwords Key advocates 

Neo-classic 
Farmers have to adapt to their 
context: competitive global 
markets. 

Competitiveness, Innovation, 
Globalisation, Market, Efficiency, 
Productivity, Customers, 
Agricultural entrepreneur 

Traditional breeders, 
farmers and industry 
associations 

Neo-institutional 

Farmers have to cope with 
market failures and to minimise 
transaction costs: 
competitiveness results from 
aggregation or specialisation. 

Management, Externalisation, 
Costs, Specialisation, Optimisation; 
Competitiveness, Scale 

Professional and 
technical advice (e.g. 
extension services) 

Economic 
sociology 

Farmers survive by establishing 
alternative supply chains useful 
to add value to products beyond 
price competitiveness. 

Territory, Embeddedness, 
Community, Tradition, Culture, 
Short chains, Trust,  Sustainability, 
Quality 

Academics/Research, 
Policy and 
Regional/Rural 
Development entities 

Transition 

Farmers' strategies can develop in 
niche spaces, where 
"experiments" can be made 
without being challenged by 
dominant markets forces. 

Regime, Mainstream, Niche, 
Challenge, Transformation, Power, 
Control 

 

 

Young Farmers, 
Academics and research 

Political 

Farmers' survival is a political 
concern. They need support 
because market forces tend to 
destroy family farming. 

Need, Volatility, Risks, Policy, CAP, 
Credit guarantees 

Young Farmers, Policy 
and Regional/Rural 
Development entities 

 

Also, it is important to remind at this stage that this is not an exhaustive description of all the frames 
existing in current economic theory of relevance for farming and agricultural production, but only an 
approach to those that were found to be more clearly represented in the media sources covering the 
two case studies studied in Portugal. 

The key economic frames considered in our media analysis comprise the following ones: 

Neoclassic 

This first economic frame is mainly focused on farmer´s rational response to evolving market 
conditions, thus being based upon the key assumption that both the producer and consumer are 
rational economic actors. It is still the predominant frame among the key agricultural and farming 
market actors operating in Alentejo, and also the key one represented by the main media operating 
in the region and sector.  
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Political 

Within this second frame, the survival and development of farms, farmers and agricultural production 
systems is considered as a key political concern. Widely distributed National media such as Diario 
Público (https://www.publico.pt/) are representative of these views.  

Sociological 

Conversely to the former two, this third economic frame seeks to expand the individualistic approach 
to decision making by concentrating on better understanding farmer´s embeddedness into social 
networks and their respective territorial contexts. 

Neo-Institutional 

Neo-institutional economists consider farmers as directly influenced by transaction costs and aiming 
at reducing these. 

Transition 

Last, transition economics would be aimed at identifying and better understanding the multiple and 
non-linear ways in which farmers strategies develop into niches. 

The different frames listed above represent an a-priori classification of the ideological and epistemic 
economic frames had originally been developed following the selection of adequate sources of 
information for the Media Analysis. However, it was decided that these would then be ratified or 
alternatively challenged following the results obtained during the expanded analysis per-se. The result 
of the attribution of the different frames to each of the sources finally analysed is reflected in 
Appendix 1, where for each of the Media source originally considered a single, or various, frames are 
attributed. 

It is thus clear from such a-priori assessment that the main media operating in the region is clearly 
reflective of the various ideological trends and underpinning lobbies that are currently influencing 
public opinion, with specialized and professional media leaning towards the frames that most clearly 
support the interests of those they represent. Actually, one key reflection that may be drawn is the 
apparently strong influence that those advocating neo-classic views still hold, particularly from a 
farmer´s perspective. 

Such neo-classic are mostly aligned with the views and interests of both the traditional big land owners 
of extensive farms (key for the beef case study) and also with those advocating and enabling transition 
towards intensive and super-intensive farming (olive oil production, for example). However, this is not 
the full picture, and other positions (including mixed) and supporting lobbies were also found to be 
represented in the media. 

Generically speaking, the results obtained vastly coincide with the aprioristic assumptions that had 
been made at the beginning of the exercise. Summarizing, these results point out to the close linkage 
that exist between certain powerful social groups and lobbies bearing clear ideological positions (e.g. 
big landowners or industrial groups) and the economic positions and related frames being held by 
those mass media that are either targeted, or occasionally even controlled by such social groups (e.g. 
big industrial lobbies holding their own newsletters, which obviously reflect their own views and 
positions).  
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Thus and following a discussion internal to the team at Universidade de Évora, the media that were 
examined (appendix 6.1 plus snowball method) reflect  the following range of frames that had initially 
been defined: Neoclassic, Political, Sociological and Neo-Institutional, plus a range of mixed 
approaches that combine various combinations of the former.  

Within the various media sources that were initially considered (see appendix 6.1), 10 exhibit either 
purely or mainly Neo-classic views, with combinations of the former with a further frame (e.g. 
Neoclassic + Political) adding up to a total of 15, thus representing more than 70 % of the media 
sources originally examined.  

This might be interpreted as an indication to where the key ideological imbalances lean which 
effectively influence how the key issues at stake in Portuguese agriculture are represented in the 
media. Furthermore, it is important to indicate how this trend generically expands across the two 
commodities examined. This indicates that many of the findings regarding conditions and strategies 
that are reflected in this media report (chapters 2.2 and 2.3) should be strongly influenced by the fact 
that either pure or mixed neo-classical approaches jointly forma clear majority of the various media 
examined. This is valid both for beef meat production in a Montado context and for intensive and 
super-intensive olive oil production.  

An example of this would be the clear bias that exists in the media consulted towards any arguments 
favouring growth in production numbers and supporting the opening of new and mainly international 
markets (see sections 2.2. and 2.3 of the report). 

Within our analysis, “Schumpeterian” frames, which had been pointed as relevant in SUFISA´s 
Conceptual Framework (see Deliverable 1, by Grando et al, 2016) could not be identified. Generically 
speaking, the central point of this school of economic thought is that capitalism can only be 
understood as an evolutionary process of continuous innovation and the so-called 'creative 
destruction´(Michaelides & Milios, 2009). However, the implications of this school of economic 
thinking reach far beyond that simple assertion, and therefore the fact that both experience and 
expertise in theoretical economics and history of economic thought is relatively limited at the SUFISA 
team at the Universidade de Évora might help explain the difficulties encountered in identifying any 
of these approaches as reflected in the media.  

Furthermore, several discussions with experts in agricultural and rural economics at the University 
were held to seek guidance on the subject, despite of which no indication of these frames could be 
further identified. This is a limitation that ought to be considered when extrapolating the results for 
comparison with those obtained in other National and Regional contexts throughout SUFISA. In 
particular, it is a challenge that, if positively resolved might assist in unravelling the role of innovation 
in driving the distinctive trajectories of the two case studies examined in the Portuguese context, but 
also more widely, in the National and Regional realm. 

Regardless of how predominant neo-classic approaches in the media might have been found to be 
across the two commodities examined, some key differences could be encountered in the media 
sources examined between the frames underpinning the opinion held by, or targeted at different 
social and professional groups. In this sense, media sources clearly representing the interests of 
sectors and lobbies were clearly found to lean towards those positions where our a-priori assumptions 
would have placed them.  
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These include media representing interests and views from sectors as diverse as finances (e.g. CA 
Revista), agro-tech industry (e.g. Agro-Tec. Revista Técnico-Científica Agricola), younger (e.g. AJASUL 
- Associação de Jovens Agricultores do Sul) and more widely age-encompassing (e.g. Revista do 
Agricultor) farmers and producers, cooperatives (e.g. CONFAGRI - Confederação Nacional das 
Cooperativas Agrícolas e do Crédito Agrícola de Portugal), business and consultancies (e.g. Vida Rural 
– Revista Profissional de Agronegócios), the public sector (e.g. Direcção Regional de Agricultura e 
Pescas do Alentejo -DRAPAL), the  broader rural interests (e.g. A Voz do Campo) and the general public 
(e.g. Diario do Sul). 

Stemming from our analysis it is indeed noticeable the strongly biased views and opinions about the 
agricultural and farming sector that can be placed upon the general public when the facts are filtered 
through the media in the form of factoids and opinions. This seems to be truth both for the popular 
and specialized media consulted. It is also clear from our analysis that the ideological and scientific 
school of economic thought underpinning the editorial line for each media source is clearly influential 
not only in the topics and approaches held, but mainly in the underlying assumptions and 
interpretations that will be published.  

Clear examples of these are related to the topics covered in relation to the recent and rapid expansion 
of intensive and super-intensive olive oil production in the Alentejo region, whereby factors such as 
productivity, export capacity, competitiveness and growth are primed over other important issues 
such as environmental impact. However, according to our analysis, this is far from a universal truth, 
and other key issues such as product quality and sustainability are also addressed, although their 
relevance is mostly restricted to blogs, technical and local media and also to left-leaning media with a 
wider distribution, such as Diario Público.  
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4. CASE STUDY A: Beef Meat Production in the Montado Silvo-Pastoral 
System in Central Alentejo  

4.1. Introduction and context  
The purpose of this case study is to investigate the nature of policy requirements, market 
imperfections and their implications for the sustainability of beef meat production in the Montado 
Silvo-Pastoral System in Central Alentejo (Figure 1). It is based on the conceptual framework 
developed in WP 1, and aims to move beyond the relatively fragmented insights obtained in that WP 
to produce a comprehensive and holistic overview of the conditions faced by cattle breeders and the 
strategies they employ to ensure their financial sustainability. This objective is therefore aligned with 
the overall aim of the SUFISA project to help identify practices and policies that support the 
sustainability of primary producers in the context of complex policy requirements, market 
imperfections and globalization.  

It is one of two case studies being conducted within Portugal, along with intensive and super-intensive 
Olive Oil production in Central and Southern Alentejo (although a brief insight into extensive and 
traditional olive oil production is also performedfor the same region). This second case study is 
described in section 4 of this report, and it will become clear that many of the issues faced by cattle 
breeders in traditional and extensive Montado silvo-pastoral systems are different from those faced 
by olive oil producers using intensive and super-intensive farming systems. This is the case despite the 
common overarching policy and regulatory framework that is provided by the EU (i.e. the CAP) and by 
the National and Regional administrations in Portugal and the Alentejo Region. 

The many differences encountered among the two case studies selected for Portugal should provide 
with a clear overview of the different production models (e.g. intensive vs extensive) and socio-
institutional frameworks (e.g. family vs industrial farming) that simultaneously affect single regions 
across Europe. This is especially critical at a moment in history when opposite globalised and local 
forces seem to be clashing against each other. However, one key objective for SUFISA is to generate 
new knowledge that helps reconcile these two apparently mutually contradictory trends, and to this 
extent similarities have also been searched for that will be highlighted where appropriate. Equally, the 
distinctive nature of the attitudes and views held by farmers and other decision makers in the face of 
common policy and market drivers have also been considered, thereby having the potential to provide 
with a valuable learning experience.  

Our analysis begins by briefly characterizing the current state of the art and recent historical trajectory 
of cattle breeding and grazing (section 3.1.1) in the context of the Portuguese Montado, in the region 
of Alentejo. This is a region where more than 40 % of land (figure 1) is occupied by this extensive silvo-
pastoral system of widely acknowledged multi-functional vocation. Furthermore, an introduction to 
the contingent characteristics of the region of Central Alentejo is also provided (section 3.1.2) to 
contextualize the nature and implications of the findings. Once the context is set, the various policy 
(section 3.2) and market (section 3.3) conditions obtained following the CSP analysis and expert 
interviews are examined in detail, to then close the chapter by synthesizing on the key issues 
encountered in the form of a DAFO analysis (section 3.4). 

 A similar structure was followed to describe findings in the olive oil case study, which is explained in 
detailed in chapter 4.    
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Figure 1. Location and distribution of the Montado silvo-pastoral system in the Central Alentejo sub-
region-Portugal (based on data by Guiomar, 2016). 

4.1.1. Cattle breeding and beef meat production in the Portuguese Montado  
Cattle production for beef meat in Montado system is hereby concentrated in the large estates. The 
Portuguese Montados are Mediterranean silvo-pastoral land-use systems dominated by holm oaks 
(Quercus rotundifolia Lam., 1785) and cork oaks (Quercus suber Lam., 1785) covering a wide range of 
tree stand densities (Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro and Sá-Sousa, 2011; Sá-Sousa, 2014) and of shrub and 
pasture structures. They are acknowledged in their capacity to deliver a wide number and variety of 
ecosystem services (Jose, 2009; Bugalho et al, 2011; Bugalho, 2015). In addition, and due to their 
intrinsic nature as multi-functional land-use systems, they are considered as a land-use type which has 
the potential to enhance the resilience and sustainability of rural and regional landscapes and the local 
populations and communities (Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro and Sa-Sousa, 2011).  

Large Montado farms occupy a great proportion of the region of Central Alentejo and are the main 
land-unit basis for extensive beef meat production in the region. These have been in the hand of the 
same families for many generations, and only due to economic need are the farms sold outside of the 
family. Alas, the degree of property concentration has gradually increased over the latest times, with 
larger number of animals being raised in a lower number of farms during the first decade of the XXIst 
Century (Fonseca, 2014). Thus, it is mainly the large land owners, who are competitive enough in the 
changing beef production market, that represent the main target group of this case study.  

Some of these land owners are the direct managers of the farm, even if being absentees and living 
outside the farm, often in towns, in the region or in the Lisbon Metropolitan area.  Such land owners 
may have or not a formal agronomic education, with the level of higher agricultural and business 
management education among farmers and land-owners rising with farm generational succession 
over the past two to three decades. Generically speaking, different trends could be identified by 
applying a preliminary and yet only tentative discourse analysis in this sector and region. Such trends 
correspond to three main discourses that might be identified, namely:  heritage (XIXth Century-1950s), 
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modern production (1960s-nowadays) and land stewardship (starting at the beginning of the XXIst 
Century) farming.  

Whilst these different discourses are at times even contradictory, they seem to mutually overlap in 
time and space, and are at times fuzzy and difficult to discern in real-world practice. Overall we feel 
that their individual influence over the trends and changes detected in beef meat production in the 
region over the past 100 years is evident to a certain extent, and might help explain many of the issues 
and challenges detected in our analysis. In this sense, whereas a current dialectic trend is detected 
between modern production and land stewardship, still some sense of heritage farming still remains 
in the region, particularly among the larger family producers.  Whereas modern production is 
exemplified by, trends such as production intensification and international competitiveness, land 
stewardship is operationalized in practice in the form of recent objectives set by some farmers such 
as the search for quality standards that is currently embraced by farms based on family succession, 
and also by the recent trend towards embedding multi-functionality in the contemporary market 
scene 

In addition to the former points, other issues clearly arise that help characterize the current situation 
of beef production in Montado systems in Alentejo. These include the important fact that a number 
of the bigger farms are managed by professional managers (e.g. www.agroges.pt/) hired by the land 
owner – in this case, managers have an agronomic education. Family farming is however still the most 
frequent model of farm organization, though corporate farming has become more frequent recently, 
as indicated by some of the responses by our interviewees (see section 3.4).  Recently, highly educated 
young land owners have also been returning to the land, taking care of the family farm. As an example 
of this last trend in the region stands the municipality of Montemor-o-Novo (located within our area 
of study) which is the local area in the country with the highest rate of farmers with higher education. 

 Young farmers should therefore be also as considered a key target group to consider in any analysis, 
as they are the ones with high entrepreneurship and innovation capacity, an extremely important 
challenge in this still highly traditional sector (Acha & Newig, 2015). In addition to the former, 
representatives of producer´s associations, extension services, financial services and other market 
agents (e.g. quality standard agencies) were also engaged as part of the targeted group of 
interviewees (appendix 6.2.1).  

It is clear in the conceptual framework adopted for SUFISA the central role that is played by the 
individual farmer and household as a cornerstone of food production, well-being and sustainability.  

However it seems unfeasible to achieve a sufficiently deep understanding of the sector and its current 
contingencies without properly addressing the role of other key entities such as producer´s 
associations, which are indeed essential to the economic and social prospects for agriculture in the 
region, a fact that is equally valid for both of our two case studies in Portugal. 

Production in most estates of the region has been traditionally tuned to favour extensive cattle and 
livestock production over more intensive modes of production (Ferraz de Oliveira et al, 2013; 
Marques, 2013; Viegas et al, 2015b; Almeida et al, 2016; Sales-Batista et al, 2016).  

This is a key point to better understand this case study, and its origin lies in the scarcity of natural 
resources (e.g. water and deep soils) in the area covered by Montado. This is however slowly changing 
due to the increase in the capacity for irrigation related to the construction of the Alqueva reservoir 
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(the largest in Europe) and also to changes in the CAP and other agricultural policies, but still most of 
the area is under extensive use (Ferragiolo da Veiga, 2013; Fragoso et al, 2014).  

Regarding policies, the introduction of a coupled cattle payment within the pre-2003-CAP reform 
contributed to a strong increase of cattle production in the region, and a corresponding reduction in 
sheep breeding. However, the decoupling of production following 2003 reforms does not seem to 
having strongly affected the trends towards increase in the number of beef. This way, between 1999 
and 2009 a raise of a 2,76 % in the number of heads of beef  was officially recorded, with a total of 
209.215 heads for 2009, a 17.77 % of beef at the National level. This is however in sheer contrast with 
the number of producers, which for the same period of time decreased by a 9,31 % to a total number 
of 1.159 producers by 2009, thus indicating to a gradual concentration of the property and production 
in fewer and larger farms (Bettecourt & Romão, 2009; INE, 2015a). Furthermore, such statistical and 
territorial trends have remained constant for the years following 2009, although final numbers in the 
agricultural and livestock census will only become official in 2019, once the new census is published.  

In terms of changes in land cover, a generic process of degradation (both qualitative and quantitative) 
has lately been detected in the Montado (Godinho et al, 2014 & 2016), a trend that will undoubtedly 
have direct (likely negative) impacts over the extensive production of beef meat in the region (Ferraz 
de Oliveira et al, 2013).  

 According to the latest data gathered from IFAP (table 2) it is clear that Alentejo is still the region with 
a largest number of heads of bef in continental Portugal, coping 72% of beef meat commercialization 
of continental Portugal (www.ifap.min-agricultura.pt/). As an example of this, only in the local 
authority of Elvas (in the Eastern edge of Alentejo) a number of 94 beneficiaries and 13.684 suckling 
cows were registered in 2015, a vast majority of which operate in a Montado context. 

 In table 2 the number of producers and animals inscribed for the suckling cow premium program (EC 
2015a) are detailed by region, with a clear predominance in the number of animals in Alentejo.  

Table 2: Candidacy PU 2015 Suckling Cow Premiums Source: IFAP - GPE  (2015) 

  

Agricultural Region 
Inscribed producers     
(n.) 

Declared animals     (n.) 

Norte 9.509 50.507 

Centro 2.747 43.307 

Lisboa e Vale do Tejo 576 31.189 

Alentejo 3.611 338.770 

Algarve 209 4.092 

TOTAL 16.652 467.865 
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4.1.2. An introduction to Central Alentejo  
The study region is the sub-region of Central Alentejo (Figure 1), administratively an inter-municipal 
community (NUTS 3) that comprises 14 municipalities. It is a mainly rural region according to 
EUROSTAT standards and indicators (the share of rural population larger than 50 % of total population; 
see EUROSTAT, 2016 and Rural-Urban classification in  EC-funded EDORA project; 
https://www.espon.eu/main/Menu_Projects/Menu_ESPON2013Projects/Menu_AppliedResearch/e
dora.html. 

The main features of the relief consist of a mainly plain and slightly rolling terrain with the shallower 
soils on the steeper hills and the more fertile deeper soils occupying the currently strongly irrigated 
valleys. The climate is dry Mediterranean (Csb according to Köppen), with mild winters and very warm 
and dry summers, and with annual rainfall ranging between 500 and 700 mm, concentrated in the 
autumn and spring months.   

Concerning population (166.726), it is a relatively low density area by both Portuguese and EU 
standards (23,07 Inhabitants/Km2), with people largely concentrated in towns and large villages, and 
largely ageing (23.1% of population older to 65 years) when compared again to both Portugal and the 
EU figures. Still 15% of the population works in the primary sector, mainly agriculture. 

Around the villages farmland is characterised by a small scale mosaic with diversified production, but 
mostly the farmland is still largely covered by the Montado which, according to the latest National 
Forest Inventory (2013) covers more than 47 % of the region. The surface covered by the Montado in 
the region is lately both declining and degrading in the region (Godinho et al, 2014 & 2016.  As 
indicated beforehand, property is here mostly concentrated in large scale estates (100 to 2000 ha), at 
times owned by absentee owners and managed extensively with very few labour resources. Virtually 
the totality of the land covered by the Montado in the region is privately owned.  

Due in great part to the high nature values that are associated with the Montado, more than 17 % of 
the area of the region was affected by Natura 2000 conservation sites and networks (VVAA, 2013; 
Ferraz de Oliveira et al, 2016). 

Despite of this, and in view of on-going changes, it seems logic to speculate that the areas occupied 
by grazing pastures will be maintained, if not increased, if changes affecting trees continue with 
current trends of degradation (Godinho et al, 2016).  

This is indeed a factor that might trigger the maintenance of the recent trends in beef cattle number 
increase, thus only degrading the system even more deeply (Ferraz de Oliveira et al, 2013).  

Table 3 provides with an overview of the historical evolution and trends of Montado in our study 
region. Figures in this table helps identify not only the different stages of increase (e.g. 1910-1960) 
and decrease (1960-2010) of the surface Montado occupies in the region, but most importantly the 
spatial and ecological degradation to which it has been subject over the years. It is by employing basic 
metrics related to landscape ecological structures that the progressing fragmentation of the system 
(Almeida et al, 2016; Costa et al, 2014 a, b & c) becomes evident. This is especially the case for the 
period between 1990 and 2006, when in a short period of time, the number of patches occupied by 
Montado, and their mean, minimum and maximum size sharply decreased, especially in relation to 
the relative smoothness in the change of the total area that they occupy, indicating to a rapid habitat 
fragmentation that ought to be related with recent changes detected in the density and production 
models for beef cattle (Costa et al, 2014; Almeida et al, 2016). 
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Table 3. Evolution of the main absolute and relative spatial statistical indicators of the Montado 
Central Alentejo (1910 to 2006), calculated according to baseline data by Godinho et al (2016). 

 1910 1960 1990 2006 

Total area (km2) 3152.95 4030.35 3544.15 3466.77 

Relative area (% 
Central Alentejo) 

43.60 55.81 49.16 47.68 

Number of patches 116 208 248 306 

Mean patch size 
(km2) 

27.18 19.38 14.29 11.33 

Variance (%) 5.54 4.41 3.71 3.35 

Maximum patch 
size (km2) 

1838.86 2496.06 2019.46 1987.46 

Minimum patch size 
(hectares) 

0.33 0.93 0.41 0.27 

 

4.2. Policy and regulatory conditions  
4.2.1. Common Agricultural Policy 
Despite acknowledgement of the financial dependence of the sector on CAP-based funds (Ferragiolo 
da Veiga, 2013), it seems also evident, both through our CSP analysis and the expert interviews how 
the application of CAP have driven changes in the sector and the region that are now handled with 
difficulty by the community of Montado beef farmers. This relates to the strong influence by 
underlying discourses in defining farmer´s actions and behaviours, a situation that is currently 
characterized by the co-existence in the area of various approaches to extensive beef breeding and 
production (Ferraz de Oliveira et al, 2013, some of which (e.g. heritage farmers) frequently clash with 
the strong market orientation of the CAP.   

One other key issue that was consistently raised through the CSP analysis and interviews with experts 
relates to the enormous difficulties that are linked to the costly and time-consuming administrative 
requirements that are confronted by farmers in the face of CAP. Examples of tasks that were 
mentioned by interviewees as being  especially time consuming include the exhaustive control of 
animals, including their production systems and animal health, that must be accomplished in line with 
the public funding implementation process,. 

 This is a barrier that, according to these same interviewees, does not seem to have declined with the 
successive reforms of CAP schemes and programs (possibly the contrary, if the interviewees are right) 
and that hit harder those smaller farmers with least capacity and scale to deal with these highly 
technical issues by them-selves.  

According to some experts (see appendix 6.2.1) the weight of administrative tasks is such that, at the 
worst, they can take up to 30-50 % of the working time of many farmers, a figure that is clearly 
unsustainable for efficiency purposes and that poses serious threats to the adequate management 
and sustainability of many farms. In general, and due to such administrative requirements, a 400-600 
Hectare minimum size threshold was indicated as required to secure the financial sustainability of a 
farm through beef meat production can be achieved. However, and according to a few of these same 
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interviewees, this factor is counter-balanced by the transparency that is added to the production chain 
and related economic and financial fluxes of the system, including control over quality and standards.  

A further problem referred by interviewees is related to the conditionality of CAP funding (which is 
reflected in policies such as those guiding the management of weeds in olive groves). This is a factor 
that was introduced in alignment with post-2003 single-payment-reforms  (Ferragiolo da Veiga, 2003) 
and that has imposed further complications for beef cattle farmers before they can be considered apt 
to opt to European funds (e.g. only cows with calves bred over the past 18 Months). More generally 
speaking, a clear message stemming both from the media and CSP analyses in relation to Portugal’s 
position in the framework of EU’s CAP indicated to the perception that this framework imposes a 
somehow uniform blanket of policy and financial instruments, measures and decisions that were 
originally designed for, and driven by Northern and Central European regional conditions, ultimately 
rendering such instruments unfit for the Mediterranean characteristics of our case study area and 
sector (Borges et al, 2010; Marques, 2015; Pelúcio Pimenta, 2014).  

This is a condition that has been consistently confirmed throughout the set of interviews conducted 
with key stakeholders in the region and sector, and which has been argued to be mainly linked to the 
fact that the CAP imposes conditionally regimes that might be considered as excessive for extensive 
production systems such as Mediterranean systems. This is a problem that ultimately has derived in 
increasing production costs, therefore hampering farm competitiveness in the context of a gradually 
increasingly globalized economy (Fragoso et al, 2011). 

On respect to any prospective change in CAP conditions potentially affecting the region, it is important 
to consider as a baseline condition the fact that over the on-going CAP 2013-2020 reform, direct 
funding for suckling cows, is being maintained (EC, 2015a & b). This may be considered as the key EU 
policy for securing the future sustainability of production rates. Despite of this, the value of this 
scheme has recently declined to reach the current value of 120 €/cow/year (EC, 2016a, f, g & h).  

On the other hand, payment for measures towards the environmental sustainability of silvo-pastoral 
(pastures and temporary grazing land) along with those aimed at other targets (Natura 2000, extensive 
grazing) are underpinned by a compliance to a minimum rate for heading of 0,2 CN/hectare (EC, 2016 
a, f, g & h) 

4.2.2. National and Regional Policy: Beef Production in the Montado System 
In view of current National and regional beef production-related problems of environmental nature 
(e.g. over-grazing and its impacts on the system), several voices were raised during our interviews that 
claim for a stronger regulatory control over the maximum and tolerable thresholds of beef livestock 
loads and footprint that should be legally allowed.  To this extent, regional environmental base-line 
parameters and reference values are advocated as a solution that is not yet present in the current 
regulatory framework (see e.g. EC, 2015b) and that could prove essential to secure the system´s future 
sustainability. This is an alternative pathway that also appears mentioned in the scientific literature 
examined (Mira Potes, 2010; Ferragiolo da Veiga, 2015b) 

Also, regulatory and economic policy alternatives exist in the form of Payment for Ecosystem Services 
Schemes, an instrument that is yet absent from the regulatory and policy framework in the region and 
that has already been suggested as adequate to fit the multi-functional nature of the Montado silvo-
pastoral system (Jose, 2009; Bugalho, 2011 & 2015). However, the application of such novel market 
mechanisms demand the previous existence of a social conscience, administrative and institutional 
capacity and knowledge that, according to some of the experts interviewed, is mostly absent 
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nowadays in the context of Alentejo, and that is indeed contradictory with the strong bureaucratic 
load that still underpins much of the functioning of the system across the region. 

Nevertheless, the translation of CAP measures onto National and regional agricultural policies is very 
much driven by the influence of a Montado farmer´s community that still bears a strong weight in the 
social, cultural, economic and also in the political landscape of the region (Fonseca, 2014). This seems 
to us as a social and political framework within which conservative and progressive farmer´s 
discourses are constantly challenging each other and consequently, to a certain extent, hampering 
progress in the sector potentially fostered by novel ideas and policy options. 

Other important policies for the sector necessarily include the Regional Development Plan 2020 
(which was previously known as PRODER and which is largely related to CAP Pillar-II funding schemes) 
and which considers valuable investment projects basic for improving production infrastructures at 
the farm to regional levels (Marques, 2013; Viegas et al, 2015b). However, according to experts 
consulted, one main drawback from this is the long terms required for its implementation, including 
the 2 years that it took merely to be legally approved and the further 1-2 years of transition that 
followed. 

In general all farmers that adapt their production systems to the requisites of agri-environmental 
schemes (Pillar II) within CAP and related RDP 2020 can potentially receive funds from these sources. 
Based on such programs, payments are then implemented based on the areadedicated and available 
to grazing and on the condition that the number of heads per Hectare are kept under 0,2CN/ha of 
either beef, sheep or goat, as long as it is placed within a Montado context (Portaria n.º 25/2015 de 9 
de fevereiro). 

In relation to the per capita beef meat consumption in the region, this has been lately characterized 
by a light increase (Viegas et al, 2015a). Considering the raising costs driven by increasing import from 
countries where quality requirements are less tight in comparison with EU ones,  to increase demand 
for Portuguese meat, a transition towards incentivizing organic and biological production has been 
suggested, both in the scientific literature (Viegas et al, 2015a) and interviews to experts. 

4.2.3. National and Regional Policy: Multi-functionality in the Montado System 
In principle, the key element to be highlighted from our analysis was that the multi-functional nature 
and vocation that is widely acknowledged for the Montado is poorly reflected in the current regulatory 
and policy framework at both National and regional level. This is so despite of the fact that a long-
standing tradition of strategic policy coordination exists in the country through planning policy 
frameworks, including joint instruments for coordinating planning of rural and urban areas at a 
regional level (Ferragiolo da Veiga, 2013).  

In this sense, according to some of our interviewees the designation of National Ecological Reserves 
in the 90´s seemed to open a window of opportunity that has ultimately derived in diverse Regional 
Planning Directives.  The Regional Government for the Alentejo, for example, approved regional 
documents exist up to 2010, and strategic plans also are in place that plan changes regionally with a 
vision reaching towards 2020 (http://www.ccdr-a.gov.pt/index.php/dr/alentejo-2020). However, 
these plans remain too strategic in nature to foster action and decision making at the local and farm 
scales (DRAPAL, 2014).  
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Consequently, it is ultimately the councils that are better positioned to influence policy-driven changes 
in multi-functional urban and rural land-use, including better coordination and connectivity (both 
ecological and economic) among these two distinct and distinctive territorial contexts. In addition to 
this, a low level and facilities for participation is acknowledged by our interviewees to characterize the 
current policy framework. This is a problem that especially affects multi-functional systems where 
consensus and dialogue among differing, and at times even conflicting stakeholder voices and 
opinions is an essential factor for efficient and fair policy implementation (Pinto-Correia, Gustavsson 
& Prinat, 2006).  

This prospective is however mostly hampered by the lack of sufficient funds in a majority of the 
regional councils, particularly those in rural marginalised and isolated areas of the interior, where the 
vast majority of beef meat production in Extensive Montado systems is actually located (Xavier et al, 
2014).  

It seems indeed shocking that the key regulations in place advocates a strict public control on any land 
owner aiming at cutting down any Holm and Cork Oak tree (Decreto Lei 169/2001 do 25 de Maio), but 
yet do not target multi-functional land-use in any form. Although this is a tool with a clear vocation to 
protect what is considered as the key elements of the system, the tree cover, it is hardly efficient 
towards securing the multi-functionality of the system.   

Other key issue that came up in our analysis is the preoccupation that exists across the community of 
beef meat producers in the region on relation to the application in 2015 for the Montado to be 
designated as UNESCO World Heritage (http://en.quaternaire.pt/Studies-and-Projects/Submission-
Dossier-of-Montado-Cultural-Landscape-in-World-Heritage-Lista-UNESCO). This is a proposal that is 
very much linked to the acknowledgement of Montado as a multi-functional landscape characterized 
by high levels of ecological, social and potentially economic sustainability, but that, according to some 
of our interviewees, has however generated uncertainty among the community of beef breeders in 
the area. Such uncertainty clearly stems from the fact that such a designation could diminish the 
legally admitted levels of livestock pressure over the system, thus affecting current trends of livestock 
production intensification and farm productivity.     

In order to provide with a clear overview of the complexity of the regulatory framework currently in 
place, a synthesis of European, National and Regional legislation of relevance for the sector was 
elaborated (see appendix 6.3). Although this long list is not solely relevant for the production of beef 
meat in Montado, it is indicative to the sheer complexity of the regulatory and policy framework with 
which many producers and other market agents need to cope in a daily basis. The list includes rules 
and laws related to all key policy objectives and aims in relation to the Montado system. According to 
different experts consulted the list of impacts of such regulatory framework among producers includes 
a significant increase in production costs that is outweighed by the implementation of practices that 
effectively promote animal well-being and well-fare, both in production but also in transportation. 
This is an issue that we also found to be documented in the scientific literature (Fragoso et al, 2011). 

4.3. Market conditions  
4.3.1. Access to markets 
Although a vast majority of land ownership and production of beef meat in Montado in the Alentejo 
region remains in the hands of traditional family-based land owners (Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro & Potes, 
2013), some scattered examples also exist of private funds holding ownership and exploitation of 
extensive beef meat production in Montado systems (see, e.g, www.herdadedabarrosinha.pt/). Some 
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commonalities exist between both forms of land tenure and production, despite of which several 
differences are also noted. Some of these differences were indicated during the expert interviews, 
including the capacity to access novel and international markets which set corporate-owned farms 
possibly closer to super-intensive olive oil businesses (see section 3.4 in this report) than they are from  
the rest of the extensive beef production sector. However, a similar mid- to long-term vision and 
strategy seems to underpin examples in both models of ownership and management, particularly 
where the heritage and stewardship discourses are embraced by corporate-owned farms. 

Generally speaking, one key issue that seemed to arise from our analysis is that a clear business 
opportunity exists for local producers of beef in the area to benefit from a higher price to be paid in 
the market for their beef meat. This opportunity is based on the high-quality standards that are 
associated with such commodity when it is produced in an extensive and ecologically sustainable 
system such as the Portuguese Montado (Fragoso & Lucas, 2007; Viegas et al, 2015b).  

This should help compensate for the fact that this is a system that supports a mean value of 0,23 heads 
of beef per hectare (with rarely any values in the region over 0,5 head per hectare), in clear contrast 
with the 1 head per hectare that is normally supported in other beef productions systems across 
Europe (EC, 2015a).  

However, this is an opportunity that is clearly disminished by the financial crisis that has recently 
punished Portugal, and the rest of Mediterranean Europe (Marques, 2015). The threat of a slow 
recovery from the aforementioned financial crisis is especially relevant if we consider that, although 
a potential for organic and high-quality market grow exists this market (), such potential is hampered 
by the diminishing availability of financial resources currently in hands of the population (Viegas et al, 
2015a). 

Regarding the strategies in place to access new markets and enhance competitiveness, some local 
livestock producer´s associations and partnerships stressed during the interviews the importance of 
their role in assessing local farmers with many relevant actions such as; providing with technical 
training, assisting with candidacies to public funding schemes and credit products, securing adequate 
health and quality control and even guiding and coordinating actions and strategies on issues related 
to commercialization and marketing.  

In this sense these associations are indeed essential to secure access to national and international 
markets by individual producers whom do not individually hold sufficient economic weight and scale, 
and as such it is contemplated in the regional legislator framework (Direção Geral de Alimentação e 
Veterinaria, 2011 & 2014).  

It is also interesting to point out to how a deep and rapid increase took place immediately following 
the Portuguese revolution and subsequent transition to democracy in the late 1970´s in relation to 
the credit-related interests that were then raised between a 2% and a 20 % in the course on one single 
year (Mira Potes, 2010). This is a problem that although is now clearly overcome might have had an 
effect in the following restructuration and modernisation trends in these extensive systems, and that 
bears lessons for the future in relation to the volatility of markets and their dependence of political 
events and changes.   

In any case, it is important to indicate that the quota of the market that is effectively controlled by 
producer’s associations currently represents about a mere 15-20 % of the National production of 
extensive beef meat (Agricert, 2015). This is a signal of the lack of strength and bargaining capacity of 
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producers in the face of other larger operators (mainly supermarkets) who effectively cope a vast 
proportion of the market. The preponderance of large market operators (e.g. Pingo Doce) is a factor 
that, again according to producer associations interviewed, dates back to 2008, when a hard crisis hit 
the sector, and this appearance represented a salvation for a large number of producers. This has led 
to a quasi-oligopoly that has hardly been challenged by policies or associations of producers until 
recently when associations of regional and local breed (either pure of cross-bred) livestock producers 
are slowly managing to geting their voice heard and be appropriately represented (Agricert, 2015).  

However, some advantages are effectively for associated producers such as a access to a novel funding 
collaboration scheme with the main rural financial entity in the region (Caixa Agricola), and which 
includes favourable conditions and access to a credit line that otherwise is almost impossible to reach 
for Montado farmers who are still mainly perceived by financial entities as too risky.  

Other key examples of activities carried out by associations include arranging and hosting auctions 
and facilitating strategies for marketing and trading in international markets. As an example of this, 
within our set of interviews, we engaged with APORMOR in Montemor-o-Novo (www.apormor.pt/), 
who deal simultaneously with a wide variety of livestock, beyond beef, and who represent the 
interests of over 150 farmers, with their activity spanning over the past 25 years in the context of a 
local area where the majority of land-use corresponds to Montado, and where the largest 
concentration of young highly educated farmers in the country is found.  

According to information provided vy the aforementioned association, those animals in the local area 
that do not enter directly into auction (many of which are internally sent to buyers in the North of the 
country after being sacrificed locally), are sold by the farmers to the big supermarket chains operating 
at the National level.   

It is thus clear that, in order to overcome the economic competitive miss-advantages that define 
traditional extensive meat production systems in the context of globalisation, intensification and 
financialization strategies such as associativism (see, e.g. Associação de Produtores de Carne 
Mertolenga, 2015) and the externalisation of key market-oriented services are both crucial. These 
activities, along with transport infrastructures that are key for trade (e.g. the recently inaugurated 
international harbour in Sines, in seaside Alentejo), have lately facilitated the opening of new markets 
such as those in the Middle-East and Northern Africa. However, it is important to indicate to how the 
opening of these new target international markets has resulted in a series of new product 
requirements for specific control of quality related to the local cultural practices required to place the 
product in the market destinations. In contrast with the former opportunities for new international 
markets, threats from WTO rules to opening international markets and consequently to facilitate 
competition from directly competing countries and region (e.g. Argentina and Uruguay) are also 
present. It is important to remind at this stage that, according to the EC, in 2015 imported beef meat 
in Portugal overall constituted around 50 % of beef meat National consumption. This is a problem that 
is clearly acknowledged by a vast majority of the experts interviewed, and that may easily result in a 
series of problems associated with food sovereignty and security.  

Also in relation to international competitiveness in International markets, some sources of 
information point out to the absence of adequate marketing strategies to be able to compete with 
other countries such as Italy and Spain, a case that was also made evident in our other case study, 
intensive and super-intensive olive oil production (see section 4). 
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 Based on some likely scenarios for the future, key economic challenges include maintaining existing 
livestock numbers, thus avoiding any unsustainable growth that menace the system’s future 
sustainability, increasing the financial efficiency without growing, whilst looking for novel solutions 
that are based on the system’s intrinsic multi-functionality and quality standards (Rodrigues et al, 
1998; Agricert, 2015, Promert, 2015). 

4.3.2. Sustainable beef meat production and certification 
An equally important role is also played by local and regional breed associations (see appendix 6.2.1), 
such as those that exist in the area for Mertolenga (www.mertolenga.com/) and Alentejana 
(www.bovinoalentejano.pt/) beef, the two legally designated Protected Breeds (DOPs) of beef that 
exist in the Alentejo. For each of these two cases, sustainable beef production and certification are 
guaranteed through internal procedures associated to the association´s own standards.  

Some opinions however exist among experts consulted that whilst quality standards and control 
theoretically matter, it is ultimately the National market and its fluctuations that dictates the norms 
and controls to be followed by producers, and the costs that farmers should  be able to afford in view 
of satisfying market demands for their commodity. An example of this would be the lack of specific 
public funding programs that are currently in place for breeding of Mertolenga beef (of which about 
50 % are in reality cross-bred with other non-local breeds such as Charolais), an absence that 
contradicts its recognition of their quality and importance for the region through its designation as 
DOP. 

 A strong association protects farmers breeding Mertolenga cows and that is heavily influenced by big 
family farms and producers. In the region, certification is mostly in the hands of an agency, CERTIS 
(http://www.certis.pt/contactos.html), that is merely compulsory for those willing to commercialize 
their produce under a certain quality (e.g. breed) or organic trademark. 

Other important entity Agricert (http://www.agricert.pt/pt/agricert) also exists in the Alentejo (it is 
based both in Elvas and Beja) that has a role in agricultural certification, with a especial intesest in 
organic and biological agricultural products, including beef production in the Montado. In general, 
beef Montado producers represent 60 % of Agricert´s partner businesses. To become fully valid, the 
activities and services performed by entities such as the one that is aforementioned need to be fully 
recognized by both the Ministry of Agriculture and the Portuguese Institute for the Accreditation 
(http://www.dgadr.mamaot.pt/images/docs/val/bio/Biologica/OC_contactos_MPB.pdf), with which 
a contract must be undersigned by agreeing to minimal standards of quality and security (Dias et al, 
2015). 

In addition to the former, and as already indicated in section 3.3.1, the recent opening of new 
international markets has also triggered the opening of new requirements in relation to traditional 
practices of production and transformation of the commodities discussed. Examples of this include 
slaughtering techniques (Eurostat, 2016) such as Halal and Kosher that are now practiced in the 
Alentejo for animals destined for export to Muslim countries in the North of Africa and Middle East 
(in the case of Halal) and to Israel (in the case of Kosher). 

Generically speaking, new market niches are arising related to organic and high-quality beef meat 
products, representing an economic opportunity for producers (Viegas et al, 2015a). Attitudes among 
farmers towards these new opportunities tend to be positive, and there are already examples of good 
practice and success (e.g. in Mértola, a locality to the East of our study region that is strongly covered 
by a Natural Park in the frontier with Spain).  
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However various factors exist that currently hamper the potential expansion and full realisation of 
these new market opportunities. These include the increased price that is associated to these 
products, plus the current economic situation in Portugal that does not favour their competitiveness 
in a market sphere that is also relatively immature, with low levels of social acknowledgement and 
conscience about the added value or organic and other certified products (Viegas et al, 2015a). 

 In addition, the lack of obligation for quality certification for those producers that do not strictly 
comply with DOP requirements leaves this extremely elaborate administrative process at the expense 
of the scarce resources available to producers. As stemming from our interviews, producers in the 
region are already quite constrained in their daily activities by a regulatory framework and paperwork 
that already copes too much of their time, resources and effort.   

This is also related to the fact that quality requirements for securing CAP-based payments are at this 
stage nearly absent, a fact that leaves producers and farms sustainability dependant on the weight of 
their final produce (carcass) when this is sold to the big economic operators in the market (i.e. the big 
supermarket chains).  

This is added to the fact that, according to their own opinion, without CAP-public funding 90 % of 
current livestock breeders wouldn’t survive financially to establish their full dependence on public and 
private actors that are alien to their own individual interest. This is therefore a situation that is deemed 
to change by virtually all of the producers consulted if the sector aims to become truly competitive in 
an increasingly deregulated international market scene.   

Also, a set of policies are in place that affect production schemes and programs in the sector, and that 
relate to the well-fare and well-being of animals, and also to health and vet checks, which are carried 
out by a Portuguese institutions, such as COPRAPEC (www.coprarec.pt), but which align to CAP rules 
and standards (Direção Geral de Alimentação e Veterinaria, 2011 & 2015b). Overall, the positive 
impact of the implementation of such measures on raising quality is uncontested by farmers 
consulted. However, several issues were also raised upon consultation that include the difficulty faced 
by Montado  farmers to comply with requisites and standards set for organic meat production, a fact 
that is falls especially on distribution and not so much on production. Also, there seems to be a 
generational miss-match between those most eager to start or even transition towards organic beef 
meat production (namely the younger generations) and those with access to more or less guaranteed 
capital and land (the established farmers). This is a breach that is perceived to have been deepened 
by the difficulties in achieving farm succession in the region, and that is undoubtedly contributing for 
land property concentration and unsustainable trends. 

Generically speaking a few potential economic farm strategies aimed to progress towards sustainable 
intensification for beef meat producers in Montado systems were mentioned along the expert 
interviews. Such strategies include issues such as; incrementing the grazing efficiency in farms without 
raising the percentage of grazing land covered, investing in water for animals, consolidating existing 
financial public support for milking cows (implemented since 2013, and which based on a support 
quota of 200 Euros per cow, has helped to raise fertility to rates from 70 to 90 %in just two years) and 
cross-breeding with foreign breeds such as Charolais and Limousine.  

Such cross-breeding is widely acknowledged, particularly by producer´s associations, as a key 
condition to secure the productivity and efficiency of the many farms in the region producing 
extensive beef cattle of regional and national breeds. Other important issue to consider in relation to 
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quality and certification in the sector relate to the fact that access to the new markets are almost 
restricted to producers of DOP-certified breeds, a fact that is complicated by the aforementioned 
weight by cross-bred animals in the region. 

In general, a preoccupation exists among producers that the current concentration of trading 
capacities and market power in ever fewer hands may ultimately lead to a quasi-monopolium in the 
process of distribution. This is a fact that would ultimately render the sector unsustainable in 
comparison to other meat products (e.g. pork and poultry) where the power of the market more 
clearly leans towards producers rather than distribution.  Last, other agricultural commodities have 
also been signalled during our research as successful case studies in the region from which lessons 
could be drawn for improving quality control and sustainable production systems, such as barley. 

4.3.3. Multi-functionality in the Montado (silvo-pastoral) system  
It is widely acknowledged that the Montado silvo-pastoral system provides multiple values and 
services (Jose, 2009; Bugalho et al, 2011; Bugalho, 2015) and that it is an exemplary traditional silvo-
pastoral system with a long history of resilience and sustainability (Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro and Potes, 
2013). Furthermore, plenty of evidence exists about its multiple economic (Fragoso et al, 2015), 
biophysical (Costa, Pereira and Madeira, 2009; Godinho et al, 2014; Guiomar et al, 2015) and 
governance attributes (Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro and Sa-Sousa, 2011; Pinto-Correia, Ribeiro and Potes, 
2013). However, many challenges exist which remain yet to be effectively tackled, especially with 
regards to designing and further implementing novel governance frameworks that can provide with 
an alternative to current regulatory, policy and regimes which are mono-functional by nature.  

Furthermore, other key challenges of relevance at global to national scales, are relevant at the scale 
and regional setting at which our study was conducted. Such challenges relate to issues such as climate 
change and associated human vulnerability, and the recent financial crisis, which has hit Portugal and 
other Mediterranean countries especially hard.  In response to such challenges several strategic 
initiatives for regional development (e.g. Regional Strategy for Smart Specialization in Alentejo of 
December 2014 and the Operational Program for the Alentejo Region 2014-2020) are in place in our 
selected case study area.  

Within the context of such strategies, the Montado and its multiple products, values and services are 
considered as key assets for achieving sustainability and resilience in timescales that span beyond 
electoral cycles (DRAPAL, 2014). This is indeed advantageous in view of the bio-physical timescales 
that characterize dynamics of change in multi-functional production systems as complex as the 
Montado (Sá-Sousa, 2014). In this sense, local voices were raised during our interviews that point to 
the opportunity for the recovery of a balance between different livestock animals, including beef, pork 
and sheep, a balance that already existed in the past and that has been lately lost in favour of the 
increasing number of beef heads.  

In reference to the production of other animal meat commodities in this same system and region, the 
case of pork production in nearby Castro Verde was mentioned by one of interviewees as illustrative 
of the many problems that are related to inadequate livestock management models.   This is a 
municipality in the Alentejo which has recently been transformed from an area that was formerly 
occupied by cereal cropped steppes with ecological singularity and biodiversity value onto a 
stronghold for extensive black pork production, with a gradual increase in the territorial footprint of 
livestock that is parallel to that currently taking place with beef in the Montado. 
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Whilst both cases are similarly driven by equal factors, namely novel financial products and strategies 
driving notable changes in the landscape, lessons can already be learnt for our case study on how 
livestock extension and over-grazing can effectively drive a shift towards less sustainable systems of 
livestock grazing and production (Garcia-Moreno et al, 2014; Almeida et al, 2016; Sales-Batista et al, 
2016). Changes common to both landscapes include land parcel and property concentration, and 
subsequent pressures on traditional multi-functional extensive landscapes towards extensive 
specialization (Pinto-Correia & Mascarenhas, 2009; Godinho et al, 2014).  

However, and in contrast to this previously described local case study, other interviewees pointed out 
more generically to the fact that actually the problem might lie in the short-term-oriented economic 
vision, and related policy support, that has clearly favoured over the past few decades in the region 
to beef over pork, when in reality it is the latter animal that is best adapted to the contingent 
conditions and capacities of the Montado system.  

Nevertheless, it is important to indicate to the fact that several environmental and financial conditions 
exist that have lately determined a certain decline in pork production in the region. These include its 
lower levels of flexibility and adaptiveness to the species of tree (very much constrained to Holm Oaks) 
and the lack of resilience of the sector (particularly when compared to beef) in view of the recent 
financial crisis. Whether one or the other mutually incompatible arguments are actually valid remains 
to be proved, whilst the argument that clearly pervades is the idea that the recent and rapid expansion 
of livestock in the area is actually driving disruption in the multi-functionality, and thus in the potential 
for sustainability of the system (Sales-Batista et al,2016).   

An equally important issue that seems to arise both in the literature (Ferraz de Oliveira et al, 2013; 
Sales-Batista et al, 2016) and experts opinion is the requirement for a balance between pasture and 
animal production loads, a balance that is ultimately being lost with sustainable thresholds being 
constantly overcome as a result of over-grazing. Lastly, a further trend that is signalled as a trigger for 
the loss of diversity and multi-functionality in the system is related to the yet almost complete loss of 
extensive crop production in the Montado, and its substitution by grazing pastures (Godinho et al, 
2016).  

Extensive crops represent a land-use that once occupied a great proportion of the system´s soils, and 
that added great value to its multi-functional nature. Although arguments in favour and against the 
impacts of this dynamic trend of land-use change are actively held among those experts consulted, it 
remains undoubted that factors that have induced it include the demographic, economic and social 
situation of the region, where a trend towards human and natural desertification is currently in due 
course.   

In general, Montados are undoubtedly production systems where several decades are identified as 
the timescale of reference at which key ecological processes essential for the system´s productivity 
(e.g. tree growth and maturation, or cork productivity) take place, and consequently, which need to 
be planned and managed with such mid- and long-term timescales in mind (Sá-Sousa, 2014).  

Ultimately, this is an inter-generational approach that tightly fits the principles and ideas that underpin 
the sustainability paradigm. In addition, due to its sheer functional and ecological complexity, this is a 
system that is acknowledged for its vulnerability and dependence on the (fragile) balance between 
different productive activities and the various ecological processes that underpin them (Pinto-Correia, 
Ribeiro & Sá-Sousa, 2011). Thus, a key to achieving sustainability in production of beef within a 
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Montado context is to maintain the balance with the many other services and functions in the system 
(Bugalho et al, 2011) a balance that seems especially vulnerable in the light of the current policy and 
economic framework operating in the region, and more widely in Portugal.  

According to the 6th National Forest Inventory (ICNF, 2013), the two main dominant tree species in 
the Montado are holm oak (Quercus rotundifolia Lam., 1785) and cork oak (Quercus suber Lam., 
1785), which jointly occupied 34% (11% and 23% respectively) of the total forested surface in mainland 
Portugal in 2010. A slight decline in the area occupied by holm oaks and cork oaks between 1990 and 
2010 was highlighted in the same inventory. A similar decline was detected at the regional level for 
Alentejo (NUTS II). This is the Portuguese region with the highest number and surface area occupied 
by trees such as oak (ICNF, 2013). 

The drivers, significance and potential consequences of the current overall decaying trend (which is 
both qualitative and quantitative) in the Montado are widely covered in the scientific literature (Costa, 
Pereira and Madeira, 2009), and emphasize its ecological, economic and social relevance beyond the 
relative smoothness of the statistical data showing an overall decline that is constant in time. 
Clearances in the Montado cover are often used as grazing areas, or for forage production, so that the 
feed needs of the livestock are fulfilled within the farm. Often, the expansion in cattle production has 
required investments in irrigated pastures or forage areas at the farm level (Godinho et al, 2014).  

However, some experts consulted have pointed out to the fact that although the decaying trend of 
the systems cannot be contested, a set of opportunities for opportunities related to multi-
functionality exist that need to be embraced at the local level.  

Examples of this include the production practices that are encountered in some of the modern estates 
operating in the region which, based on private financial capital groups or in personal ventures with a 
high level of financial risks, have managed to combine traditional Montado-related activities with 
other the production of other commodities and services such as wine, rice and wood production, 
tourism and nature and conservation. In any case, this multi-functional approach within single 
production units can only be achieved in large-enough farms, and is devoid of either the public 
financial and advisory support that would be required to secure that it can expand more widely across 
the sector and region. 

In terms of externalities, recent changes in the management models of the Montado (e.g. 
abandonment of some areas, and intensification of others) have resulted in deterioration of the 
balance of nutrients in this silvo-pastoral system (Godinho et al, 2014). This has been driven by rising 
intensity of grazing damages the tree roots, the young tree shoots and increases soil compaction, 
leading to a progressive decay in the forestry component of the Montado – and thus also an increase 
in soil degradation, and changes in risks related to fires (Guiomar et al, 2015). In relation to this, several 
policy aspects related to post 2003-CAP, which were later confirmed through post 2006 and 2013 CAP, 
have arisen that favour an increase in the number of cattle heads, thus also indirectly driving land 
property concentration (Ferragolo da Veiga, 2013; Marques, 2013). This resulted in a greater livestock 
impact and footprint on biodiversity which ultimately ends up affecting multi-functionality and 
sustainability of the system as a whole. 

These trends towards the degradation of the system are perceived by some of our interviewees as 
potentially irreversible unless clear political and social actions are effectively implemented. Such 
actions should mainly aim at the implementation of new market strategies and tools for the full 
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valorisation of the wide range of functions and services that are intrinsic to the Montado. This would 
imply a change of attitude among the different actors operating in the system, a change that still 
seems to be in its infancy.  

Thus, and in sheer contrast with the degradation trends currently affecting the tree structure and 
health in the Montado system, multiple opportunities and advantages related to its multi-functional 
nature and vocation have recently began to become acknowledged. Such advantages and 
opportunities relate especially to the potentialities that are currently opening in relation to the 
Ecosystem Services framework and related market-based schemes (Bugalho, 2015), an opportunity 
that, as said before, has not yet been embraced in this region and sector and that could potentially 
provide help secure the sustainability of the production of beef meat in a multi-functional context.  

As part of any approach linked to multi-functionality, biodiversity conservation appears to be a key 
concern in the context of the Portuguese Montado. Additionally, other highly demanded activities 
such as hunting and bird-watching were also pointed by interviewees at as valid alternatives useful to 
halt the gradually increasing beef cattle density that is considered as one of the main responsible 
factors currently threatening the survival of the system. Ultimately, the ecological sustainability of the 
system depends of making the best of as many as possible of these types of opportunities.  In addition, 
multi-functionality has indeed been signalled as a key strategy towards achieving greater resilience in 
the face of climate change, a potential strength that the Montado system is currently losing. This is a 
goal that could be achieved through embracing policy opportunities such as the candidacy of the 
Montado for UNESCO World Heritage designation (http://en.quaternaire.pt/Studies-and-
Projects/Submission-Dossier-of-Montado-Cultural-Landscape-in-World-Heritage-Lista-UNESCO), and 
also by incentivizing  sectors such as rural tourism,  that are already becoming primordial in securing 
the financial and economic sustainability of many farms in the area (Mira Potes, 2010).  

4.4. Synthesis: key issues identified in the literature, media and interviews. 
The analysis of the regulatory and market conditions through literature review, media analysis and 
interviews to expert stakeholders for the first case study provided with a list of key Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats that are hereby summarized through a SWOT analysis. SWOT 
is a structured planning methodology which permits to identify the various positive or negative, 
current and prospective, aspects of any issue studied, in this case the beef meat sector in the context 
of the Montado in Central Alentejo. DAFO was originally devised by Albert Humphrey, who worked at 
the University of Stanford in the 1960´s, to assess aspects of industrial organisational management 
(2005).  

SWOT analysis has already been successfully applied to evaluate issues relevant to this case study, 
such as; the efficiency of short food supply chains across Europe (Casolani, 2015), ecosystem service 
supply in protected areas across selected sites of relevance for sustainable development (Scolozzi et 
al, 2014) and rural development policies across Europe (Knierim & Nowicki, 2010).  

Furthermore, a SWOT-driven analysis of Portuguese agri-food traditional products at a National level 
was published in 2015 (Rodrigo et al, 2015) which also includes beef meat produced in extensive 
grazing systems, and which guided us to better focus on identifying the key issues of relevance for our 
analysis.  

Overall (see table 4), one of the most interesting findings to emerge is the number of complex 
challenges arising from a system, the Montado, which is scientifically and socially acknowledged for 
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its multi-functionality, and yet effectively functions as a relatively disjointed set of independent 
economic activities (including the production of beef meat). This issue of fragmentation also concerns 
the way it is regulated for different commodities through independent policies and legislations. In this 
sense, it is important to note the absence of a unifying regulatory framework in Portugal similar to 
those that have been approved in several regions of Spain for the similar Dehesa system. Examples of 
this include the relatively recent ´Ley 7/2010, de 14 de julio, para la Dehesa´ approved by the Regional 
Government of Andalucía, although a similar law, ´1/1982´, already existed in neighbouring 
Extremadura dating back to 1982). It seems clear from our analysis that the absence of such a unifying 
regulatory framework of reference might potentially hamper the possibilities for added value that the 
system as a whole could potentially achieve.  

The aforementioned absence of adequate regulatory mechanisms is also closely related to the 
implementation of novel market schemes and mechanisms for the commodification of ecosystem 
services, a tool that is especially relevant in multi-functional systems such as the Montado, and that 
could potentially contribute to financially compensate the many barriers for securing profitability that 
are currently detected in the production and commercialisation of beef meat within extensive 
systems. This could be especially of relevance to increase the economic competitiveness of the few 
mid- and smaller-scale Montado farmers remaining in the region, thus contributing to halt the 
incremental concentration of property and production currently affecting the Montado in Central and 
Southern Portugal. However, an equally problematic absence and lack of efficiency in both public 
support and private initiatives for the implementation of such schemes renders the challenge of 
implementing any novel management models aiming at achieving sustainability through multi-
functional land-use more complicated. 

Regarding the specific policy limitations and opportunities detected in the beef meat production 
sector, several of them especially outstand throughout our CSP analysis and expert interviews. 
Regarding strengths and opportunities of the sector, these include; the various regulations (e.g. DOP, 
or “Denominaçôes de Origem Protegidas”) that are in place to protect the local and regional breeds 
of cattle grazing in extensive silvo-pastoral systems, the acknowledgment and explicit mention that is 
made by public authorities in the context of key strategic plans and vision for the region (e.g. 
´Programa Operacional Regional do Alentejo 2014-2020´) to the importance of beef meat production, 
and the potentialities associated to the on-going reforms of Common Agricultural Policy (e.g. mostly 
associated to Pillar II) in relation to novel opportunities and funding schemes aimed at supporting the 
maintenance of sustainable and high-quality production systems, including high-quality meat in 
extensive production systems. 

Along with the aforementioned strengths and opportunities, several weaknesses and threats could 
also be identified in the sector and case study which are related to policies and regulations. These 
include; the administrative difficulties and barriers for producers (especially for smaller ones) to 
comply with the many requirements (including in time, knowledge, specialized support and even own 
resources) associated to access to public funding programs of support, the existence of an overarching 
trade policy scenario (e.g. WTO) on which competition with producers from other countries is 
gradually becoming harder, and also the multiple uncertainties stemming from the process of 
expansion that the EU (and thus also the CAP) is currently undergoing.  
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While regulatory issues are important, market issues appear to be equally critical. Both regulatory and 
market issues were raised and highlighted over the first steering committee consultation meeting 
(April 2016) having also been at the core of the 10 interviews that were held with experts (August to 
October 2016). There are several aspects linked to markets and their organization that emerged as 
key issues in the analyses.  These include opportunities and strengths such as; the value and strength 
of local and regional associations of producers currently in place, the strategic position currently held 
by Montado farmers that is associated with the concentration of land and production, and the 
potential that exists for the opening of new markets associated to the activation of new infrastructures 
that will facilitate international trade. In contrast, also threats and weaknesses stemmed from the 
analysis, including the difficulties for Montado farmers and extensive beef meat producers to access 
novel financial tools and funding programmes, and their lack of capacity to compete, financially, with 
mono-functional farming systems, which despite being less sustainable and resilient, are undoubtedly 
more profitable in the shorter term. 

Finally, in addition to regulatory and market issues, during the analyses have emerged also some key 
environmental and social issues that are of relevance. Equally to the former, these also comprise 
various strengths and opportunities. Among the strengths, it is of relevance the above-the-standard 
levels of sustainability that are associated to extensive production of the various commodities linked 
to the Montado system (including beef meat), and the public recognition and the potential for demand 
that exists of high-quality beef meat internationally. Last, and regarding weaknesses and threats to 
the system, these include the difficulties for new entrants to start new businesses and access the land 
market, the ecological and spatial decline of the Montado in recent times, and the marginalisation of 
smaller farms that cannot cope either financially nor administratively with the many requirements 
posed by the current policy framework.  
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Table 4: SWOT analysis – production of beef meat in a Montado context in Central Alentejo 
(Portugal). 

Strengths 

 The extensive silvo-pastoral system on which 
beef meat is produced, Montado, is recognized 
for its resilience, which is largely linked to its 
complexity and its multi-functionality, 

 Traditional beef meat products and breeds (e.g. 
Alentejana and Mertolenga) in Montado are 
acknowledged and demanded by the public,  
and partially protected through certification 
(e.g. through DOPs), 

 A strong and longstanding network of producers 
associations already exists in the area that looks 
for the interests of producers, particularly those 
dealing with traditional and protected regional 
breeds of cattle,  

 Multiple infrastructures already exist (e.g. in 
Montemor-o-Novo) at the local and regional 
level that facilitate trading at the National and 
Regional levels.   

 Public awareness of Montado values is 
increasing.,  

Weaknesses 

 Many complex challenges (incl. administrative, financial, 
social, ecological and agronomic) are associated to 
managing the silvo-pastoral multi-functional systems on 
which extensive beef production is hereby embedded,  

 Financial access, competitiveness and productivity is low 
compared to other more intensive and mono-functional 
alternative systems, 

 Business entrance for newcomers is difficult, with heritage 
and family-based large-scale farming largely coping the 
sector, 

 International trade rules (e.g. WTO) favor similar products 
from other countries and regions (e.g. Argentina), a factor 
that is key in a Portuguese context where the economic 
crisis is still impacting consumer´s capacity. 

 Even if there is a societal awareness for the values of the 
Montado, land owners are mostly caught in between 
different discourses, with the productivist discourse 
dominanting while the heritage or land stewardship 
discourse, more attentive to the Montado conservation, 
are much less proeminent – therefore blind intensification 
is high in the agenda, driving social inertia. 

Opportunities 

 Increasing size (and concentration) of farms in the 
sector, a fact that favors their financial sustainability 
and profitability in the near future, 

 Novel infrastructures (harbor) have begun operating 
in the region that facilitate export towards new 
markets (e.g. middle East), 

 Regulations exist that protect key elements (e.g. Oak 
Trees and traditional breeds) in the system in view of 
future threats and competence from other more 
intensive farming systems, 

 Novel policy (e.g. CAP Pillar II reform), market (PES 
schemes) and technological (e.g. irrigation) 
opportunities are expected to improve production 
systems and their sustainability and 
competitiveness, 

 Novel demands that demand innovation and 
specialization from consummers/urban dwellers. 

Threats 

 The Montando which sustains extensive beef production 
in the region is in clear decline, both quantitative and 
qualitatively, 

 Uncertainties related to the latest CAP reforms are 
currently arising based on expansion of membership to 
less developed members, which will directly compete for 
current Portuguese funds, 

 Lack of capacity of traditional farmers to cope with 
demand for new knowledge and technical capacity renders 
the sector comparatively uncompetitive, 

 The financial sector does not seem prepared to provide 
with services and risk-based products as required, and 
when it does (e.g. investment groups) it directly competes 
with traditional land-owners, threatening their 
sustainability and resilience.    
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4.5. Focus groups and participatory workshops 

4.5.1. First Two Focus Groups (Traditional vs Innovative) 
Before properly commencing discussion on the diverse points that formally were part of the Focus 
Groups, participants (check on appendices 4 and 5 for the key characteristics, structure and 
participants in the three FGs and PW arranged for this sector) raised a series of issues that they 
considered important to trigger the event. These points begin with the importance of the specificity 
of the Mediterranean context on which the Montado system is set. This is a context which productivity 
is naturally lower than in other areas, basically due to environmental constraints, and thus cannot be 
managed using the same tools and strategies as those used and developed in Central and Northern 
Europe, where bio-physical conditions strongly differ. This is a point that has been raised throughout 
the various encounters with producers and other stakeholders in SUFISA, and possibly their key 
argument against the efficiency of current policies in the PAC framework, which according to 
participants does not respond to the contingencies of Mediterranean and Southern European regions 
and farming systems. In response to this, participants argued that it would be essential for more 
efficient European policies to support traditional extensive systems and their resilience against 
intensive alternatives (e.g. olive groves). This point was equally agreed by both producers with more 
traditional (first FG) and innovative (second FG) mind-sets. In response to this challenge, Ecosystem 
and Environmental Services were advocated by some as potential tools for innovation and change.  

Another key issue outlined by many participants is the fact that production factors (inputs) are more 
expensive in Portugal than in Spain, its main direct competitor. This includes inputs as essential as 
electric energy. Also, internal politics and multinationals were mentioned as relevant conditions. 
Indeed, also in the whole of Portugal, one key constraint is the fact that a single retailer in Portugal 
dominates a great proportion of the whole export market. Differences in prices (external and internal) 
at times reach one third, thus limiting the competitiveness of local and regional actors. Furthermore, 
the prices of other inputs, such as water and energy have risen in Portugal very much lately. 

Going back to bio-physical conditions, local and regional breeds are also essential, in the view of 
stakeholders. In the same way, stakeholders indicated how it is always important to be reminded that 
both trees and animals are mutually interdependent and equally important for the survival of the 
Montado. However, this is a contested issue, with some (few) of the producers in the FGs clearly 
opting for more mono-functional systems (especially those priming trees) as the key to financial 
sustainability.  

Last, a point was made that the particularities of agriculture (especially when compared to industry, 
tourism and other economic sectors) is that, under traditional systems, private funding is scarce, and 
due to its strategic nature, novel strategies and ideas for public funding are required. This is especially 
the case in low-productivity systems, such as extensive crops in Mediterranean areas.  

4.5.1.1. Horizontal Cooperation and Vertical Coordination Strategies/Institutional Arrangements. 

Regarding horizontal cooperation, many valuable examples exist in the region, such as the Mertolenga 
(local breed) Producers´association (www.mertolenga.com/), with representatives participating in the 
SUFISA FGs (see section 1.3). Argument was made in both FGs that under no circumstances, producers 
in these systems can be successful by working alone. In this sense, consensus among producers is that 
EU´s CAP has been, despite of its multiple failures, a clear success in helping producers´associations. 
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This is an association that kicked off in 1986 and that has since been extremely successful. Other 
successful association include the Confederação de Agricultores de Portugal (www.cap.pt/).  

Despite of such good practice case studies, it was also raised that a great number of associations 
actually began and failed half-way. To resolve such problems, some stakeholders suggested that 
Producers Groups/Associations should work under exclusivity clauses for members, which would help 
trigger commercial skills and allow them to survive. Another issue raised was how a great majority of 
these associations are not sufficiently professionalized, a problem that is however currently being 
resolved, with technicians and experts gradually being more frequently hired. However, many 
producers still believe that belong to such associations is not justified, as it demands a degree of 
involvement that does not compensate for the effort. In any case, mutual cooperation among farmers 
was deemed essential by all producers in the discussion, either those operating with traditional 
strategies and practices, or by those more innovative. Activities on which cooperation was deemed 
essential include the purchase of production factors and in the implementation of effective marketing 
and sales strategies.  

However not only have most producers´ associations in the region and sector proved unsuccessful, 
but also the sector has lacked from a low (or null) voice and power of producers along the whole 
production chain, thus determining their low levels of market power (e.g. in influencing price 
formation). Some attempts have been put in place to resolve these issues, including a public 
enterprise, PEC, that attempted to represent producers´ interests in the wider market scene. 
However, these attempts have almost consistently failed. In response to these, many stakeholders 
advocate less public intervention, and providing with higher level of direct participation to farmers 
and other stakeholders. This is indeed aligned with the indications provided by the EU for the next 
CAP reform. However, examples from other agricultural commodities, such as rice (with very 
successful producers´associations) and maize were mentioned.  However, and even in these successful 
examples, international regulations and agreements, such as CEFTA, have indeed influenced 
(positively) quality standards, thus making trading internationally more difficult.  In the case of 
extensive livestock, any farmer must process 90% of production through the producer association 
(“Agrupamento”) to be included. This is highly restrictive.  

Regarding vertical coordination, this deemed essential to increase profit margins. In this sense, two 
possible strategies were provided; scalar/dimension increase, or concentration of the whole value 
chain. Ideally, producers in the region ought to try to have a common trade-mark for their own product 
as a whole. As an example of this, Mertolenga (local) breed producers are still focused on joining 
producers together, but not under a single trade-mark, a limitation that should and could be 
potentially improved. In general, the associations of local breed producers in the Alentejo 
(Mertolenga, Alentejana) are strong, and gather together a great proportion of producers, but are 
nevertheless not competitive at the National, or even less, at the international levels. Thus, in general, 
prices are not currently competitive in an international market scene. In terms of markets and 
marketing, it is worth noting how, at the moment, producers´associations (such as Mertolenga) sell 
directly to the public, with little effect beyond the local and regional markets, although this has clear 
implications for the diversity of ways in which the market chain and vertical coordination operates.  
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 In terms of financial and funding strategies, a key challenge in multi-functional systems, such as the 
Montado is that commercial profits do not usually cover more than 50% of the total turnout, the rest 
of which is secured through public programs. This is framework that is indeed changing drastically with 
the late decrease in availability of public funds, and that is perhaps influenced by the fact that between 
1982 and 2017 the sales price for beef meat in this context didn´t practically change, despite of the 
fact that costs went up notably. Credit (including that available for particular stages of the farming 
activity) is practically unavailable, and thus producers end up relying on long-term profits like cork, 
which are only gathered every 9 years.  

However, producers in both focus groups considered income from cork as an investment for the future 
sustainability of the system required to keep the system alive for another decadal period at least.  

Regarding access to credit and finance, guarantees (e.g. property) are normally required, thus 
hampering access to young farmers and new entrants (see chapter 5). This implies that success rates 
among young Montado farmers is only of around 30%. Furthermore, it is also acknowledged as 
problematic that interest rates have been incremental, over the past decades. This has been 
accompanied by increasingly longer amortization periods. Also, the capital rates required for concrete 
product campaigns has reached more than 30%, an exceedingly high value by any means. Despite of 
this interest rates have become steady over the few past years, opening an opportunity window, 
which are essential for farms. The importance of such opportunity windows was clearly indicated in 
both Focus Groups, and the adaptation of funding strategies to take better advantage of these was 
deemed a necessary step for improvement. In this sense, stability is considered as farmers as a 
precious, and yet almost non-realistic, target.  Previous valuable (and yet still failed) experiences to 
promote stability include a public entity that was called IFADAP, but that was dismantled rapidly.  

Regarding alternative production methods, such as Integrated Production confers differentiation and 
competitive advantages to export, but the control is so weak that it ends up undermining its value. 
Indeed PAC policies support alternative pathways, including organic, but the Portuguese market does 
not yet demands sufficient produce that is certified. The problem is that many consumers consider 
existing standards to be sufficiently high as to have to pay higher prices for something that adds little 
value in their minds.  

In general, strategic alternatives exist, and can be implemented through the common umbrella 
represented by the EU PAC. However, cultural shifts and changes of perception are required for these 
to be fully successful (e.g. many farmers still perceive that CAP and other International agreements 
pays them to reduce production, a strategy that they fiercely oppose). In any case, alternative 
pathways were mentioned that include, e.g. digital marketing. In general, there exists a perception 
that two kinds of strategies currently co-exist: those for big market operators (big supermarkets) vs 
those for alternative direct channels for producers. Despite that this was a generic feeling among 
participants, some preconceptions were dismantled after listening to how some of the producers that 
we had originally labelled as alternative (e.g. those operating with sustainable and experimental 
management strategies including novel soil conservation programs in agreement with researchers) 
defended operating with big market agents more clearly that those that we had considered to be more 
conservative, or standard. This creates an image on complexity that spans beyond the original 
dichotomy stemming from the grey and scientific literature on the sector.  
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One point on which all producers agreed was on the importance for producers to intervene along the 
whole production chain. Also, on the fact that further and better public funds are required for 
improving international competitiveness and capacity of producers. In total, the protected breed of 
Alentejano Beef represents 30.000 cows and 25.000 calves being sold yearly. This should represent a 
sufficiently big market for it to be able to act together with sufficient bargaining capacity. However, at 
this moment in time, this is clearly not the case. Also, problems arise when even some Montado 
farmers perceive cattle as an enemy of the system´s sustainability, and advocate for a more mono-
functional and intensive system, focusing on silviculture. Others, alternatively support the idea of a 
balance between sheep, cattle and goats within a multi-functional system. Even among those 
supporting this last option, the carrying capacity of the system represents a problem for the future 
sustainability of the system. Indeed the differential requirement of each of these species for 
specialized work-force (e.g. shepherds, which are not required for cattle) and their differing carrying 
capacities are important factors that all farmers recognize. 

In general, and this is coincidental with expressions recorded in the interviews in SUFISA, beaurocracy 
represents a great barrier towards the sustainability of the sector, whilst agriculture is in contrast an 
opportunity sector for the sustainable development in the region. This last point is clearly reflected in 
the regional planning and development of the region (http://www.alentejo.portugal2020.pt/) which 
also considers the Montado as a key territorial asset for the region. The fact that 50-60% of income 
currently comes from public funds is considered a problem by all. However, the culture for farmers in 
this system is considered as to be too individualistic to foster more effective cooperation strategies. 
How to change this remains perhaps the biggest challenge in this moment. 

It is important to bear in mind that these reflections also include the key results and outputs of 
discussion about the financialisation of the sector (sub-section 4.5.1.2. in the index), markets and 
marketing strategies (4.5.1.3), financial sustainability (4.5.1.4) and of impacts from policies and 
regulations (4.5.1.5), all of which were planned points for the focusa group discussion.   

4.5.2. Second set of Focus Groups (Mixed) 
4.5.2.1. Novelty or tradition in existing strategies and institutional arrangements? 
A first point discussed in relation to existing horizontal cooperation arrangements was that producer 
groupings for traditional and other specific breeds are the key remaining strongholds for assiciativism, 
that was once strong in the region, but that has, according to most participants, not worked out under 
the latest CAP programs. According to these same farmers, this is in part due to the individualism 
inherent in the cuylture of Portuguese producers, but also in the lack of professionalism of certain 
associations (with limited exceptions, such as; www.mertolenga.com). In contrast, and regarding 
vertical coordination, according to these same farmers, the key problem is that market poweris mainly 
concentrated in the hands of a few agents (supermarket chains mainly) that form oligo-polia or quasi-
oligopolia and which nevertheless were praised by some participants for securing their annual sales 
and prices. 

4.5.2.2. Sustainability 
The (widely assumed) high levels of sustainability inherent to the Montado system, including cattle 
livestock, are threatened according to producers, due to processes of (unsustainable) intensification, 
decline and mono-functionality. In this sense, many models of Montado exist in the minds of many 
actors, on which the cattle-centred one, despite being currently the most common one, is not the 
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most sustainable, and perhaps not even the most profitable one, and thus is being threatened. 
However, alternative schemes for profiting from multi-functionality and securing the system´s 
sustainability could (and should) be further developed (e.g. PES), but that are currently stuck due to 
lack of political or cultural favourable conditions for change.  

4.5.2.3. Heterogeneity and comparability  
One key issue that became apparent is the lack of understanding of the wide diversity in the Montado 
stemming from political authorities that at different levels and from different sectors consider the 
Montado as a uniform system. Also, importantly, the lack of associativism and cooperativism in the 
sector has driven the absence of meeting points for proiducers with different viewpoints that would 
have been required to produce unique and commonly agreed strategies for the system. 

4.5.2.4. Barriers to (future) change. 
Some key barriers towards change, most of which could be confirmed, which in some cases had 
already been identified. The key points that were discussed on this regard include: 

- Contervatism and individualism is persistent and determines the priorities and actions by a large 
proportion of the producers involved. 

- A lack of support from policies and related frameworks at National and European levels is in place 
for the multi-functional and inherently low-productive nature of the Montado system. Despite of 
this, many producers seem to be happy to maintain the status quo and keep on securing their 
financial sustainability thorugh rather inadequate public subsidies. 

- Difficulties exist to gain new entrants and young farmers with origins different to the still prevailing 
range of family-based business (and even frequently within these family businesses themselves). 

- A certain process of de-coupling is detectable between the social appreciation of the many values 
of the Montado system and the political and social will to invest, intervene and improve a system 
that is not profitable in its current form. 

- Insufficient levels of technical, educational and expert-based support are widespread for improving 
management practices towards more sustainable production models. 

4.5.3. Participatory Workshop 
4.5.3.1. Validation of factors (conditions) driving the sector, and main strategies in place 
or envisaged (including institutional arrangements). 
During this specific (see appendix 4 to check on concrete characteristics and carácter and nature of 
participants), producer association representatives indicated that regulations, control and trading 
rules of cattle livestock is one key issue that should be overly improved.  According to this same 
participant, a greater control and monitoring of market mechanisms and of their efficiency, which is 
extremely low at the moment, is also required. In this context, it seems to be especially important to 
devise a better regulation framrwork for international markets. Key barriers towards this include more 
frequently those cultural (lack of knowledge and interest in Portugal on the International scale of 
trade) than regulatory ones. Thus, limitations can be considered to realice at the Portuguese level, 
and have both a cultural and political origins. An example of this is on how livestock fattening margins 
are much more advantageous in Spain than in Portugal. 
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 According to other producer involved, it is not trading capacity that is the main problem, but instead 
the low efficiency in the production system, which is linked to a decaying system, the Montado. The 
decline of the system has been well documented scientifically  by our research team in Évora, and 
involves issues related to the ecological and spatial structure and functions of the Montado, and to its 
low levels of resilience in the face of climate, societal and land-use changes. A key question to be 
posed would then be; are adequate policies in place?. In this sense, some stakeholders agreed that 
the dependency on public policies and subsidies by farmers is currently excessive. Although public 
subsidies are still essential for the viability of agro-forestry projects, still the power and bargaining 
capacity of producers against public entities is still very short. This, in part, is due to the mostly 
theoretical and thus largely unrealistic regulations in place, that do not account to the complexity of 
a system that is multi-functional by nature. Ex example of this would be the 50 % of public 
compensation funds that are planned for the eventuality of the “seca” (literally the “drought”), a 
disease that is currently decimating the Oak trees that lie at the heart of the system. 

According to another participant in the workshop, who is both a producer and public civil servant, 
current public funds are very inefficiently targeted, with a short-term vision that does not match the 
long-term times at which the system overall operates. The producer´s associations representative in 
the workshop indicated how a main failure is on the ex-post control in the implementation of public 
policies. Also, how, in his view, farmers do not get sufficiently involved in the policy implementation 
and monitoring processes. This is especially problematic since, according to this same stakeholder, 
producers are the main agents for potential change in policies, especially those leading towards better 
integration of activities within the system. 

A further relevant point that was indicated by the Public Servant from the Regional Agency of 
Agriculture for the Alentejo is that Portugal only produces 2% of the cereals that it internally 
consumes, thus limiting the capacity to mitigate the effects of current land-use change in the Montado 
system towards a decrease in the grazing land. Also, this is indicative of why prices of animal feed 
products might stay artifficially high. According to other participants, the conditions for better land-
use management exist that should help protect traditional management options, whilst it is policies 
that fail ultimately. A vicious cycle among soil and land management, and policies was thus signalled 
as hampering the competitiveness of this complex system.    

Following this first approach to policy conditions, the role and relevance of the main economic 
conditions were also discussed. Within these, the issue of (farm) scale was deemed as fundamental. 
In the regional context, a farm under 300 Hectares was mentioned to be financially unsustainable, 
with only part-time/hobby farming being posible for smaller properties. This is an issue that had 
already been signalled, and on which there was consensus. This limitation turns this extensive 
production system uncompetitive in relation to other beef production models across Europe. 
However, potential strategies exist that might help tackle this problem, including; promoting 
horizontal cooperation among farmers, and the potential alternatives provided by new generations of 
farmers, which enter the farming business with a more creative and critical mentalities (see appendix 
6). Also regarding scale, it was indicated how 7 Hectares is the minimum legal threshold on which any 
farm or business can be divided. In this sense, property fragmentation was signalled as a key problem 
countrywide, although in the context of Montados in the Alentejo, hardly any properties under this 
minimum threshold. This is indicative of the miss-matches between National legislation and Programs 
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(including for funding and land property management) and the contingencies of the diverse regions 
and production systems.  

In relation to bio-physical factors, the degradation of soils was signalled as essential to the sustainable 
and efficient functioning of the system. Within soils, the loss of organic matter is especially dramatic 
and yet was something that, according to one participant, could be resolved if more innovative land 
management approaches were adopted. Horizontal cooperation in the form of networks and vertical 
coordination of actions between scientists, farmers and the public sector would help indeed, but 
would require from a social trust and inclination towards dialogue and cooperation that does not yet 
seem to exist at this moment. Other bio-physical conditions discussed include biodiversity, and 
especially tree diseases. Given the recent gain in technical knowledge on this subject, a real 
opportunity for change in the strategies and their effectiveness exists, according to both producers 
and the public administration, by improving working in networks through better education and 
policies. However, fundamental tools are either lacking (in the case of extension services) or inefficient 
(in the case of technical advisory from associations). Although these are all elements that apparently 
concern directly the production of beef meat, it leads to show how the Montado is perceived by all 
consulted stakeholders as a multi-functional system, on which the ecological degradation of any of its 
components with directly affect the productivity and sustainability (including financial) of the system 
considered as a whole. Despite a certain recent trend to intensify and specialise by some Montado 
producers in the región in order to increase their immediate profitability, this is a point where 
everyone attending the discussion agreed. Thus, although economic sustainability of farms is indeed 
acknowledged as essential by all stakeholders, the ultimate goal expressed was the long-term 
maintenance of a complex, valuable and yet fragile system with ecological, social, cultural and 
economic values. 

Small agriculture was also discussed (see appendix 6 for some more information on this), which was 
argued by some participants to have a difficult future in the region, as it has no financial viability. 
Furthermore, an argument was made by some participants to discard financial public funding for small 
agriculture in a context of Montado systems. This is however highly arguable in view of other 
discussions held with farmers and other stakeholders (e.g. olive oil farmers in section 5). 

Another important topic raised relates to prices and their volatility. According to discussants, prices 
now are becoming more stable around 400 to 500 Euros to export young calves, which was considered 
to be a positive situation overall. These also exists a subsidy to cows, which was agreed as equally 
positive. However, the price of feed has risen, at times to excessive levels. The least costly element 
today in the Montado is the grazing pasture, whilst the main limiting factor discussed was the final 
price of meat (this is valid both for beef and sheep). The price of feed and nutritional supplements was 
also estimated as important. The importance of protein crops (such as chick peas, beans and others) 
was also mentioned by a participant from the University. Overall there was a certain consensus among 
the group on the fact that almost everything that could be done to improve the system is already 
known, but many difficulties arise in their implementation at the farm level, and also through policy 
frameworks. Also in relation to animal nutrition, it was also indicated how the irrigation of grazing 
land might become an essential driver to increase the improve the system´s productivity (especially in 
a climate as changing as the Mediterranean). This is directly in contrast with the extensive and low-
input character that is inherent to the Montado. 
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Also regarding prices, the oligopoly that is apparetnt in the sector was also discussed, where 2 great 
distributors control the vast majority of the Market, distorting prices. According to most participants, 
prices are therefore biased and subject to effects such as dumping. Alas, they also agreed on the great 
influence of external countries and economics forces in setting prices.  Although much of this could 
be also valid for all Continental Portugal, the situation is different for the Autonomous Region of 
Açores (which hosts the biggest herd of cattle, although in this case for milk production, of Portugal).  

Young farmers seemed to be a recurrent issue in relation to the concerns and interests of the different 
participants in the workshop. Multiple barriers exist for entry and success of those participating. 
However, this is not a single factor in hampering the future sustainability of the system, and other 
conditions raised include the lack of control and clarity in the administrative procedures, expressed in 
the fact that there isn´t a clear procedure for funding control of long-term projects. This is despite the 
fact that such procedures have been lately improved.  

Regarding any possibilities for alternative management and production strategies (e.g. organic, local 
breeds..), the main barrier seems to be their low profitability, and thus that despite having maintained 
themselves, they have not grown as much as in other regions and commodities in Europe. This is at 
stake with the vision and potential of Montado as a High Nature Value Farming System characterized 
by the highest levels of ecological sustainability. An example of how differentiation is difficult is on 
how the producer association ELIPEC, which is a bif player at the regional level, moved recently from 
1000 to only 100 cows of Alentejana local breed, because this one is no economically competitive. In 
response, other foreign breeds such as Angus have been introduced, which due to their characteristics 
(rapid growth, with 400-450 Kilograms of weight required for an animal being ready for slaughtering) 
are more profritable under current conditions. However, opportunities exist for recovering the 
important of local breeds by improving their productivity based on novel genetic techniques and 
feeding patterns. Also, one farmer opinion´s was that without improving the efficiency in the 
management for soils, climate and animal production (genetics), any new policies would not resolve 
existing problems. This is a contested issue on which no agreement was reached among discussants.  

According to other participant, the sector has not reached the point where animals are left to die 
because there is no market for them, a problem that instead affects cows. This is because many cows 
can be exported, reaching more competitive prices.  

In terms of policies, those leading to the recovery of the Montado as a whole were suggested as those 
potentially most efficient in terms of securing the sector´s sustainability. Actually, this system counts 
with a series of natural advantages, such as the fact that they do not burn easily, a clear advantage in 
the Mediterranean context. However, policies to date have not considered these advantages to allow 
the permanence of the system where the natural conditions would favour it. Other opportunities yet 
to be better explored include Carbon sequestration and Payment for Ecosystem Services Schemes. Yet 
however, the mechanisms and instruments for implementing these options do not exist in the area. 
This is very much in line with findings in both the Focus Groups and with the results of the interview 
to experts. Of course, not only environmental opportunities, but also global and regional challenges 
exist that pose a great threat to the system, including; climate change (on which there seems to exist 
virtually uncontested consensus on the sector) and the difficulties to control species circulation 
patterns.  
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Regarding social conditions and challenges ahead, a fundamental topic is animal welfare. A key point 
of the discussion on this respect relates to the kind of Montado that is preferred or favoured by 
different actors, including options relevant for this case study such as; with cattle vs without cattle, 
and also what the role and place of cattle should be in a complex multi-functional system. Other 
important issue is the mentality of farmers and other actors, and their capacity to disseminate their 
problems. According to discussants, perceptions are increasingly difficult to understand, and to 
handle, and therefore polemic issues arise, including the role of big actors (e.g. Mac Donalds), which 
are miss-interpreted (according to farmers, the entry of these actors is not necessarily bad). This lack 
of social communication stems from the fact that producers are not well represented, and lack 
commitment, thus lacking a common and powerful voice.  

However, it was also indicated that new environmentally friendly models (e.g. organic), although 
tought to implement, might provide with new economic opportunities, helping resolve current social 
problems in this context, including; territorial cohesion (lack of public schools, health services, etc…). 
At the moment, no more than 4 workers are required for a 600 Hectare farm. Thus, deep social 
problems previously inexistent (e.g. suicides) are now rapidly arising. A key issue that was also 
discussed was that the lack of knowledge and experience of farmers in key tasks such as accountancy 
is not tackled through policies, which are underpinned by an extremely complex beurocracy and a 
practical lack of extension services.  

Regarding the Institutional Arrangements in place, producers´ partnerships (“agrupamentos”) are 
important, but it seems that it is quite difficult for many producers to join, since their internal rules 
are overly complex. Thus, the objective should be for Portugal to be able to maintain already existing 
partnerships, that would need to become much more efficient. The lack of support for producers (e.g. 
via extension or other advisory technical services) cameo ut varios times across the whole workshop. 
Furthermore, it was indicated how in the case of livestock very few insurance options exist, and also 
how the strategies of scale are still predominant, thus making it difficult for smaller or new farmers to 
compete. There are some informal groups of discussion, such as one for the improvement of soils, 
formed in agreement with our Institute, ICAAM, at the University of Évora. However, it has been 
proved practically impossible to formalize such a group, and only practical informal experiences in the 
field are being maintained. Also, other useful and (increasingly) informal experiences of discussion and 
knowledge transfer are arising, such as the “Tertúlias de Montado”, triggered by the University.  
Developing better management and business models requires vertical coordination, which is currently 
fragmented, and largely inefficient, according to all stakeholders in the workshop. “Operational 
support” was one failed governmental attempt at improving vertical coordination. Despite some funds 
being available for this, they are useless, unless producers take the initiative. In general, these are 
complex challenges that have consistently failed so far, due to the fact that views and opinions across 
the sector are too different and even at times irreconcilable. Some examples of attempts include 
ACOMOR and another one in Alcácer de Sal (Alentejo Litoral) that failed despite many attempts. The 
problem with such challenges is that ultimately they depend too strongly on the existence of 
“champions” that lead all actors involve and that have a clear vision. Other participants talked of this 
same idea, naming them as “elites”, although there was quite strong dissent whether this would be 
an appropriate term to use given its potential negative connotations.  
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The role of Intermediaries was also discussed. This was considered to be an extremely difficult task. 
Actually, it seems clear that the lack of key figures like champions and good intermediaries have driven 
the fact that valuable initiatives such as cooperatives have mal-functioned too frequently. Lastly, some 
less common issues, such as timing and opportunity and its role on improving efficiency (e.g. price 
formation timings) were also discussed, with Portugal in general scoring low in the view of partcipants. 
As  a final point, a National Agricultural Counselling System was indicated as potentially valuable to 
help improve the efficiency and sustainability of the sector, not only producers. 

4.5.3.2. Contributions and limitations from CAP & other agricultural policies towards 
strategies 
Although there was no time during this workshop to discuss this issue separately, important points 
and considerations in this respect were made during the discussion that are included in the text of 
the previous sub-section. 

4.5.3.3. Pathways and actions for the sector over the following 5-10-20 years. 
As with point 4.5.3.2, although there was no time during this workshop to discuss this issue separately, 
important points and considerations in this respect were made during the discussion that are included 
in the text of section 4.5.3.1 of the report. 

4.6. PRODUCER´S SURVEY (Institutional Arrangements) 

 4.6.1. Introduction. 
To conduct the surveys, a spatially distributed sampling method (Figure 3) was applied on which 
various meeting points (institutions) were chosen to contact and discuss with farmers. These points 
reflect the diversity of bio-physical/ecological (climate, relief, Montado types, other land-uses) and 
territorial/spatial (accessibility/remoteness, economic and regional function) in the case study region, 
namely Alentejo as a whole. Although in principle, only Central Alentejo had been considered as case 
study area, both the large number of producers targeted for the survey (150) and the diversity of 
existing conditions compelled us to enlarge the original area of study, encompassing the whole 
Alentejo region. Serving as contacting entities and places of encounter for the surveys (which were 
conducted directly and individually with each farmer, in a non-digital form), local associations of 
breeders and farmers with which we already collaborate were asked to provide with the location to 
encounter and survey farmers and also with the contacts of their associates. Accessing farmers 
through the associations and also through others with whom we already had contact, allowed to gain 
confidence and trust with farmers, which, according to our long-lasting experience in trans-disciplinary 
science, is an essential component of science co-production, especially in contexts, such as farming. 
This is especially the case in traditional and conservative sdettings), where reticence on “external” 
experts is still very high. 
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Figure 3: Distribution of meeting points for surveys with Montado livestock farmers across the 
Alentejo region (Portugal) and of the entities used to contact and meet with them. 

Regarding the design of the survey in itself, two slightly different survey templates were prepared; 
one for farmers that sale meat directly, and other for those that sale animal. Differences among both 
surveys are minimal, but they were made comparable through conversion rates (e.g. number of kilos 
of meat produced per animal sold). In addition to generic questions for all case studies, a series of 
extra questions on the specific characteristics of products (Section A of the questionnaires in appendix 
7a), on policy support and mutual collaboraction among farmers, and on technical advice required 
(extra questions D-25 to D36 of the aforementioned appendix) were added to the original 
questionnaire, to better reflect on important contingencies of the regional and commodity context. 

Based on the responses to our surveys (for specific statistical indicators on proportion of responses to 
each of the questions posed, please check on appendix 7a) , we could confirm the main generic 
statements learnt through previous tasks in the project  that beef production in the region of Alentejo 
under extensive production systems (mostly under Montado silvo-pastoral systems) is mostly based 
on family farming businesses, of mid to big extension (200-2000 Hectares), and that a remarkable level 
of reticence exists among farmers towards intensification or change. It became also apparent that a 
great proportion of farms with Montado lack other land-uses and covers, although a few examples of 
land-use diversification (e.g. olive groves and vineyards) of multiple-use farms are found spread across 
the region, independently of their local and contingent characteristics.  

Traditional (e.g. Mertolenga and Alentejana) and exogenous (Limousine, Angus) breeds are both 
raised, mostly depending on the bio-physical and ecological conditions of each farm´s location and of 
its pastures. Organic and other quality certifications (DOPs, IGPs) are also found, although as a minor  
occurrence, with some farmers even indicating that despite they actually produce with organic 
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practices, but still lack certification, which is too costly and do not yet posse a positive impact on their 
income at a scale sufficient to compensate their adoption. 

Regarding management practices, rotational grazing is predominant, with little innovations detected 
within the farm and parcel management context. Another important confirmation was that there 
exists a decreasing workforce available and occupied in the sector (especially diificult to find is people 
living in the farm, a situation that used to be common until the recent past). Last, it was also confirmed 
that he recent and gradual raise of cattle over other livestock animals (e.g. pigs and sheep) that were 
far more common in the pastm, is still yet to be fully understood in its ecological, economic and 
territorial consequences. Among the farmers surveyed, some “champions” of innovation were found 
that are slowly raising their voice to point out to the cultural (farmer´s lack of innovation spirit) and 
political (mainly CAP) drivers for this, and on the need for radical shifts. 

4.6.2. Sales channels (Section B). 
A great proportion of the farms and producers surveyed sell the animals directly, and do not slaughter 
them themselves, whilst local auctions mediated through associations of producers represent a 
disproportionate section of the sale points. Regarding horizontal cooperation, however, it is worth 
indicating that associativism is high, despite of which the confidence of producers and farmers on 
many of these is low. 

This contrasts with the aim for mutual cooperation and confidence among individual producers, which 
is still low (generically), with individualism and independence still culturally determining many of the 
decisions and strategies undertaken. In parallel, the reality and perception of income dependence on 
public subsidies is majoritary, and most producers reckon that it virtually impossible to survive without 
these public funds (esp. CAP), with some of them indicating that without these subsidies, their income 
would be financially unsustainable, even equal to 0 at times. Actually, a perception is common among 
farmers that the required farm size for a business to be viable, which was until recently fixed around 
200 hectares, is now growing, leading to a farm concentration process that is well documented in the 
scientific and technical-professional literature, but that has resulted in very few responses yet from 
policies. Despite of the many critiques made to the current funding scheme, no immediate or 
significant alternatives are generally proposed, with little or no considerations beyond those related 
to other traditional income sources deriving from the multi-functional nature of Montados (e.g. Cork). 

4.6.3. Characteristics of sale agreements and their sustainability (Sections C & C1). 
The nature of agreements is directly dependant on the sales channel; more formal, longer-term and 
better regulated and more stable contracts and prices for those selling through super-markets and 
big-chains; more informal, shorter-termed, with higher bargaining power and less regulated to those 
selling through local and association-based auctions; and much more insecure, but also much more 
flexible and adaptive to those selling through both exporters and local markets. Meanwhile, direct 
sales to the public and own selling points is very minor, yet present and slowly growing, with Lisbon 
being the main node for this. Although many of the requirements for quality and environmental 
standards do not form part of the sales agreements, they are required by law, or evenare intrinsic to 
the own nature of the Montado system, thus most farmers complying with high standards of quality. 
Despite of this, the informal nature of many of these requirements, along with competition from 
cheaper and lower-quality produce from abroad, turn the sector largely uncompetitive, and 
exportstrategies are only recently starting. As a result of all of the former, and generally speaking, 
satisfaction with sales agreements largely vary and seems to be independent of the various conditions 
and terms of sales. However, most farmers seem to be largely pessimistic, and many of them can 
foresee few, if no, alternatives to their current arrangements. Lastly, and in relation to the way in 
which their current sales and institutional agreements allow them to achieve or improve their own 
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targets, perceptions seem to be mostly positive (especially in relation to their social targets), whilst 
too frequently their expectations and aspirations largely exceed what their current situations allows. 

4.6.4. Strategies and drivers of farming (Section D-Q1 to Q24). 
Among the strategies and drivers of farming, it seems that both ecological conditions and policies 
influence more strongly the actions and decisions, with credit and finances ranging much lower on 
this respect. However, this needs to be contested, since clear inconsistencies are also detected among 
what farmers express as their own aspirations and preocupations, and the practices they implement. 
Also, in relation to their aspirations, most producers seem to aim to expand or maintain their business 
sizes, with abandonment being practically unencountered (although casually, it happens). Lastly, the 
kinds of actions that farmers perceive to be most urgently required for this include a wide range from 
diversification to improving insurance, although among all of these, those to do with financialisation 
bear a lower level of priority. 

4.6.5. Other relevant issues-policies and collaboration (Section D-QD25 to QD36). 
Direct payments and agro-environmental schemes (PAC) are received, under different programs, from 
the totality of those farmers surveyed. Actually, at times these public funds represent net values which 
are vital to the financial viability of their farms, even representing in some cases 100 % of their net 
benefits and represent at minimum 30-40 % of these. This should be indicative of the lack of financial 
sustainability of the sector, and of the many urgent need for more creative and urgent alternatives. 

Regarding technical support, this is provided mostly to those that more closely collaborate with 
associations or unions for their sales and arrangements, but also more frequently to those with farms 
of greater sizes. The type of support received varies from vet inspection (almost universal among 
farmers) to quality control and certification (only for those who can afford it, or those selling through 
supermarkets or exporting). In this sense, it is relevant to be reminded that public extension services 
are non-existent in Portugal, posing problems for smaller farmers seeking technical advice. This is 
somehow substituted by informal cooperation and discussions, which are mostly held by farmers with 
technical advisors, and frequently with family members, with coleagues and neighbours ranging low 
in the confidence scale of most farmers. Despite of this, a substantial proportion of farmers admit that 
the lack of horizontal cooperation is problematic for the sector, and that it hampers their 
competitiveness and financial capacity, relating it directly to cultural habits and mind-sets, which are 
acknowledged as the most difficult ones to change. Whilst most farmers in family businesses 
expressed an interest to pass on their businesses to future family generations, this is frequently 
difficult, due to little interest for farming in many of these heirs. In contrast, farms backed by private 
societies and private funding as mostly interested in securing shareholder´s benefits, although they 
are in a minority.  

4.6.6 Socio-cultural characteristics of farmers surveyed (Section E). 
The socio-cultural characteristics of farmers surveyed, can be synthesized by the following facts: 
largely aged population (50-60 years old, the most frequent slot), with most participants being 
simultaneously owner and manager, a vast majority of whom are males (some of them manageing 
their wife´s farms), with a great proportion of them holding secondary or even tertiary education, 
and almost invariably having undergone some kind of agricultural or technical training, including by 
associations and others.  
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5. CASE STUDY B: Olive oil production in intensive and super-intensive 
farming systems of Central and Southern Alentejo 

5.1. Introduction and context 
The purpose of this case study is to investigate the nature of policy requirements, market 
imperfections and their implications for the resilience of olive oil production in intensive and super-
intensive farming systems of Southern and Central Alentejo (Figures 2a, 2b & 2c). Similarly to case 
Study A, It is based on the conceptual framework developed in WP 1, whilst Therefore it also aims to 
go beyond the relatively fragmented insights consolidated in that WP to produce a more 
comprehensive and holistic view of the conditions faced by olive oil producers and the strategies they 
employ to ensure their sustainability, resilience and business continuation. Differently to case study 
A, where no comparisons were made between alternative farming systems for the same commodity, 
in case study B we have also examined the differences between intensive and super-intensive, on one 
hand, and extensive traditional forms of production and related farming systems, on the other. 
Extensive olive oil production systems have generally been confined to smaller properties and to 
succession farming based on family ties (Dordio, 2013), although this is not necesarily the case any 
longer.  

 

Figures 2a & 2b; Spatial distribution of olive groves-both generically (2a) and distinguishing between 
intensive (including also super-intensive) and traditional olive groves (2b) in the Alentejo region, 
Portugal (based on data by Guiomar, 2016). 
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The comparative approach we propose (see section 4.3.3) is justified on the fact that the processes of 
intensification and super-intensification of olives and olive oil production have only appeared lately in 
the region, and therefore their co-existence is currently is detected between both aforementioned 
models of production in the region of Alentejo (figures 2a and 2b). 

Among the important features of this second case study that might be directly drawn from an initial 
overview of the above figures, two main issues clearly become evident at first sight. The first of these 
indicates to the geographic and spatial relevance of water reservoirs and availability (Fragoso & 
Marques, 2013; Lampreia dos Santos, 2013; Lúcio Santos, 2013), most notably the Alqueva reservoir, 
on the Eastern side of the region, bordering Spain to its West. This statement is made evident through 
the distribution of olive groves across the region, most of which appear concentrated within a 
relatively short distance from the main water bodies (figures 2a and 2b). Secondly, and directly related 
to the former, it is also evident that the main concentration of intensive (and super-intensive) olive 
groves happens in the area leaning towards the Northern edge of the Lower Alentejo sub-region, 
around the provincial capital of Beja (figure 2c). This is an area characterized by plain slopes with 
productive soils and extensively cultivated landscapes that were traditionally occupied by rain-fed 
crops, mainly cereals (Pelúcio-Pimenta, 2014). 

 

Figure 2c; Spatial distribution of olive groves, distinguishing between intensive and traditional olive 
groves in the Lower Alentejo Sub-region of Portugal (based on data by Guiomar, 2016). 

It is important to acknowledge that, in addition to the availability of water arising from the 
construction of the Alqueva reservoir (the dam was completed in 2002) other key bio-physical and 
ecological drivers exist that have clearly determined the magnitude and spatial distribution of the 
recent expansion of intensive and super-intensive olive groves (Gómez et al, 2013; Neves et al, 2013; 
Reis, 2014).  

These drivers include the requirement by such intensification and super-intensification processes of 
lower slopes and related rich agricultural soils, the strict prohibition for new olive groves to substitute 
other traditional land-uses and landscape elements that are effectively protected by law (e.g. Holm 
Oaks and Cork Oaks), and the limitation of intensive and super-intensive groves to certain strains and 
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varieties of olive trees, such as Arbequina and Picual, both original from NE Spain. Despite of the recent 
expansion of intensive and super-intensive of olive groves in the region, a complex mosaic of 
traditional (extensive) and intensive olive groves is still be found occupying this region. One key 
objective of SUFISA in relation to this case study was therefore agreed to unravel what the future 
trends might look like for the production of olive oil in Alentejo. This is indeed a factor that was further 
examined in the CSP analysis and expert interviews, and whose findings and reflections are elaborated 
in further detail in sections 4.2 to 4.4 of the current report. 

Currently, Portugal contributes with a 1.5 % of the worldwide olive oil production, a number that is 
expected to grow even further by experts consulted and the scientific and grey literature (Nina Jorge 
& Avillez, 2010; Pires & Neves, 2013) alike in the near and mid-term future.  

According to the book edited by Pedro Reis in 2014, the historical stages for olive oil production in 
Portugal began with a great expansion along mid XIXth Century. This was then followed by a National 
Crisis in the 1960s, which rendered the commodity to remain expensive and mostly unaffordable by 
the local population. Following both an increase of the life quality standards and the popularisation of 
olive oil as a healthy food (INE, 2013), between 1898-1998 demand for the product Nationally was 
such that National production was clearly incapable of coping with it. This trend then shifted between 
1998 and 2011 when the prospect of expansion linked to the availability of water from the Alqueva 
project appeared. Ultimately, both Spanish and other investment in the area and improvement of 
technology for production and irrigation (Pires, 2012; Pires & Neves, 2013) have resulted in the 
country for the first time since the 1960´s being capable to satisfy internal demand and even, for the 
first time in history, appearing as a net exporter of olive oil (INE, 2015b). 

5.1.1. Intensive and super-intensive olive oil production in Central and Southern Alentejo 
Olive oil production in Alentejo may be considered as a traditional crop, but as already indicated, until 
the boom in water availability propitiated by the Alqueva reservoir it was mainly based on extensive, 
rain-fed production systems (Reis, 2014). The irrigation infrastructures (which were legally approved 
in 2002, yet only becoming functional to its maximum capacity in, as recently as, 2012) have made it 
possible to increase radically the area of intensive and super-intensive olive groves, shifting the 
production system and the whole supply chain of this commodity in the region (Fragoso, 2011).   

In terms of overall regional figures and trends for olive groves over the last couple of decades, official 
statistical data-sets indicate to an invariably increasing tendency, both in terms of land cover and 
production of olives (INE, 2015b; DRAPAL, 2015). In this sense, whilst in 1998 olive groves occupied an 
area of 144.759 Hectares, producing 90.491 Tons of olives, at the end of 2015 land cover was of 
169.869 Hectares, producing arround 500.000 Tons of olives. 

The disproportionate growth in production of olives on respect of the much more modest growth 
noted for the land cover in the same period of time is clearly driven by the intensification and super-
intensification of much of the productive system. This is clearly reflected in the trend for olive oil 
production in the same period for the region of Alentejo, where peaks and lowest values of production 
run in parallel to the production of olives. In this sense, a radical change can be noted between the 
118.000 Hectolitres of Olive oil produced in 1998 and the 866.204 Hectolitres produced in 2015, with 
a minimum of 80.817 Hectolitres in 2002, and an exponential shift after 2008.   

Thus, this trend is not linear at all, and years with peaks (2013) and lower (2005) levels of production 
are officially recorded that do not necessarily coincide with the changing trends in the surface 
occupied by olive groves. In general, productivity in the region for the same period abovementioned 
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has increased between 625 Kgs of olives/Hectare in 1998 to 2.893 Kg/hectares, with a minimum in 
2005 of 376 Kgs of olive/hectare. The same applies for olive oil production in the region where the 
exponentially growing trend experienced over the past decade is hampered by lowered figures on 
years that may appear random through a pure statistical analysis, but that were clearly affected by 
schocks either bio-physical or economic in nature. Such years include some at the beginning of the 
period where water availability and thus irrigation capacity was yet low, such as 1999, 2002 and 2002, 
but also notably 2014 when only 442.809 Hectolitres of olive oil were produced in the region 
(accounting for only about half of the production achieved in 2015).  Actually, this shows the likely 
dependence of such trends on bio-physical factors and shocking events such as droughts and plagues 
(Gómez et al, 2009). Furthermore, it is also interesting to note how growing trends of productivity 
exponentially increase over the past decade, coinciding with the opening of the big irrigation 
infrastructural projects affecting the region.  

Ultimately, this has led to the fact that out of 702.140 Tons of Olives harvested in Portugal over 2015 
destined to the production of olive oil, 502.715 of them (a 75,59 %) were harvested in Central and 
Southern Alentejo alone (INE, 2016). This is indeed an extraordinary figure considering that the 
percentage of olive oil presses (thus the capacity to manufacture olive oil from olives) in the study 
region only represented a mere 22 % of those operating in the whole country for that same year (INE, 
2015b). Initially we considered this as a clear indication of the insufficient capacity of the case study 
region to face its challenges in terms of transformative capacity and control over the regional 
production chain of olive oil. This is especially significant for a crop and commodity for which the 
region is the dominant player at the National level, and which has already surpassed the aspirations 
of 100.000 tons of olive oil to be Nationally produced by 2020 (INE, 2015b).  

However, a deeper insight onto the figures and data for the sector indicates that whilst very few of 
these intensive producers are kept within a family farming schedule, many others are part of large 
enterprises, with large scale production and a commercial orientation towards global markets (Casa 
do Azeite, 2013). This points out to the premise that a concentration in the region that is higher than 
that existing at the National level regarding the capacity to transform olives into olive oil. This is 
entirely consistent with the process of intensification hereby examined (Reis, 2014). 

Thus, whilst corporate farming operating in intensive and super-intensive olive oil production is 
nowadays the main target group for this case study, it is also important to indicate that family farming 
of extensive olive oil production still plays a key role in the on-going process of farming transition from 
family to industrial farming that is currently undergoing in the region.  

By corporate farming we refer to farms where the ownership of land and of the infrastructures, labour 
and inputs required for the production and transformation of olive oil are coped by firms that respond 
to a corporative logic, including their marketing and commercialization strategies (Fragoso, 2011).  We 
argue that both typologies of farmers (traditional extensive, and corporate-minded intensive and 
super-intensive) should be simultaneously targeted to obtain a clear and complete picture of how the 
intensification process and related strategies of concentration, transformation and adaptation (i.e. 
economies of scale) are currently operating in the region.  

Furthermore, and in terms of financial investment it will be important to consider both access to local 
finance, but as importantly, also to foreign investment and investors (particularly from neighbouring 
Spain) as key triggering conditions for change in the sector. 
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 In addition, it is essential to consider how this might directly affect the capacity of smaller family farms 
to prove financially sustainable and resilient in the near future. Given the relevance of technological 
and nature resource inputs (especially, but not only, water and related irrigation infrastructures) that 
are required for intensification and super-intensification processes in a region (Alentejo) that is 
classified as semi-arid (Fragoso, 2015). In this sense, interaction with representatives from both the 
transformation industry and water regulation bodies are both essential to be able to perform any 
correct analysis of this case study.  

Another important factor to consider that directly influences the possibilities for a successful analysis 
of this case study is the largely export-oriented nature of this commodity (Casa do Azeite, 2013), 
therefore indicating to the relevance of actors involved both in the international trade, and also in the 
procedures related to marketing and branding that so much determine the international 
competitiveness of the sector.  

Last, and given both the elevated requirements for natural resources (waters) and potential for 
environmental impacts, it seems essential that nature protection associations and agents are also 
strongly involved in analysing the process of the sustainability, both present and future, of this 
commodity. 

5.1.2. An introduction to Central and Southern Alentejo  
The study region is the area encompassed by both Southern and Central Alentejo, each of which is 
individually a NUTS-3 region. These two regions jointly comprise a total number of 27 municipalities 
(fig. 2a & 2b). As identified for Central Alentejo in the Montado case study, Southern Alentejo is also 
a mainly rural region according to EUROSTAT standards and indicators (the share of rural population 
larger than 50 % of total population). 

The main features of the relief consist of a mainly plain and slightly rolling terrain with the shallower 
soils on the steeper hills and the more fertile deeper soils occupying the currently strongly irrigated 
valleys. The climate is dry Mediterranean (Csb according to Köppen), with mild winters and warm, dry 
summers, and with annual rainfall ranging between 500 and 750 mm, concentrated in the autumn 
and spring months.   

Concerning population (293.398 inhabitants), the region has a relatively low-density area by both 
Portuguese and EU standards (18,45 Inhabitants/Km2), with the population mainly concentrated in 
towns and large villages, and largely ageing (26,4% of population older to 65 years) when compared 
again to both Portugal and the EU figures (Pelúcio Pimenta, 2014). 

The recent construction of the Alqueva reservoir (2002), is the largest water reservoir in Europe 
(4.150.000.000 m³ of water storage capacity) This has triggered new possibilities for irrigation over 
the past decade, creating totally new conditions for agricultural expansion in the region, including a 
scope for expansion of intensive and super-intensive olive groves (Fragoso, Bushenkov & Marques, 
2010; Lúcio Santos et al, 2013). Usually this was a region dominated by extensive, rain-fed agriculture.  

Today there are larger irrigation perimeters. Payment of irrigation structures is compulsory for all land 
owners with farm land deserved by the irrigation infrastructure. Therefore, the conversion to irrigated 
agriculture has been extremely fast in the last 10 years. In this sense statistical figures available 
(DRAPAL, 2015) indicate to a shift between the 22.238 Hectares of olive groves that were under 
irrigation in 1998, and the 49.026 that are recorded for the end of 2015. Of these, 27.384 Hectares 
correspond the irrigation perimeter of the Alqueva reservoir.  Additionally, this is also reflected in the 
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trends detected in the number of industrial olive oil mills in the region that although have only shifted 
between the 90 that existed in 1998 to the 88 that can be actually found. However, a technological 
shift between traditional and technologically advanced 2-phased and 3-phased installations are 
detected for the same period, with 80 of them currently operating under such technologies, and an 
inflection point in technological advancement in 2002 (Jordão, 2014). Such trends of change have had 
negative consequences over extensive and small-scale producers who lack access to these more 
technological and expensive mills recently installed in the region. 

In response to pressures for productivism arising from changes both from markets and policies alike, 
some owners chose to convert their production, others have rented out or sold their land, with 
irrigated land nowadays mainly focused on olive groves, wine, fruits and vegetables (Pelúcio Pimenta, 
2014).  

In relation to the presence in the area of a large number and scope of protected areas designated 
under both Natura 2000 and other National legislation, it is important to indicate how by definition 
this does not spatially affect the intensive and super-intensive production of olive oil which is legally 
restrained from any areas legally protected for their High Nature Value (Ferraz de Oliveira, 2016; 
Godino et al, 2016).  

Perceptions on the impact of environmental policies on the capacity for development of the sector 
are extremely variable among experts interviewed. In this sense local associations of olive oil 
producers along with intensive and super-intensive producers and industrial groups argue that the 
expansion of Natura 2000 has clearly hampered agricultural, and thus also economic and social 
development in the region. In contrast, nature and heritage protection entities and professionals 
defend their value above all costs, little of this is grounded on hard evidence that can help resolve the 
dilemmas about their efficiency,  

 In this sense it is equally important to indicate to how a great proportion of such designations for 
nature and landscape conservation (e.g. the Parque Natural do Vale do Guadiana, to the East of the 
region and neighbouring Andalucia, in Spain) are located in areas with the poorest soils and bio-
physical conditions for intensive agriculture are. Consequently, this is also where the main scope for 
agricultural development is for adding value to traditional extensive crops, such as olives, a target that 
could be achieved by implementing adequate strategies related to rural development and what has 
been termed as “territorial agriculture” (Cairol Coudel, Knickel et al, 2009).  

A vast proportion of the production of olives and olive oil in Portugal is concentrated in Central and 
Lower Alentejo (INE, 2015b). However, this predominance is not uniform across the region, with 
certain municipalities dominating production.  

Among the various municipalities, Ferreira do Alentejo, especially outstands, with a mean annual 
production of olives of over 65.525 Tons during the period between 2012 and 2014, a figure that is 
closely followed by other municipalities such as Beja, Serpa, Moura and Elvas, among which a total 
annual figure of almost 200.000 Tons were produced for the same period This represents a total of 
more than 50 % of the total Regional production and thus more than a quarter of the National figure 
for the same year (INE, 2015b).  
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5.2. Policy and regulatory conditions  
5.2.1. Common Agricultural Policy 
In principle, the situation of CAP conditions for olive oil production in the region needs to be studied 
through the distinctive conditions that the two different pillars of this policy framework impose on 
the sector. Regarding Pillar I, it is important to indicate how no direct payment schemes exist for olive 
oil, and thus with possibilities for funding based on a CMO that itself is organized around groupings 
based on a previous phase (EC, 2014b). Regarding Pillar II, some funding schemes are in place for 
investments and a single agri-environmental scheme also exists for traditional and extensive olive 
groves (EC, 2014b).  

 In relation to the different sequences for the implementation of CAP agri-environmental schemes in 
the area and commodity various stages can be noted. Thus, a first stage, between200-2006 took place 
on which an active set of measures were effectively implemented. Following this, a further seven-year 
period followed on which such measures were effectively suspended. Finally, and for the period 
between 2014 and 2020 these schemes have officially been reactivated, although little evidence of 
their effectiveness and degrees of implementation yet exist (Réis, 2014). 

Generally speaking, PAC measures are acknowledged to have favoured bigger producers, with Pillar II 
measures potentially contributing with 500 Euros/Hectare/ year for modernization and technological 
improvements, whilst smaller traditional farmers see their options normally restricted to opt to the 
general funds regime only (EC, 2014c). Generally speaking it is acknowledged that 30 % of CAP funds 
to olive oil producers in Portugal is granted based on a non-return expectation. This is a condition that 
reduces risk and generates confidence among producers and leading to the consideration by farmers 
interviewed of PAC as the key policy framework for the future sustainability of the sector.  

PRODER programmes also outstand as key regulatory instruments favouring the development of the 
sector in this region (Lucas et al, 2011). The evolution of EU Rural Development Programmes affecting 
olive oil production in the region and their implementation programmes can be summarized on the 
following stages (adapted from Réis, 2014): 

i. Plano Especifico de Desenvolvimento da Agricultura Portuguesa & Quadro Comunitario de Apoio 
I (1986-1993), which coincided with a slow expansion and relative stagnation of the olive oil 
sector in the region.  

ii. Quadro Comunitario de Apopio-II (1994-1999). On which trends in the previous program were 
maintained, despite measures being introduced towards the modernization of the sector. 

iii. Quadro Comunitario de Apopio-III (1999-2006). This is the policy period on which a shift in trends 
started to take place related to the increasing availability of infrastructures, resources, knowledge 
and investment. 

iv. PRODER (2006-2013). This can be considered as a consolidation phase on which a clear expansion 
and increase of productivity in olive oil production were clearly noticeable linked to the opening 
of the Alqueva reservoir for irrigation. 

v. PORTUGAL 2020/PDR 2020 (2014-2020). This is a period of uncertainty where contrasting trends 
respectively leaning towards intensification and to add value to quality extensive products seem 
to be simultaneously favoured by various funding and support policies.  
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On respect to the CAP related price and market policies, the key instruments in place are related to 
the Common Market Organism (OCM) of Gross Commodities which originally were established under 
CE regulations 136/66/CEE of the 23rd September 1966 and then updated through the Reg (CE) 
1638/98 of the 20th July. This last regulation established 30.000 new hectares of olive groves to be 
granted for planting in Portugal as a whole. These target figures were then effectively operationalized 
and implemented under the regulatory consent provided by Decree 2000/406/CE of the 9th of July, 
and the Decreto Normativo 1/2002 of the Portuguese Ministry of Agriculture, Rural Development and 
Fisheries. This has all finally resulted in a situation that is financially underpinned by a single-payment 
scheme and a single olive oil OCM. According to some of our interviewees, this has strongly facilitated 
for Regional public authorities to plan the sector considering its many singularities. 

5.2.2. National and Regional Policy: Water and Irrigation 
As already indicated, a key inflection point in the trends towards intensification and expansion to olive 
groves in the region is attributed to the launch of the Reg (CE 1638/98 which linked to the plans for 
irrigation in the region authorized a surface of 30.000 Has of new, mostly intensive and super-intensive 
olive groves in the region to be planted between 1998 and 2006. This is a target that was indeed 
achieved and that has resulted in the rapid expansion and competitiveness in the sector (Lúcio Santos, 
2013). Success has happened despite of the fact that plans for the expansion and public support of 
irrigation infrastructures between 1998 and 2006 were effectively delayed in their implementation; A 
fact that is significant of such delay is the official opening of the Alqueva as a reservoir only taking 
place in 2011 (Lúcio Santos, 2013). 

Although in general, water and irrigation policy are attributed a key role in the development of the 
intensification and super-intensification olive oil sector in the region, a constraint is also attributed by 
some of the key actors interviewed to the institutional and regulatory framework currently in place.  
They argued that although water and irrigation policy has in general resulted positive for the sector, 
this is underpinned by a wider regulatory and legislative framework that imposes an unsustainable 
load of work on the farmer. This is a problem that had already been detected for the beef production 
case study, and that seems to a great extent to be perceived to be linked also linked to the CAP.  

A proxy that is indicative of the growing importance of intensification and super-intensification 
processes in olive groves in the region k is linked to the research lines of the main institutions in the 
region, namely; Universidade de Évora, Instituto Politécnico de Beja and Centro Operacional para a 
Tecnologia do Regadio, also in Beja. According to experts in these institutions that were consulted, a 
change between 1995 and nowadays is clear in both the lines of research and funding available on 
regards to olive groves. In this sense, a process of transition is clearly taking place between a main 
focus before 2005 on extensive production systems, which then shifted towards intensive models, to 
then having recently re-focused in super-intensive production after 2008. It is significant that, 
according to the same interviewees, following 2003 no public funds have been granted in the region 
to conduct research on how to improve the mechanization of olive groves in extensive production 
systems. Although research and policy are still relatively separate spheres of public action in Portugal, 
it remains significant the amount of resources (both financial and human) that are currently devoted 
to intensification, with emphasis on irrigation technologies (Réis, 2014). 
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5.2.3. National and Regional Policy: Quality Control and Varieties 
One key important principle of National policy regarding olive groves, that strongly affects its quality 
and derived changes relates to the existence of a regulation that in principle forbids tearing off existing 
olive groves and plants (Decreto Normativo 1/2002 of the Portuguese Ministry of Agriculture, Rural 
Development and Fisheries) . This is a premise that can only be broken, following public licensing and 
authorization, in the case of a new plantation substituting an old grove or tree. In addition, and for 
the past 10 years some exceptions to this rule have been allowed on the basis that a project is declared 
as being of National interest (Réis, 2014).  

In general, key National policies affecting olive oil production are mainly related to the multiple 
administrative restrictions and difficulties to tear off existing olive groves and tress (except for 
substitution) and to the functioning and quality standards of olive oil production units (Réis, 2014).  

As aforementioned, the process of super-intensification in olive oil production is strictly constrained 
to a reduced number of varieties and strains, most notably Arbequina and Picual, both original from 
NE Spain (Réis, 2014). An advantage of strains such as Arbequina, along with their productivity and 
adaptiveness to super-intensive production systems rests on the fact that the seasonal campaign to 
collect olives is sooner in the year that it is in directly competing Spanish regions of Andalucía and 
Extremadura, a timing that is well suited to the cycles in this variety (Dórdio, 2013; Pires, 2012; Pires 
et al, 2013). 

5.3. Market conditions  
5.3.1. Access to national and international markets  
One key target and subsequent achievement that has been acknowledged by entrepreneurs and 
members of the public sector interviewed in relation to the intensification and super-intensification 
of olive oil production in the region relates to the recent opening of new international markets. This 
is a target that was out of reach for Portugal when the sector was solely grounded on extensive and 
family-based production system (Réis, 2014). To achieve such a goal several factors and resulting 
strategies have been identified throughout our CSP analysis and expert interviews.  

Among these, one factor that is salient is the lowered production costs that are related to super-
intensive production systems (Ministero da Agricultura, Florestas e Desenvolvimento Rural, 2007). 
This is particularly important when the strategy in place is for Nationally operating actors to focus on 
the commodity production process, thus leaving responsibilities for tasks related to product 
transformation and commercialization in the hands of those other countries and regions with more 
experience and capacity for access to international markets. Italy is hereby the main example arising 
from our interviews. A reason for this is frequently argued that relates to the fact that the quantities 
of commodity being currently produced by some of the super-intensive farms are too big for the 
existing infrastructures in the region to cope with their transformation and commercialization in an 
efficient and profitable way. Concrete figures were cited during our expert interviews that refer to 
2.000.000 Kilos of olives being produced yearly on a single farm of 600 Hectares. Thus, dimension and 
scalar economies are acknowledged as key factors to provide visibility for farms, a factor that is 
essential in view of International market expansion. However, a differentiation is made by the same 
interviewees between olive oil when it is considered as a commodity (which is basically subject to 
speculation) and as an undifferentiated product. 
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In relation to aforementioned International markets, a competitive advantage exists for Italy to cope 
the export market worldwide and that relates to the market represented by the more than 50.000 
Italian restaurants distributed around the globe, and a vast majority of which demand olive oil which 
appear with the denomination of Italian product of EU origin, whilst much of this olive oil is reality of 
Portuguese origin. Actually, when sufficient international visibility and scale is achieved by Portuguese 
farmers and producers, marketing strategies may be deemed redundant as it is Italian agents 
themselves who often directly approach Portuguese farmers and compete for Portuguese olive oil to 
be placed within this International market of Italian denomination.  

Such an approach may ultimately distort the official figures for olive oil production figures worldwide 
(GPP, 2016) that place Portugal, with around 1.5 % of the olive oil production, in a situation that is still 
comparatively lower to Greece and Africa or Asia, and well beyond Spain (40 %) and Italy (20%-
according to the official statistics that are based on olive oil traded under the Italian denomination). 
Overall, olive oil represented in the end of 2015 a 6,8% of the National production of agricultural 
commodities (INE, 2015b).  

To be able to cope with the up-scaling and externalisation strategies that are required to secure 
regional production of olive oil, diverse producer´s associations exists, of which just one, Olivum 
(www.olivumsul.com/), is constituted by producers representing 27.000 Hectares, which add up to 
between 60 and 70 % of the regional production. This type of strategy is very much aligned to current 
process of intensification and super-intensification of production, a novel framework that is ultimately 
intended to make it possible to maintain quality whilst reducing final prices in the market (Jesús, 
2013).   

This is a necessity that partially triggered by the fact that market prices have been notably lower over 
the past few years (EC, 2014c). In this sense, it is significant that whilst in traditional extensive systems 
preceding intensification a litre of oil was deemed equivalent in value to a daily wage of a field 
labourer, nowadays the price for a litre of oil is set between 3 and 4 Euros only. A late trend exists 
therefore exists that is characterized by the stabilization of production costs, which is in sheer contrast 
with decreasing market products, a trend that has helped satisfy demand both internally and 
externally (Fragoso & Marques, 2007).  

When looked as a whole this is a sector that is claimed by the industry-related stakeholders 
interviewed that we interviewed to be operating only at the 30-40 % of its realistic capacity, an 
estimation that is based on the increasing availability of water resources and demand from 
International markets. This is an optimistic scenario that is highly contested from a hard sustainability 
perspective by other relevant stakeholders in the region representing nature conservation, regional 
planning and development and traditional farming.  

In clear contrast with the positive value that intensive and super-intensive farmers attribute to EU CAP 
and related support programs, labour regulations currently operating in Portugal were cited by 
interviewees linked to this same sector as administrative constraints for the better functioning and 
efficiency of the National and International olive oil market. 

Also stemming from our expert interviews, some key strategies seem to be agreed among producers 
to secure the financial viability and ultimately the sustainability of the intensive and super-intensive 
production of olive oil, including mainly the importance to manage risk, avoiding debts and improving 
efficiency through technological investments in innovation.   
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In addition to the aforementioned relationships with Italy, lately other International markets are also 
opening, such as Chile, with which partnerships are being formed by Portuguese olive oil firms that 
take advantage of the multiple channels and opportunities that already have been started by 
operators from this country established in the North American market, and that run in parallel to the 
commercialization of wine. In addition, other International markets have also lately arisen that include 
Portuguese-speaking countries such as Brazil (a country with more than 50 years of tradition in 
consumption of olive oil) and Angola, but also others such as traditional competitor Spain, and even 
other non-traditional consumers of olive oil such as India, and even lately, also China. 

Some of the experts consulted also indicated to the constraints for production growth potentially 
imposed by thePortuguese government via its approval of various policy measures currently in place. 
According to these experts, such policies are driving change towards an institutional restriction on 
public-private partnerships favouring growth of the sector.  

This is a comment that is however based on a neo-classical approach to production and is mostly 
biased by specific private interests in the sector. 

Another key issue that has strongly determined the capacity of producers to compete in the market 
has been the fact that a quasi-oligopoly has raised Nationally, with two main operators, SOVENA 
(which also owns more than 10.000 Hectares of olive groves in Portugal, mostly operating under 
intensive and super-intensicve production modes) and GALLO, which cope a 21 % and a 19 % 
respectively of the National market (DRAPAL, 2015).   

This problem that had also been detected for beef meat production in Portugal, has derived in a low 
negotiating capacity for local producers aiming at National markets, and has only been contested by 
the strength of certain local producer´s cooperatives, such as that in Moura, and others (including in 
Vidigueira, Barrancos and Portel, all of in which are in the Alentejo). However, the capacity of such 
local cooperatives to grant local extensive and traditional producers with increased productivity 
capacities has been lately largely diminished by the direct competition of the intensive and super-
intensive producers and their alliance with big market operators and distributors coping a great extent 
of the National and International markets (INE, 2015b; DRAPAL, 2015).    

According to the National statistics updated by the end of 2015 (INE, 2015b; DRAPAL, 2015), the 
75.000 approximate tons of olive oil that were destined to internal consumption in 2014 (79.000 in 
2013) contrast with the 127.685 that were exported and the 104.769 that were imported, mainly from 
Spain. This leaves an trade balance that although has rendered Portugal self-sufficient in olive oil in 
2015, is still clearly ineffective in terms of securing the future sustainability of the sector. According 
also to INE (2015b) this pathway towards self-sufficiency has been preceded by yearly rates of capacity 
to satisfy internal market consumption that are variable from year to year and that range between 
the 76,8 % in 2020 and the 97,6 % in 2013, with 2014 receding to a lower 89,3 % due to decrease in 
productivity towards almost half of what it was in 2015. 

However, and in view of the future, a further market concentration is predictable, with trends towards 
production stability that are partly driven by the grown competition of other irrigated tree crops such 
as almond trees, backed by a strong financial and technological investment from Spain (Dordio, 2013). 
According to the National and regional agricultural statistics (INE, 2015b; DRAPAL, 2015) it is 
interesting to note how 1999 and 2003, a gradually number of smaller farms have crashed financially, 
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contributing to an ever-increasing concentration of property and production. This is a trend that was 
also noticed in other commodities (e,g, see case study A)  in the region.  

In relation to the structure of the farms and businesses dedicated to olive oil production, trends of 
change can also be noticed along the period between 1999 and 2013 that are synthesized in table 5. 
Figures in table 5 are clearly indicative to a trend to the growing number of bigger farms producing 
olive oil in the region, in contrast with the decay of smaller farms that are normally dedicated to self-
consumption or to alternative markets operating at local level. This is clear result of the gradual 
concentration of land that generally accompanies intensification processes and that is also 
accompanied by the growing difficulties for access to increasingly sophisticated markets for small 
producers. These producers are therefore too frequently left with no other option but abandonment 
or transferring of the farm to other farmers or even to industrial groups. Generally speaking, strategies 
linked to up-scaling that are related to the aforementioned trend towards an increased size of farms, 
is generally related to an increasing capacity of farmers to negotiate their market position (e.g. higher 
pricings) in the National and International market arenas (Casa do Azeite, 2013).  

Table 5: Evolution in the number of farms olive farmers dedicated to olive oil production in the region 
of Alentejo according to the structure and size of farms. 

Size 2013 2009 1999 

Total 19449 19745 22513 

<0.5 Hectares 949 1101 1682 

0.5<1 Hectares 4155 3598 4578 

1<2 Hectares 4300 4829 5266 

2<5 Hectares 4692 5101 5105 

5<20 Hectares 3804 3575 4095 

20<50 Hectares 896 886 942 

50<100 Hectares 403 413 309 

>100 Hectares 250 243 136 

5.3.2. Sustainable olive oil production and certification 
Quality control norms are deemed important by most intensive and super-intensive olive oil producers 
interviewed, who claimed that most production units comply with them, a requirement that is 
perceived by many such farmers and producers in terms of respectability and prestige within the 
sector (Dordio, 2013). 

Although market niches clearly exist on regards to organic and biological olive oil production and 
trading, this is deemed by both interviewees and the literature consulted (Saramago, 2009; Ferreira, 
2010) to be relatively minor in comparison with standard products, a situation that is parallel to the 
one encountered for beef meat production (see section 3.3.2). In total, olive groves for organic olive 
oil production account for a total of circa 10.000 hectares, although a peak growth was noted in the 
period between 1999 and 2003 when, based on rising support from CAP programs the number 
reached 16.000 Hectares (DRAPAl, 2015; INE, 2015b).  
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If we base our assumptions on these numbers, it seems unlikely that the organic production mode 
shall grow much more in the near future. However, this shall strongly vary with the different factors 
controlling its expansion, such as policy and related fund support, and internal demand, a factor that 
has lately been hampered by the financial crash of many smaller farms operating under this mode of 
production (Ferreira, 2010). 

Regarding certification of olive oil that is produced in Alentejo to be then commercialized and bottled 
by Italian operators with International markets as a target, a full quality certification process is 
undertaken before selling the produce. This is a procedure that is normally carried out by independent 
certification agencies (see, e.g., Agricert-, http://www.agricert.pt/pt/agricert) and that is added to the 
multiple public control visits that are compulsory for purposes of environmental certification (EC, 
2011; EC, 2013c). 

Regarding olive groves under biological production of olive oil, this is clearly minor in the region and 
country. It is a production model that only started in 1994, following access to new funds under the 
umbrella of the CAP that have mostly remained until today (Ferreira, 2010). Despite only 9.986 of olive 
groves being under biological production mode in the region as of 2015, this represents a 50 % of the 
national rate (DRAPAL, 2015). 

According to experts interviewed, changes in quality standard requirements and parameters have also 
taken place that has strongly influenced the trends and shifts in olive oil production in the region. 
Thus, whilst traditionally it was acidity the characteristic that mostly defined quality, this has lately 
shifted to a more elaborated categorization (e.g. Virgin, Extra-Virgin. Refined), that is based on a more 
complex set of parameters and characteristics. It is therefore the sum of all these different 
characteristics that very much defines the value, competitiveness and price of each different olive oil 
in the market.  

Since 2009 the indication to these categories of olive oil is compulsory in the Portuguese context (EC, 
2011 & 2013c), a factor that may have positively contributed to the economic differentiation 
valorisation of high quality products in the National, and most importantly international markets.  

However, differences in the prices that are paid to farmers among these different qualities are too 
low to render those of higher quality hardly profitable and market efficient. Thus, whilst 1.60 Euros 
were normally paid in 2015 to farmers for a litre of olive oil with lower quality standards, only 1.85 
Euros were paid in the same period for a litre of olive oil of extra virgin quality (DRAPAL, 2015).  

The big difference that, in contrast exists in their differential production costs, drives the fact that the 
production of extra virgin is largely unworthy for most producers. A single exception to this is on those 
producers that also hold manufacturing and commercializing activities, such as industrial groups linked 
to super-intensive production and alternatively organic producers in extensive and traditional systems 
(Reis, 2014). 

Regarding DOPs (regional production areas and varieties recognized for their distinctiveness and 
quality), which are also an important marketing factor, in the region at least three of them outstand, 
namely Moura, Alentejo Norte and Alentejo Interior (DRAPAL, 2015. However, these are mostly 
restricted to extensive and traditional production systems, and only represent around in total a 3-4 % 
of olive production Nationally, a figure that is not deemed to increase in the near future (INE, 2015c).  
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Within our case study region, a unique DOP exists, Moura that contributes however to 67 % of the 
total National production of DOP-labelled olive oil. Thisfigure is then followed by Trans-Os Montes in 
the North of the Country, with a further 27 % of the National production. Importantly enough Moura 
is the only olive oil DOP which, partly driven by its strong cooperative 
(www.coopmourabarrancos.pt/en/), is apt to contribute to export and competition in international 
markets.  

Among the key varieties that these DOPs include, some of them such as Galega, Cordovil and Verdial 
are predominant for olive oil production. However, many others exist in Portugal, some of which are 
instead targeted at marketing olives as a final commodity. These include some such as Blanqueta, 
Redondil, Cacerenha and Carrasqueira that are already strongly marginal, and that only survive based 
on local consumption and restrained to strict local areas of production, such as Elvas or Serpa. 

Additionally, in Alentejo, two quality certifying entities currently operate, AGRICERT (Elvas and Beja- 
http://www.agricert.pt/pt/agricert) and Certis (Évora- http://www.certis.pt/contactos.html) which 
are sole responsible for the certification of quality of the whole regional production. However, an 
exception exists in Moura where the local cooperative certifies through ZATIVA, a quality certifying 
organism external to the region and located in Lisbon.  

Important regulations for the olive oil sector include ISO 9001 (Quality), 14001 (Environment) and 
22000 (food security) were all indicated by experts and the literature alike (Reis, 2014; DRAPAL, 2015) 
as key conditions with which farmers regularly comply. However, according to our key informants this 
is the case alternatively either for organic extensive producers or intensive and super-intensive 
farmers. This is driven by the elevated financial costs that are associated with these procedures, and 
that too frequently prevent smaller traditional producers from being in a position to afford them.  

5.3.3. Synergies and trade-offs with extensive and traditional olive oil production 
systems  
It is important to begin indicating that of the 170.000 hectares of olive groves that currently exist in 
the Alentejo, 110.000 still pertain to traditional extensive practices, with a further 30.000 hectares 
each being respectively farmed under intensive and super-intensive production systems (DRAPAL, 
2015; INE, 2015b).  

In addition, it is important to note how the boom for both super-intensive expansion and large tree 
densities (up to 1900 trees per Hectare) are both currently passed their peak, which took place in the 
last ten years, thus leaving these number likely unchanged for the future. This is especially so for the 
near and mid-term future, especially if we consider that the life expectancy of a super-intensive olive 
oil plantation stands at about 13 to 14 years before replacement, thus leaving the panorama for the 
next 10 to 15 for super-intensive olive groves years largely unchanged (Reis, 2014). 

Generally speaking the existing co-existence of two parallel modes of olive oil production are 
sometimes related to two different strands of innovation in the sector, whereas intensive and super-
intensive production are related to technological and financial innovation (Fragoso & Marques, 2007; 
Fragoso, 2011) and traditional extensive and organic systems are linked to social and environmental 
innovation (Saramago, 2009). 
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An essential factor for the current financial and economic success that the intensive and super-
intensive production model is currently undergoing relates to the entrance of younger farmers and 
enterpreneurs with a stronger technical background and an open mentality towards innovation (Reis, 
2014). 

This represents a competitive advantage that is in clear contrast with traditional olive oil production 
in the region, where ageing of farmers is the norm. However certain constraints are equally salient in 
the sector, including the reduced number of genetic olive strains that, according to experts 
interviewed are apt for intensive, and particularly for super-intensive olive oil production.  

As already indicated, super-intensive is a mode of production under which only 4 or 5 varieties can be 
grown efficiently, which is especially problematic when it is contrasted with traditional extensive 
production systems, which admit up to 250 different breeds, a diversity that adds resilience and 
ultimately sustainability to the system (DRAPAL, 2015).   

Generally speaking, it seems that owing to the high level of initial investment that is required for 
starting an intensive or super-intensive olive grove, only those with access to risk and private financial 
capital or that are underpinned by support of a larger investment group are feasible in business terms 
(Fragoso, 2011).  

This has opened a window of opportunity that, along with the availability of abundant water and the 
lower land prices in comparison to neighbouring markets such as Spain and Italy, has resulted in the 
recent boom in intensive and super-intensive olive oil production that is described under section 4.1 
of this report. In contrast, for a traditional extensive olive grove to be viable financially, only those 
plantations that are already amortized may a business plan result viable.  This boom was institutionally 
supported by the creation in the last ten years of a public agency specifically dealing with foreign 
investments, AICEP (www.portugalglobal.pt/EN) that was specifically aimed at facilitating these 
processes.  

Thus, regarding access to credit for olive oil production, this clearly differs among intensive and 
extensive production systems. In general, whereas intensive and super-intensive farmers have relative 
easy access at low rates of interest, this is normally not the case for traditional farmers, who have less 
capacity to guarantee a safe return in view of private financial entities (Fragoso & Marques, 2009; 
Fragoso, 2011).  

A further difference in between both production models that is backed by the official statistical data 
available on the productivity and efficiency of the sector () relates to their different negotiating power 
against the main industrial operators (mainly GALLO and SOVENA) that are currently coping the big 
bulk of the National market scene. For specific data on this it is worthy looking at  www.gpp.pt, 
particularly at the Sectoral Diagnoses for the Olive Sector in Portugal that were performed for 2007, 
2013 and 2015 

In this sense, whilst intensive and super-intensive olive oil producers have an easier access to export, 
this is mostly restricted as an alternative viable solution for extensive and traditional producers (Reis, 
2014). 

Although it is by now clear that, under the current market and policy frameworks linked to 
globalisation, we can argue how in view of our analysis, intensive and super-intensive production 
systems pose a clear competitive economic advantage on respect to traditional and extensive systems.  
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However, it is equally arguable hoe there are however various competitive advantages that render 
these latter systems more sustainable in the long-term and that thus may help counter-balance the 
latest derive in favour of the former. Such competitive advantages include; the potentialities for multi-
functionality that are linked to alternative management systems based on silvo-pastoral practices (e.g. 
grazing sheep amongst the olive groves or the combination with tourism activities and environmental 
education), their lower costs of conservation and management, the opening of new international 
markets linked to organic and high-quality produces which can only be achieved under extensive 
practices, and the recent raise in alternative financial mechanisms that run in parallel to public policies.  

Examples of alternative funding schemes include green capital investment funds of International 
origin, Payment for Ecosystem Services Schemes (which are still largely underdeveloped in the region), 
and Innovation projects (e.g. SmartFarmers) funded under Associations for the Protection of Heritage 
and Landscape such as ADPM, operating in Mértola (http://adpm.pt/).   

Although they are still minor in the wider context of the region and sector, examples of success are 
scattered around the region, many of which comprise mid-range farms (10-100 Hectares) which have 
managed to combine all of these factors successfully. However, it is relevant that many of these 
initiatives (e.g. pt.herdade-dos-lagos.de/ and olivaldarisca.com/) are foreign. 

5.4. Synthesis: key issues identified in the literature, media and interviews  
The analysis of the regulatory and market conditions through literature review, media analysis and 
stakeholders´ interviews for olive oil production in Southern and Central Alentejo provided with a list 
of key issues that are discussed in this section. The key issues are summarized through a SWOT analysis 
(table 6), which as aforementioned (section 3.4) permits to identify the various positive or negative, 
current and likely, effects that the different issues arising can have on the olive oil production sector.  

In close alignment with the scope of the analysis implemented for this case study (see section 4.1), 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats detected for the intensive and super-intensive 
production of olive oil in Southern and Central Alentejo are hereby complemented with similar 
indicators for the extensive and family-led production of olive oil in the same region. Furthermore, a 
draft analysis of the comparative state of the art for both modes of olive oil production is also sketched 
in this SWOT. This is aimed to provide with a preliminary, yet hopefully meaningful, overview of how 
the regional´s olive oil production sector looks in its entirety.  

A certain degree of tension among extensive and intensive olive oil production systems clearly stems 
from the results in our CSP analysis (see sections 4.2 and 4.3). Such tensions are reflected in the fact 
that intensive, and, especially super-intensive production systems are perceived by many traditional 
farmers as a direct menace to the prospective survival of their practices and livelihoods.  

In contrast, intensive and super-intensive production systems are perceived by many 
environmentalists and local advocates alike as a menace to the resilience and sustainability of the 
region that may be potentially provided by short-chain, local and extensive production farming 
systems.  

However, according to most sources consulted, the most likely future scenario for the sector is that 
both systems will need to co-exist in the long-term in the region. This is a prospect that will require 
for both production systems to prove financially sustainable, and mutually compatible. Consequently, 
key notes and information on extensive traditional systems that were gathered during the CSP analysis 
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of the sector have also been considered when elaborating the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats that are synthesized in table 6. 

Overall, among the most interesting findings to emerge, we find the contrast that exists between the 
increased levels of competitiveness and productivity that are associated with the recent process of 
intensification and super intensification, and the permanence of multiple hot spot farms and areas of 
traditional and extensive olive oil production. These are mostly family led, and too frequently 
uncompetitive in the new globalized market scene.  

According to official records, statistics and reports consulted, for most farms of the region, the two 
aforementioned paradigmatic modes of production (intensification and super intensification vs 
maintenance of traditional production systems) are distinctively represented, and their key 
characteristics closely aligned with reality. However, following our wider analysis) it became gradually 
clear that a more complex mosaic of situations exists in reality, with exemplary cases of economic and 
financial sustainability and competitiveness, and even of foreign capital investment, also arising within 
extensive and traditional production systems of olive oil.  

Among the regulatory conditions, the key strengths and opportunities identified include the 
independence of intensive and super-intensive production systems from public funding schemes. This 
is a fact which renders the sector less vulnerable to shocks and shifts in public policies, funding 
available and regulations.   

In contrast with this, increasing policy opportunities are expected (e.g. CAP agri-environmental 
schemes) for high quality products related to extensive production systems. Such new tools would be 
targeted at securing the competitiveness and sustainability of smaller and more traditional production 
units and systems. Additionally, some key geo-political issues are lately arising, mainly throughout the 
Middle East and North Africa that provide with new opportunities for Portuguese olive oil to become 
more competitive in International markets. 

As with the production of beef meat under extensive regimes, it is interesting to notice how regulation 
and policy only tends to follow reality, with economic and social issues driving change. This is an 
important issue to be considered in relation to several opportunities that could potentially help drive 
change towards key strategic regional and even European objectives (e.g. promotion of organic 
products and creation of markets for ecosystem services beyond commodity production).  

In contrast a clear threat to the sustainability of the sector in our case study region was detected that 
relates to the ever-growing quotas of power and decision capacity being held by insufficiently 
regulated market agents, including big producers and distribution groups. These mainly include 
industrial clusters that are supported by the financial sector and market chain agents such as 
supermarkets. 

While regulatory issues are potentially important, market drivers appear to be especially critical in this 
sector. Both regulatory and market issues were raised and highlighted over the first steering 
committee consultation meeting (June 2016) that was held for this case study, having also been at the 
core of the 10 interviews with experts (August to October 2016). There are several aspects linked to 
markets and their organization that emerged as key issues in the analyses. These include strengths 
and opportunities such as the increased productivity, and subsequent self-sufficiency that are 
associated to the intensification and super-intensification of olive oil production, the innovation 
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capacity that such processes effectively foster, and the market saturation capacity that direct 
international competitors (e.g. Spain and Italy) have recently begun to suffer.  

In contrast, economic threats and weaknesses should also be highlighted that include the existing 
oligopoly that effectively concentrates most of the Portuguese market of intensively and super-
intensively produced olive oil in three main brands,  the lack of economic agency and salience of 
smaller and traditional producers, the financial problems still being faced by Portugal as a whole (and 
that directly affect the economic strength of consumers), and  the economic hardships that are equally 
being suffered by the main foreign investor in intensive and super-intensive production, Spain. This 
last issue represents a problem that stems from the strong dependence of the sector on foreign capital 
investment. 

Finally, in addition to regulatory and market issues, during the analyses some key finance, 
environmental and social issues have also emerged. Strengths and opportunities include the low levels 
of vulnerability to resource scarcity and environmental risks that characterize intensive and super-
intensive production systems, and the health benefits that are widely increasingly attributed to olive 
oil consumption.  

Among the threats and weaknesses, the following ones particularly outstand; the ecological impacts 
and risks that are associated with intensive and super-intensive production, including climate change, 
and the multiple demographic, knowledge-based and innovation-related barriers towards 
competitiveness that are detected in extensive traditional olive oil production systems.   
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Table 6 – SWOT analysis – intensive and super-intensive olive oil production in Southern and 
Central Alentejo (Portugal). 

 

 

Strengths 

 Raised productivity levels associated to intensive and super-
intensive production systems that render the olive oil sector 
competitive at both National and International levels, including 
self-sufficiency (2013) being secured at the National level,  

 Innovation capacity is favored in a sector that is now working in 
close interaction with key agents (e.g. universities and research 
centers) in the knowledge-based society, generating added 
value to the region´s economy, 

 Independence of intensive and super-intensive production 
systems from public funding schemes, a fact which render the 
sector less vulnerable to shocks and shifts in public policies, 
funding available  and regulations, 

 Reduced vulnerability to bio-physical driven risks such as 
climate variability and change, and pests and diseases, 
particularly compared with traditional and extensive 
production systems.  

Weaknesses 

 High demand for water and agro-chemical resources 
in intensive and super-intensive olive groves, with 
negative impacts to sustainability.  

 Strong dependence on foreign investment capital 
and risk-based financial products, 

 Regarding market structures and distribution an 
oligopoly exists, with tree big brands controlling the 
wider National distribution market, 

 In relation to remaining extensive production 
systems, low market competitiveness in 
International and National arenas, 

 In the latter type of production systems, a lack of 
experience, know-how and support is currently 
detected in how to add value and open new markets 
for value-added products. 

Only a few (mostly from outside the region) are able 
to create and incorporate added value to olive oil 
produced in traditional way, and therefore only few 
specific labels or market chains – therefore 
underpinning the sustainability of that sector 

Opportunities 

 Increasing acknowledgement of the multiple benefits (e.g. 
health) associated with olive oil, 

 Spatial, bio-physical and socio-economic potential to combine 
both production systems (intensive and extensive) effectively 
across the region, fully satisfying multiple market demands,  

 Growing policy, societal and market opportunities expected 
(e.g. CAP agri-environmental schemes) for high quality products 
related to extensive production systems, 

  Saturation of productive capacity in directly competing 
European countries, and geo-political challenges in other 
competitors across N Africa and the Middle East. 

Threats 

 Insecurity as to the stability in future provision of 
water – absence of strategic planning of future water 
use and competing activities requiring water leading 
to foreseen tensions, 

 Slow recovery in Portugal from a financial crisis that 
has hit hard on consumers and their purchase 
capacity, 

 Economic instability and political uncertainty in 
Spain, where much of the investment for intensive 
and super-intensive systems is generated, 

 Low adaptive capacity of ageing traditional extensive 
producers, and absence of young entrants.   

 Low capacity of incorporating added value to quality 
products as olive oil from traditional production. 
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5.5. FOCUS GROUPS and PARTICIPATORY WORKSHOPS 

5.5.1. First Two Focus Group (Extensive/Traditional vs Intensive/Super-
Intensive) 
The first important point of agreement that was raised over the first two focus groups (check on 
appendices 4 and 5 for the key characteristics, structure and participants in the three FGs and PW 
arranged for this sector) is the importance played by the fact that Portugal has already reached self-
sufficiency in the olive oil sector by 2013, having since maintained this status. However, this is a data 
that can easily be contested by the fact that the highest quality olive oil is exported and the lowest 
quality is imported. Another key point raised relates to oligopoly (5 companies dominate the olive oil 
trade in Portugal), which is strengthened even further by venture capital groups with the aim of 
ensuring financial self-sufficiency. It is also based on a great bet on marketing. Under this complex 
situation, an alternative strategy ia emerging on which foreign investment is starting (slowly) to take 
place also in the context of organic / biological production (e.g. Herdade dos Lagos / Risca Grande). In 
view of al lof this, It is deemed necessary to balance the requirements of organic production with plant 
pathological problems (Mosca / Gafa). These pose a great risk to traditional varieties (e.g. Galega) that 
are more conducive to organic production but also more vulnerable to pests. rIn this regard, it was 
also indicated how the higher humidity levels that have been brought by the Alqueva wáter system 
have also facilitated the propagation of these pests. 

Equally, other generic considerations were also raised, including the fact that something intermediate 
between integrated (already widespread) production and organic production may actually be 
considered. Under current conditions, traditional Portuguese varieties can not compete with high-
yielding varieties such as Arbequina (Spanish). Consequently, novel strategies for the sustainability of 
traditional varieties are urgently needed. This would benefit both Portugal and Spain because the olive 
oil produced only with Arbequina "does not take much in the bottle", lasting about 6 months, while 
Picual olive oil from Alentejo has a lot of longer longevity. 

In relation to the overall state of the system, some generic and extra weaknesses and opportunities 
were discussed (which could be added to those in table 6), staring with the fact that intensive and 
auper-intensive production systems result in a high demand for water resources and agrochemicals 
(especially in the view of traditional farmers). Other weaknesses ralate to the presence of an oligopoly, 
under which more tax incentives are needed for the survival of family businesses. Also, it is important 
to indicate as a limitation of the system how It is not possible to make intensive exploration of local 
and traditional olive varieties such as Galega or Cordovil, whilst on the other hand the smalest 
properties are easier to maintain in an organic regime. 

Resulting from all of this, a strong strategy on diversification / differentiation and quality was widely 
advocated by experts, indicating to how this had already happened with the wine sector in the región, 
and should also happen the oil that is now transformed into a commodity. 

Overall, there is a risk of loss of identity through globalization, which is not equally perceived by all 
actors in the sector, but the market also appreciates differentiation. However, the DOPs (as 
certifications of local quality varieties) have not been reviewed for 30 years (currently only 3 in 
Alentejo - Moura / Norte Alentejano and Alentejo Interior). Also importantly, the fact arose in the 
discussions that there neither sufficiently updated IGPs (similar to DOPs, but ith a geographic 
chracter).  
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In general, no information is normally provided on the geographic origin and on the varieties present 
in each oil, especially in the case of intensive and super-intensive olive oils. According to experts, this 
problem reinforces the oligopoly, and it is thus imperative to review the legislation of the DOPs and 
IGPs, which have not received support for 2 years. 

As suggested by a farmer participating in the FGs (multi-functional and organic), the harvest of olives 
has been anticipated along the last few years years. Actually, whilst it used to take place in November 
it does now take place in October; however, in 2016 the harvest took place in December due to the 
low industrial yield of the olives. 

As formerly mentioned (but consistently repeated throughout the varios FGs arranged), the presence 
of the main damn and irrigation network in the región, Alqueva, presents a dilemma for producers of 
rainfed olive grovesin the área, which need top ay a conservation fee (€ 50 per hectare), regardless of 
their interest and intention to irrigate and intensify. This way, the small farmer has to pay when he is 
already in financial difficulty. Lack of (public nor private) support for these farmers existsm who are in 
this way forced to invest, despite not wanting to "join the new club." 

In terms of further opportunities, the international recognition of the growing quality and 
competitiveness of Portuguese olive oil is a key one. This adds up to the fact that there are 0% interest-
rate loans under Horizon 2020, despite of which it is difficult for farmers to apply because of their lack 
of resources, time and experience. Equally relevant is the role to be played by consulting firms (e.g. 
consultae) Last, traditional olive oil farmers in the discussions noted that it is important to reinforce a 
more efficient use of water (although the Ministry has announced a reduction of 20% in water 
pressure). In this sense a demonstration project is in place funded through the Portugal 2020 program 
with the objective of reducing water leaks, often caused by rabbits and goats that gnaw on shackles. 
These are now identified by drones and mapped via GPS. 

Al lof these were considered as important issues that would help reinforce and contsat the various 
findings in previous tasks of the Project. 

5.5.1.1. Horizontal Cooperation and Vertical Coordination Strategies/Institutional 
Arrangements 
The first point to raise regarding horizontal cooperation among farmers is thatremarkable differences 
still persist between traditional and organic producers, where farmers´scooperatives and associations 
are common, and intensive producers, where individualism and mutual competition prevail. This last 
point is exemplified by the fact that some (key) intensive producers refused to participate in the FG to 
avoid sharing knowledge with potential competitors. However, vertical coordination is still strong in 
both sub-sectors, with National lobbyists (e.g. Casa do Azeite) and agreements bwtween producers 
and distributors, a common issue. Nevertheless, it is essential to hereby consider market power as 
clearly different between traditional and organic producers, where their capacity to intervene 
polictically and in terms of market, is low, and intensive producers, which accumulate much higher 
levels and capacity to influence both policies and the markets. 

Examples of arrangements includes how one of the participants in the FGs is establishing contracts for 
family-owned businesses to supply about 6 million kl / olive, and also other contracts for 8 years for 
half of this amount. This was indicated as an effective partnership to help reach full cicularity in the 
value chain. This kind of arrangement implies a pricing model within a range of acidity (which is the 
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determining factor for the quality of the final product) that establishes a minimum price of 0.50 cents 
higher than the market However, the relationship between producers is becomming difficult because 
of the great oscillation of prices (2 to 6 Euros per liter), and also by the fact that many small producers 
do not want to enter into a long term relationship. Thus smaller producers seek arrangements that 
secure them better prices (they know that olive oil is a commodity), sometimes even needing to supply 
to illegal reception points. To be able to implement such innovative arrangements, the bigest producer 
pay 25% in advance to its suppliers before the campaign to help fund the materials and personnel 
needed for the campaign. However this kind of arrangement can be deemed as exceptional, and even 
rare.  The kinds of entreprises able to devise such creative partnerships, function as multi-functional 
entreprises (which are in any case minor in the sector and region), whereby they also adopt an 
educational role for smaller farmers (eg pruning, to trim Galega trees (traditional, local breed) that 
need to be pruned). Alas, they also aim to foster a relation of proximity with the suppliers, who are 
considered not jas mere numbers. These kinds of arrangements are also important to help maintain 
traditional breeds, currently declining in parts of the región, such as Galega.  

However, these rare examples are not the only ones, and the good functioning and raleted success of 
traditional cooperatives (such as that in Moura and Barrancos, to the East of the region 
http://coopmourabarrancos.com/pt/home/-) are also considered as best practice case study 
examples of horizontal cooperation-based institutional arrangements.  

According to participants in the FGs there are clear advantages of having an associated DOPs 
(protected breeds) but this is also associated to greater levels of instability in product quality. A key 
problema is that muchof the financial gains are now linked to the process of export bulked 
commodities which is mainly achieved through concentration of the value chain resulting in vertical 
integration. Howeverthis is not supported via an underpinning export strategy for the región, and 
there is a lack of local knowledge on how to best resolve these challenges. Under this picture, the 
structures and operational decisions in most of current local cooperatives is based on a rule of 
absolute equality, but not on equity. Under this regime, each farmer has 1 vote, but there is no 
strategic consideration of the total amount of production and on better managing demand. 

Other alternative arrangements where however also indicated, whereby, for instance, another 
producer (smaller, family farm, transitioning towards intensification) developed its own brand trying 
to shutter the productive cycle, with 100% of Galega Olive variety (traditional and protected as DOP), 
but with volumes that were small, and thus whereby the marketing and distribution effort was quite 
large whilst the market did not seem to be prepared to value and pay for quality. This forced this 
producer to sell the olive to a wine cooperative winery for blending and a group of farmers for export. 

Other aspects to improve were also discussed, including how more support is needed for PDOs, 
traditional varieties, and quality, and how better interest rates and longer payment periods are 
needed. 
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5.5.1.2. Financialisation of the sector 
It was clear from discussions that the entrance of financial lobbies and groups (especially those 
external to the regon) is much more clearly happening in the intensive and super-intensive farms, with 
financial entities investing and at times even directly owning olive oil businesses. Similarly, we couled 
confirm our previous finding that access to finance is much more difficult for traditional farmers, many 
of whom (even small and médium-sized) are rapidly intensifying their farme using private funding. 
Lastly, a point discussed relates to the fact that evident political support for growth and intensification 
is in contrast with the capacity of some alternative (e.g. organic) producers to grow their businesses 
using other financial mechanisms (e.g. through income diversification). 

5.5.1.3. Markets and Marketing Strategies 
Both intensive and innovative organic and traditional producers are seeking to internationalize 
markets, looking at the Spanish and Italian cases as examples of competitiveness in international 
markets. In this sense, a certain consensus exist on the potential for diverse market segments (e.g. for 
organic/high quality and cheaper/quantity-oriented) to co-exist and jointly grow. However, some 
producers (e.g. small traditional) feel marginalised and lacking market power. As an example of this, 
a participant in the FG in representation of organic and multi-functional production modes indicated 
the following International markets as growingly relevant - Brazil, Canada, USA are major destinations. 
It was also noted that the traditional distribution by the so-called market of nostalgia (“Saudade” in 
Portuguese), which used to be a big issue for exporters, no longer makes sense.  

Another key issue raised i show It is possible to capitalize on sustainability efforts (lasting professional 
relationships as active) Lao, that novel delivery and distribution models (e.g. 24 hours pick-up) are also 
essential. 

In general, consumers (but not a majority) already demmand more details; the "history behind ... when 
buying want to contribute to a story that continues to be told". In this context, a rising demmand exists 
for innvative commercial strategies, including; social projects trying to get consummers to consider 
Portuguese products as their priority (support for workers during the crisis, provision of lunch and 
breakfast, workers' garden); selling products that producers themselves like; link the Portuguese 
Brand with higher quality. However, this all demmands novel publicity strategies that ultimately 
depends directly on increased public support and funding.  

 Family producers have specifiec and differentiated focus, which may include emphasizing and 
supporting Galega and Cordovil (traditional and protected DOP-varieties), which are only supported 
under lower tree-densities (200 trees per hectare/115 hectares when irrigated. Despite of the 
generalities indicated about growing foreign investment in super-intensive and intensive farms, a 
Spanish producer was the largest national organic producer (although his certification has been since 
withdrawn). 

 When opting to move their plantations towards super-intensive regimes, this may be related its lower 
labor-intensiveness and lower associated costs (15 cents/kg per manual picking, 5 cents/kg per 
mechanized picking). However, this poses problems related to the fact that foreign labor, which is 
cheaper and ready available for seasonal tasks. is not supported by employment policy (Romanian / 
Thai). In relation to this, there is a unified social tax for national employment but not for foreigners 
(Romanians do not pay tax). 
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Finally, it was indicated how Various models of selling in bulk (productivistic approach) and selling 
quality products (post-productivistic approach) can easily co-exist. 

5.5.1.4. Financial Sustainability 
In general, the regional sector of olive oil production is considered as financially sustainable as a whole 
in the short, mid and long-term. However, clear differences exist in this sense among the varios 
production models, with super-intensive and organic bearing the highest potential for future growth 
and permamnce (despite drwabacks that are ecological for the super-intensivem, and economic for 
the organic). In this sense, the saturation of competing markets (Spain and Italy) and tensions arising 
in others (e.g. Tunisia) seem to drive a cliamet of optimism about the future of the sector. 

According to the farmers in the FG the sustainability of the olive oil system must be necessarily    
associated with the evolution of the Alqueva irrigation area, and must be jointly considereed along 
with plan and perspectives for the production of other irrigated vegetables and nuts (e.g. almond) 
currently undergoing. In any case, this might be very difficult to achieve due to largely unpredictable 
Price fluctuations in international markets. 
 
In general, it must be reminded that production costs of rainfed olive groves are higher than those 
irrigated, being therefore necessary a market price above 2.5 Euros/Kg. to maintain a rainfed olive 
grove financially sustainable.  This poses certain problems for social sustainability, as well.  One Farmer 
in the FG indicated how they share benefits with all employees, but this seems to be an extremely rare 
example beyond cooperatives, which are still very frequent arrangements, especially outwith the 
irrigation perimeters of the Alqueva.  However, other agreements with social purposses exist, 
including support for transport and food. In this sense, cooperatives generally offer supplying 25% of 
the harvest benefits to producers in advance, which may help them meet their own financial ends. 
Lastly, it is also improtant to note how 50% of the olie oils destined for organic production are rejected 
due to the presence of banned phyto-pharmaceutical products (they buy in Spain and there are no 
invoices), posing financial challenges ffor many of these farmers (which are still few). 

5.5.1.5. Impacts from policies and regulations 
Although many producers admit to be operate and take menay key decisions independently from 
policies (especially those in intensive and super-intensive production models), they also admit to have 
clearly benefitted from recent policies in Portugal favoring the expansion in the use of water and 
irrigation. In contrast, traditional and organic producers feel in general to be unsufficiently supprted 
through the current policy framework and feel that any future changes will not imrpove this. In 
general, there seems to be understanding that intensive and super-intensive producers count with a 
much stronger voice (and thus levarage) in the political arena. 

In general, for traditional producers without subsidies it is tougher to continue farming. For these 
farmers, the costo f wáter is too high, the environmental requirements are exaggerated (eg integrated 
production does not allow the use of disc harrows, but clover to be sown between the lines cannot be 
done without these harrows.) 
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In Addition to the former points, during the FG with Intensive producers, a series of additional key 
points were also raised and discussed, including: 

- The financial crisis in Portugal, Spain and Italy has triggered intensification processes with a view 
to exports, 

- A certain doubt exists as to whether the existence of an oligopoly in the sector may act as an idirect 
driver of change, especially since the price is not agreed only between the big producer and 
distributors, 

- Different sizes of the olive oil business exist that determine different priorities and strategies 
- Farmers may act at the same time as customers and suppliers, thus potentially distorting 

markets, 
- the initial financing of PRODER (15-20% at the beginning); today it is not required by intensive 

producers. 
- Challenges of Bulk Sale: the Italians are very picky with quality, and yet however many intensive 

producers also sell in bulk to Italy; the harvest is (normally) in October and food safety certification 
process collide with this;  

- The problem of herbicides is comparatively lower in intensive groves, as there is more shade and 
therefore less herbs, whilst woilerosion problems are avoided 

- In terms of waste analysis, these allow producers to use a biological product labe. Then producers 
can sell to the US, which is a very demanding market (it has rules for extra virgin olive oil and with 
ruled more restrictive than those by the IOC (whilst 0.8 degrees of acidity are allowed for the IOC, 
less than 0.5 are demmanded for the US Market). In the case of one of the (super-intensive) 
producers involved in the FG, Walmart conducted an inspection, certifying the oil with a food safety 
audit and a social audit (e.g., worker satisfaction. This same producer also indicated how intensive 
producers are commonly ISO14001 certified for Environmental standard, and even in some cases 
IFS-certified, which is a requisite for Anglo-Saxon Markets. 

-  Last, it is important to be reminded that demand worldwide is growing at around 3% per year, but 
that 70% of this is covered with refined olive oil.Also, how at times, olive oil is considered as a 
potential  substitute for palm oil, but how at 2 Euros / liter only the intensive olive grove can survive 
( traditional olive grove need to sell at least 2.5 Euros / liter to be able to cover their costs and 
survive). 

5.5.2. Second set of Focus Groups (Mixed) 
5.5.2.1. Novelty or tradition in existing strategies and institutional arrangements? 
Many differences and a wide diversity are easy to detect in how Institutional arrnagements work in 
traditional and intensive systems. In this sense, traditional arrangements for horizontal cooperation 
and even vertical coordination, such as cooperatives of producers (still strong in some áreas with 
extensive systems well expanded) are being gradually substituted by new vertical coordination 
institutional arrangements (e.g. intensive producers who have own premises like olive oil mills that 
provide services for many). Last, it is important to point out that some distorted practices (e.g. trading 
Portuguese products with Italian trade-marks) are also being implemented by many intensive 
producers.  
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5.5.2.2. Sustainability 
As already indicated, the financial sustainability of the sector as a whole is considered as secured by 
most producers. However, this is the case despite of negative effects and impacts towards 
environmental and social sustainability within the most intensive production systems. This last point 
is, however, highly contested personally by intensive farmers, and is even now being argued at a 
higher sale through marketing and information campaigns (including also collaboration with our 
research institution, such as ICAAM and others similar and also private, through joint projects). 

5.5.2.3. Heterogeneity and comparability  
In general, the heterogeneity of the sector is evident, and reaches beyond the classic dichotomy of 
intensive-traditional to cover a wide range of practices and manamegement options that currently co-
exist (e.g. sustainable intensification, organic, conservation practices, semi-intensive, etc…) 

5.5.2.4. Barriers to (future) change 
As is generally the case for the region of Alentejo as a whole (see appendix 6), and especially for its 
agricultural sector, a low capacity is detected among local (especially young) actors to cccess credit 
and funding, and start business. Also. climate change and water availability stress were mentioned 
that are common to the whole Mediterranean. A further barrier posed is in the absence of unifying 
and clear strategy and underpinning legislation for the sector (such as the one in neighbouring 
Andalucía, who is the direct regional competitor). Last the relatively low levels in local knowledge and 
capacity and subsequent feeling of exclusion by local populations were also mentioned as relevant. 

5.5.3. Participatory Workshop 
5.5.3.1. Validation of factors (conditions) driving the sector, and of main strategies in 
place or envisaged (including institutional arrangements). 
According to a participant from a non-profit entity (appendixces 4 and 5) promoting olive oil from the 
region, the key economic factor influencing the current situation of the sector is the market, whilst 
the main political one is the CAP. This is in alignment to most of what had been learnt through previous 
discusssion groups. Regarding the CAP, some important setps forwards include improving the agro-
environmental measures for traditional olive oil production. Alternatively, a representative of the 
public fiscalization agency proposed the main condition is the lack of capacity to currently comply with 
the economic policies and commitments subscribed by farmers. In this sense, it is essential to improve 
control over frauds. 

The availability of water is also consistently defined as the key factor in the current changes in the 
sector. Indeed, all participants in the workshop agreed that moving from rain-fed to irrigated farming 
systems was a crucial transition for the sector, with both positive and negative externalities. More 
generally, the environmental impact of agriculture represents an enormous challenge, although the 
perception of the magnitude and differences in the impacts between traditional and intensive 
production systems differs among diverse actors. In this sense, the very high levels of efficiency in the 
irrigation systems of the Alentejo was indicated as a key element justifying the demystification of the 
greater environmental impacts that are commonly attributed to the super-intensive and intensive 
production systems.  

Indeed, water is a key environmental but also economic and political factor of production. In this 
context water is a scarce economic resource, but also an expensive one, on which political decisions 
are made at the National and Regional levels, thus discarding the local factors and differences.  
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Also, intensive and super-intensive olive groves require much lower quantities of water (2.000-3.000 
m3/hr.) than other irrigated crops in the area, such as maize (7.000-8.000 m3(hr.), which are 
paradoxically much less frequenly discussed in the public arenas. Furthermore, water for irrigation is 
frequently considered as a key production factor of relevance in intensive systems, but reality is more 
complex, with traditional and extensive systems being much more vulnerable to the availability of 
water.  

Other environmental factors signalled include fires, that however affect almost exclusively traditional 
olive groves, and desertification, both of which are strongly linked to Climate Change, and both of 
which are incrementally affecting the sector. Furthermore, these are problems that are themselves 
driving human desertification and social marginalization of the areas affected. Again, this is a factor 
with impacts that are not equally perceived across all actors and production system representatives, 
and on which both the public administration and also agents of intensive production enterprises have 
different opinions, stating how intensive systems are actually reviving, both socially and economically, 
the region. Other environmental factors discussed include genetic diversity, and the loss that is being 
driven following the irruption of intensive, and especially of super-intensive olive groves. Examples of 
traditional olive breeds such as Galega or Cordovil (both DOPs), which were advocated by academics 
and extensive producers in the workshop, were instead considered by intensive producers and others 
in the commercial chain as insufficiently productive and competitive to justify the financial 
sustainability of the sector.  

 Alas, purely economic factors are equally important, including: the formation of a quasi-oligopoly 
framework Nationally, and the good social image of the sector, which has led to a potential of 
differentiation. Both can be considered as positive conditions, but are however insufficiently reflected 
in existing policies. A related important economic factor is price distortion, according to the 
representative of the association of young farmers.  

 Cooperative systems (as indicated by their participation and interest in both the workshop and 
project), especially local ones, remain essential, although consensus exists on their weakness when 
compared to the Spanish competitors. Another economic factor of importance is the type and level of 
information that is provided to consumers, which is generally acknowledged as insufficient. Other 
negative factors identified include the low financial capacity of the region and the lack of transparency 
of the public administration. On the positive side, all farmers in the workshop indicated how following 
2012, all of their olive oil production has been undertaken as Integrated Production systems, thus 
securing the higher quality of the final product. Despite of this, cases of adulterated olive oil to export 
to Brazil (a key importer of Portuguese olive oil) have been detected by the public authorities dealing 
with quality control and fiscalization processes, thus potentially damaging the image of the sector.  In 
general, it is assumed by all actors that all single conditions and factors are ultimately determined by 
economics and politics.  

Social factors discussed importantly confiemed the lack of working force and required skills in the 
region. Basically, producers claim that there is not sufficient people available in the areas to collect 
the olives. This is thus advocated as a trigger towards the human desertification process that 
characterizes the whole region, but more especially its rural areas. As already indicated, impressions 
about whether the intensification of agriculture is a potential solution to resolve this problem or not 
varies across different actors in the system. In fact, it is the lack of qualification of working force, and 
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not then overall scarcity of people that should be ultimately tackled, according to most participants in 
the workshop.  A last social factor that was indicated as relevant relates to the theft of olive oil, a 
growingly frequent issue that has driven to social conflicts within local areas, with locals blaming 
certain communities (e.g. gipsies or foreigners from Eastern Europe) for this.  

In relation to the key strategies discussed, more efficient water management was at the core of the 
discussion. Technologies for this already exist, and are already being applied in both extensive and 
intensive production systems. However, they are expensive and tough to apply, and thus are still major 
only in intensive systems, where more capital is available (but also where water requirements are 
higher).  In spite of this, all participants agreed that modernization of production systems is a key 
element to advance towards sustainability (sustainable intensification). However, it would be 
important to further discuss that modernization is not solely restricted to intensification, and about 
other alternative pathways. One limitation is that integrated water management is virtually inexistent 
in the region, and also how financial mechanisms for improving water management and utilization are 
outdated, resulting in high water prices.  

In relation to markets, international opportunities exist for new markets (e.g. China) that have been 
insufficiently explored. The same apply to health benefits of olive oil, with the olive oil sector itself 
virtually uninvolved in the promotion and knowledge dissemination of such benefits. Among the many 
strategies possible, the creation of a common regional or national olive oil trademark is also a 
fundamental challenge and option. At the moment, existing DOPs and IGPs require high fees from 
producers to adhere their produce and thus smaller producers are normally excluded. One question 
raised was; is there scope/market for so many producers?. In response to this, there was big dissent 
among participants, and no agreement or consensus could be reached. A last strategic issue discussed 
was in relation to improving linkages with research to be able to add aggregated value to the final 
product, but this was considered difficult unless the culture of producers and researchers changed 
drastically. 

In terms of potential institutional arrangements, any of theses may be potentially considered 
potentially beneficial as long as they are well designed and effectively implemented. In particular, 
vertical integration was considered by some participants to be fundamental. Anyway, there are cases 
where this is tough, such as with small farmers, where achieving more effective vertical integration is 
challenging. A prerequisite for success in coping with these challenges is to have a clear picture of all 
possible actors involved.  

Regarding producers associations (Horizontal Cooperation), the potential for it in the region is very 
strong, but its real economic and competitiveness impact at National and lobal scales at the moment 
is low. The relative oligopoly that dominates the sector, especially extermal distribution and 
commercialization (with firms such as SOVENA or GALLO coping a disproportionate share of the 
market, especially in supermarkets) makes it difficult for associations of producers to grow.  

However, all actors in the discussion acknowledge that this is essential, and that the more diversity of 
producers and trading and marketing options to exist, the better for the sector at the National level. 
Olive oil mills were also mentioned during the discussion, with the multiple advantages they provide 
being argued. As already indicated in this report, olive oil mills in the region are scarce and 
insufficiently efficient to cope with all production at the regional level. According to an academic 
participating in the workshop, examples of effective vertical and horizontal coordination exist in the 
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region, including pears and apples, which have technicians that accompany the whole production 
chain, and that results essential for the financial competitiveness of smaller and medium producers. 
A related question raised would be; why can´t this also be done for the olive oil sector?. Whilst some 
participants argue this could be possible, others in the group (especially those in the public sector) 
consider this impossible under current circumstances.  

Producers´groupings (Agrupamentos de Produtores) are another alternative, which result in strategies 
of scale, by increasing volumes of production and also then improving the bargaining capacity of 
producers. It was made clear that these are different from cooperatives, which instead have some 
successful examples in the region (e.g. Moura e Boarrancos, Vidigueira). Cooperatives are less 
diversethan producers´associations, in terms of size, scale, management model and others. Many local 
and small cooperatives exist scattered across the region. However, rthese seem to be considered as 
mostly ineffective, and examples from other commodities, such as the wine cooperative of Borba and 
Vidiguerira (2 municipalities in Alentejo) exist that could perhaps set examples of success for olive oil 
producers. CEPAAL (http://www.azeitedoalentejo.pt/), which was founded in 1999, and represented 
in the workshop is another example of horizontal integration across the sector. Indeed, one advantage 
for the region is that its olive oil sector is integrated into the International Olive Oil Council (IOC). More 
opportunities arise that could be lead by the University, in mutual collaboration between 
representatives of producers and the universities alike. Clearly, current Portuguese policies approved 
at either the Ministerial or European levels are not perceived to favour the linkages between local 
communities, producers and universities. This is not the case in the USA and Latin Maerica, where 
some participants talked about their previous experiences working in Universities that acted as rural 
extension services, paid by producers themselves, and benefiting both competitiveness and research. 
In Portugal, extension services as such do not exist, although one of the associations represented in 
the workshop, COTR (http://www.cotr.pt/) acts in a similar role in relation to irrigation and water 
management explicitly. This association, which commenced depending entirely on public funding, is 
now privately financed. 

Other last issues were mentioned in relation to Brazil, where recently a Portuguese Lobby for 
Portuguese Products have been started, to compete with products from other countries, such as 
Italian olive oil which, to this date, coped that market. 

5.5.3.2. Contributions and limitations from CAP & other agricultural policies towards 
strategies 
In general, the current CAP was agreed to facilitate alternative and more efficient pathways for olive 
oil production in Portugal. In this sense, few concrete examples were provided, such as the prohibition 
from the EU to sell olive oils with mixtures from other oils in other countries from the EU, or their 
strict control of plan nurseries, thus clarifying the strategies of actors along the whole commodity 
chain. 

5.5.3.3. Pathways and actions for the sector over the following 5-10-20 years. 
The future continuation in time of current financial programmes and funding from the EU´s CAP is 
indeed required by farmers, but however more flexibility might be required at regional and national 
levels. Organic agriculture is for instance one model of production that should grow in that region, but 
for which at the moment few incentives (both economically and policy-wise) exist. In general, many 
difficulties exist at the moment for the Portuguese sector to gain bargaining power in Brussels, and 
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this is a barrier that needs to be resolved at some point. In this task, existing producers and integrative 
organizations such as CEPAAL or casa do Azeite (www.casadoazeite.pt/) could play an essential role.  

An important challenge for the future is on improving (not necessarily by increasing) agri-
environmental measures, which are currently deficient. Brexit and its impact on the PAC budget was 
also considered a challenge. Furthermore, investment funds from public sources will also need to 
increase and improve. Regarding the quality and the image of the sector, this will also need to be 
improved, as they are considered insatisfactory. Despite of all these limitations and challenges and 
barriers that need to be resolved, olive oil consumption and demand is expected to grow over the next 
10 years. This includes the productivity of traditional olive breeds, mostly in zones without irrigation, 
which may become gradually substituted by intensive and super-intensive olive-groves. Furthermore, 
perception exists that the sector will become more dynamic, triggered by improved knowledge and 
conscience about theurgent requirement to improve the levels of social, economic and environmental 
sustainability. This is already under way, with the Portuguese olive oil sector in general increasing its 
competitiveness, and consumers demanding more specialized and higher quality products. Proof of 
this is the fact that supermarkets are already introducing consumer quality tests before they trade 
with different producers. Despite of general trends of growth and quality, a better overall organization 
of the sector is required, but this requires vast political will and efforts.  

In terms of proposed changes for policies, a first step would be to improve candidacies for Operational 
Programs within PDR 2020 (http://www.pdr-2020.pt/site/Candidaturas - Rural Development 
Programs 2014-2020) which are currently too short. Single-Varietal and other high quality (e.g. 
Arbequina + Cobrançosa DOP varieties mixed) olive oils might prove essential in improving 
competitiveness by allowing differentiation. Also, better targeted public financial funds will result 
essential for Portuguese firms, but this will need to be accompanied by political responsibilities to be 
more clearly assigned. Producers do demand to be better informed of what might change in the future 
and why. Also, they need to know what their voice is in the political arena. Portuguese olive oil is very 
well considered in the international arena, but how can this be maintained most effectively in the 
future?; this is the key question for the sector. All participants agree that public subsidies, despite 
representing a small quantity of the total income of some producers (e.g. intensive and super-
intensive) are, and will remain, essential in the near future. However, changes such as decoupling 
funds from production will deeply affect the sector if the next steps are not made clear beforehand 
and negotiated with all relevant stakeholders. 

In synthesis, the future for the sector is expected to focus on more internationalization with new 
markets to be open in China, US and emerging countries in SE Asia. This will mean a radical change 
how Portuguese olive oil needs to be marketed, including a greater diversity and competition, and 
ultimately ending the current oligopoly. This should be accompanied by improvements in the 
efficiency of productivity whilst reducing impacts and effects over climate change, biodiversity and 
land degradation via new techniques and methods.  
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5.6. PRODUCER´S SURVEY (Institutional Arrangements) 

 5.6.1. Introduction. 
Olive oil production in the region of Alentejo is still largely divided among extensive/traditional and 
intensive and super-intensive farming systems, ranging from the very low (1-10 Hectares) to big (200-
2000 Hectares) farms and businesses. Alas, the distribution of intensive and especially super-intensive 
production systems is directly dependant on access to irrigation water from the Alqueva irrigiation 
network (to the E of the region), whilst soils, relief and climate also influence largely the distribution 
of traditional farming systems and olive varieties, which are largely restricted to marginal areas. In 
consequence, only a small proportion of the olive groves in place, namely those within those 
traditional and extensive, can host multiple functions and services besides olive oil production, 
including the production of table olives, livestock (mainly sheep) grazing and tourism and landscape-
ecological functions.  In such a context, local (e.g. Cobrançosa and Cordovil) and exogenous (e.g. 
Arbequina, Koreniki and PIcual) olive breeds are both raised on either intensive and extensive farming 
systems, mostly depending on the bio-physical and ecological conditions, although a clear association 
exists between local breeds-extensive systems and exogenous breeds-intensive systems. Organic and 
other quality certifications (DOPs) exist, although mostly in extensive systems. As with Montados, 
some of the smallest olive oil farmers and producers were found that they actually produce with 
organic practices, but lack certification, which are costly and do not yet impact their income as to 
compensate their adoption.  
 
Irrigation, mechanisation and monitoring, including the use of smart technologies, is the norm in 
intensive and, especially, in super-intensive olive groves, athough innovation is clearly yet mostly 
technological, with other forms of innovation (social, territorial, institutional) largely absent from the 
sector. Despite of this, the recent and rapid raise in the total surface that is farmed for olive groves is 
still yet to be fully understood in its ecological, economic and territorial consequences, including on 
how to improve existing governance frameworks and mechanisms is ways that are more tightly 
coordinated, and that can provide with coherent strategies ahed above the farm level (e.g. plans such 
as those already in place in neighbouring Andalucía).   
 
To conduct the surveys, a spatially distributed sampling method (figure 4) was applied on which 
various meeting points (institutions) were chosen to contact and discuss with farmers. These points 
reflect the diversity of bio-physical/ecological (climate, relief, degree of intensification, other land-
uses) and territorial/spatial (accessibility/remoteness, economic and regional function) in the case 
study area. Serving as contacting entities and places of encounter for the surveys (which were 
conducted directly and individually with each farmer, in a non-digital form), olive oil cooperatives, 
larger producers, mills and associations were asked to provide with both the location to encounter 
and survey farmers, and also the contacts of their associates. This allowed us to gain confidence and 
trust with farmers, which, according to our long-lasting experience in trans-disciplinary science, is an 
essential component of science co-production, especially in contexts, such as farming (especially in 
traditional and conservative settings), where reticence on “external” experts is still very high. 
 
A slightly different survey was prepared for those farmers that produce and sale olive oils and those 
that sale olives to those producing olive oil (see separate questionnaires in appendix 7). In addition to 
generic questions for all case studies, a series of extra questions on the specific characteristics of 
products (Section A of the questionnaires in appendix 7), and on policy support and mutual 
collaboraction among farmers, and on technical advice required (extra questions D-25 to D36 of the 
questionnaires) were added to better reflect on important contingencies of the regional and 
commodity context. 
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         Figure 4: Distribution of contact points and locations of olive oil surveys across the 
Alentejo, and of the entities used to contact and meet with them. 

5.6.2. Sales channels (Section B). 
A great proportion of the farms and producers surveyed sell the animals directly, and do not slaughter 
them themselves, whilst local auctions mediated through associations of producers represent a 
disproportionate section of the sale points. Regarding horizontal cooperation, however, it is worth 
indicating that associativism is high, despite of which the confidence of producers and farmers on 
many of these is low. 

This contrasts with the aim for mutual cooperation and confidence among individual producers, which 
is still low (generically), with individualism and independence still culturally determining many of the 
decisions and strategies undertaken. In parallel, the reality and perception of income dependence on 
public subsidies is majoritary, and most producers reckon that it virtually impossible to survive without 
these public funds (esp. CAP), with some of them indicating that without these subsidies, their income 
would be financially unsustainable, even equal to 0 at times. Actually, a perception is common among 
farmers that the required farm size for a business to be viable, which was until recently fixed around 
200 hectares, is now growing, leading to a farm concentration process that is well documented in the 
scientific and technical-professional literature, but that has resulted in very few responses yet from 
policies. Despite of the many critiques made to the current funding scheme, no immediate or 
significant alternatives are generally proposed, with little or no considerations beyond those related 
to other traditional income sources deriving from the multi-functional nature of Montados (e.g. Cork). 

5.6.3. Characteristics of sale agreements and their sustainability (Sections C 
& C1). 
The nature of agreements is directly dependant on the sales channel; more formal, longer-term and 
better regulated and more stable contracts and prices for those selling through super-markets and 
big-chains; more informal, shorter-termed, with higher bargaining power and less regulated to those 
selling through local and association-based auctions; and much more insecure, but also much more 
flexible and adaptive to those selling through both exporters and local markets. Meanwhile, direct 
sales to the public and own selling points is very minor, yet present and slowly growing, with Lisbon 
being the main node for this.  
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Although many of the requirements for quality and environmental standards do not form part of the 
sales agreements, they are required by law, or evenare intrinsic to the own nature of the Montado 
system, thus most farmers complying with high standards of quality. Despite of this, the informal 
nature of many of these requirements, along with competition from cheaper and lower-quality 
produce from abroad, turn the sector largely uncompetitive, and exportstrategies are only recently 
starting. As a result of all of the former, and generally speaking, satisfaction with sales agreements 
largely vary and seems to be independent of the various conditions and terms of sales. However, most 
farmers seem to be largely pessimistic, and many of them can foresee few, if no, alternatives to their 
current arrangements. Lastly, and in relation to the way in which their current sales and institutional 
agreements allow them to achieve or improve their own targets, perceptions seem to be mostly 
positive (especially in relation to their social targets), whilst too frequently their expectations and 
aspirations largely exceed what their current situations allows. 

5.6.4. Strategies and drivers of farming (Section D-QD1 to QD24). 
Among the strategies and drivers of farming, it seems that both ecological conditions and policies 
influence more strongly the actions and decisions, with credit and finances ranging much lower on 
this respect. However, this needs to be contested, since clear inconsistencies are also detected among 
what farmers express as their own aspirations and preocupations, and the practices they implement. 
Also, in relation to their aspirations, most producers seem to aim to expand or maintain their business 
sizes, with abandonment being practically unencountered (although casually, it happens). Lastly, the 
kinds of actions that farmers perceive to be most urgently required for this include a wide range from 
diversification to improving insurance, although among all of these, those to do with financialisation 
bear a lower level of priority. 

5.6.5. Other relevant issues-policies and collaboration (Section D-QD25-
QD36). 
Direct payments and agro-environmental schemes (PAC) are received, under different programs, from 
the totality of those farmers surveyed. Actually, at times these public funds represent net values which 
are vital to the financial viability of their farms, even reaching in some cases 100 % of their net benefits 
and representing at minimum 30-40 % of these. This should be indicative of the lack of financial 
sustainability of the sector, and of the many urgent need for more creative and urgent alternatives. 

Regarding technical support, this is provided mostly to those that more closely collaborate with 
associations or unions for their sales and arrangements, but also more frequently to those with farms 
of greater sizes. The type of support received varies from vet inspection (almost universal among 
farmers) to quality control and certification (only for those who can afford it, or those selling through 
supermarkets or exporting). In this sense, it is relevant to be reminded that public extension services 
are non-existent in Portugal, posing problems for smaller farmers seeking technical advice. This is 
somehow substituted by informal cooperation and discussions, which are mostly held by farmers with 
technical advisors, and frequently with family members, with coleagues and neighbours ranging low 
in the confidence scale of most farmers. Despite of this, a substantial proportion of farmers admit that 
the lack of horizontal cooperation is problematic for the sector, and that it hampers their 
competitiveness and financial capacity, relating it directly to cultural habits and mind-sets, which are 
acknowledged as the most difficult ones to change. Whilst most farmers in family businesses 
expressed an interest to pass on their businesses to future family generations, this is frequently 
difficult, due to little interest for farming in many of these heirs. In contrast, farms backed by private 
societies and private funding as mostly interested in securing shareholder´s benefits, although they 
are in a minority.  
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5.6.6. Socio-cultural characteristics of farmers surveyed (Section E). 
The socio-cultural characteristics of farmers surveyed, can be synthesized by the following facts: a 
largely aged population (50-60 years old, the most frequent slot) in extensive systems, which is found 
to be younger in intensive and super-intensive farms (40-50 years) , owners tend to be managers as 
well in extensive olive oil farms and businesses, in comparison to differentiated roles of manager and 
owner in intensive and super-intensive production systems, a vast majority of whom are males, with 
a great proportion of them holding secondary or even tertiary education in the case of intensive 
production systems (and mostly basic education for extensive and traditional systems), but almost 
invariably having undergone some kind of agricultural or technical training, including by associations 
and others. 
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APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX 1:  SOURCES OF INFORMATION UTILISED IN THE MEDIA ANALYSIS (Table I) 
 

Type of Source Source Case Study Economic Frames Types of Information 

Internet 
Associação de Criadores de Bovinos de Raca 
Alentejana 

Extensive beef in Montado Mainly Neoclassic 
Facts +Opinions 

Internet 
Associação de Criadores de Bovinos de Raca 
Mertolenga 

Extensive beef in Montado Mainly Neoclassic 
Facts + Opinions 

Internet 
AJASUL - Associação de Jovens Agricultores do 
Sul 

Both Neoclassic + Political + Transition 
Facts + Opinions 

Internet 
CAP - Confederação dos Agricultores de 
Portugal 

Both Neoclassic + Political 
Facts + Opinions 

Internet CNA - Confederação Nacional da Agricultura Both Sociological + Transition Facts + Opinions 

Internet 
COTR - Centro Operativo e de Tecnologia de 
Regadio 

Intensive Olive Oil Mainly Neoclassic 
Mainly Facts 

Internet 
Direcção Regional de Agricultura e Pescas do 
Alentejo (DRAPAL) 

Both Neoclassic + Sociological 
Mainly Facts 

Internet 
CONFAGRI - Confederação Nacional das 
Cooperativas Agrícolas e do Crédito Agrícola de 
Portugal 

Both Political 
Facts + Opinions 

Internet Agroportal Both Neither/all (portal of websites) 
Facts + Factoids + 
Opinions 

Specialized A voz do campo Both Neoclassic  
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Journals Factcs + Factoids + 
Opinions 

Specialized 

Journals 

Vida Rural – Revista Profissional de 
Agronegócios 

 

Both Neoinstitutional 

Facts + Factoids + 
Opinions 

Specialized 

Journals 

Agrotec, Revista Técnico-Científica Agrícola 

 
Both Neoclassic 

Facts + Factoids + 
Opinions 

Specialized 

Journals 

Diario Digital Agrario 

 
Both 

 

Neoclassic 

Facts + Factoids + 
Opinions 

Specialized 

Journals 
CA Revista Both Neo-Classic + Neo-Institutional 

Facts + Factoids + 
Opinions 

Newspapers Diario de Noticias Both Neo-Institutional Factoids + Opinions 

Newspapers Diario Económico Both Neoclassic Factoids + Opinions 

Newspapers Diario do Sul Both Neoclassic + Political +  Factoids + Opinions 

Newspapers Correio Da Manhã Both Neo-classic Factoids + Opinions 

Professional 
(newsletters) 

Ecofruit Magazine Intensive Olive Oil Mainly Neoclassic 
Facts + Opinions 

Professional 
(newsletters) 

Boletim  da Associacaco de Criadores de Bovino 
Mertolengo 

 

Extensive beef in Montado Mainly Neoclassic 

Facts + Opinions 

Professional 
(newsletters) 

Revista do Agricultor 

 
Both Neo-Institutional 

Facts + Opinions 
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEWEES AND CONTENTS OF THE EXPERT INTERVIEWS   

Table II.i. Case Study on Extensive Beef Meat Production in Montado Silvo-Pastoral Systems of Central Alentejo 
Expert Entity Sector Location Date of interview 

1 ICNF  Public Sector/Nature Conservation Évora Yet TBC 

2 AFN Public Sector/Nature Conservation Évora Yet TBC 

3 ICNF Public Sector/Nature Conservation Évora Yet TBC 

4 CCDR Public sector/Regional Development Évora 09/09/2016  

5 Solar de Giesteira Farming 
Montemor-o-
Novo 

12/10/2016 

6 Agrocerteza 
Farm Management/Technical advice & 
support 

Montemor-o-
Novo 

Yet TBC 

7 APORMOR Producers Association/ 

 

Montemor-o-
Novo 

14/06/2016 

8 Herdade do Freixo do Meio 
Farming/Environmental 
Education/NGOs 

Montemor-
o_novo 

20/10/2016 

9 
Monte das Oliveiras/Politécnico de 
Santarem 

Farming/Higher Education 
Arraiolos/Mont
emo Km 98 

13/09/2016  

10 

Companhia Agricola de 
Barrosinha/Politécnico de Santarem 

 

Farm Management/Higher Education Alcácer do Sal 12/09/2016  

11 Agricert Food Quality/Certification Beja 
14/09/2016 
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12 Herdade de Monte Novo Farming 
Sâo Manços/ 
São Vicente do 
Pinheiro 

 

Yet TBC 

 

13 
Caixa de Crédito Agricola de 
Montemor-o-Novo 

Finance 
Montemor-o-
Novo 

Yet TBC 

14 ELIPEC Producers Association Elvas 19/09/2016 

15 ICAAM-Universidade de Évora Research/Higher Education Mitra-Évora 08/09/2016  

16 
Associaçao de criadores de Bovinos 
Mertolengos 

Producers Association Évora 
 

13/09/2016 

17 ICAAM-Universidade de Évora Research/Higher Education Mitra-Évora Yet TBC 
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Table II.ii. Case Study on Extensive and Intensive/Super-Intensive Olive Oil Production in Southern and Central Alentejo 
Expert Entity Sector Location Date of interview 

1 DRAPAL  Public sector/Agriculture Évora 09/09/2016 

2 DRAPAL  Public sector/Agriculture Évora 09/09/2016 

3 ICNF  Public Sector/Nature Conservation Évora Yet TBC 

4 CCDR  Public sector/Regional Development Évora Yet TBC 

5 
OLIVUM- Associaçao de olivicultores 
do sul/Herdade Maria da Guarda 

Producers Association/Farmer Serpa 07/09/2016 

6 
OLIVUM- Associaçao de olivicultores 
do sul 

Producers Association Beja Yet TBC 

7 
OLIVUM- Associaçao de olivicultores 
do sul 

Producers Association Beja Yet TBC 

8 
Associaçao de Jovens Agricultores de 
Moura 

Producers Association Moura 11/10/2016 

9 CEPAAL Study Centre Moura 22/09/2016 

10 QUERCUS Environmental NGO 

 

Beja 

 

Yet TBC 

11 Agro.Ges Land Managers/Technical Advisors Cascáis Yet TBC 

12 Agro.Ges Land Managers/Technical Advisors Cascáis Yet TBC 

13 COTR Irrigation research and advisory centre Beja 
 

Yet TBC 

14 ICAAM-Universidade de Évora Research Centre/Higher Education Mitra-Évora Yet TBC 
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15 ICAAM-Universidade de Évora Research Centre/Higher Education Mitra-Évora 14/09/2016 

16 ICAAM-Universidade de Évora Research Centre/Higher Education Mitra-Évora Yet TBC 

17 ADPM Rural Development Association Mértola 12/10/2016 

18 Caixa Agricola de Crédito Beja Finance Institution Beja Yet TBC 

19 Caixa Agricola de Crédito Beja Financial Institution Beja Yet TBC 

20 EDIA 
Water/Reservoir (Alqueva) 
Management 

Beja 
Yet TBC 

21 LPN Environmental NGO Castro Verde 18/10/2016 

22 
 

Herdade de Manantiz 

 

Producer/Farmer 
Cuba 

Yet TBC 

23 Herdade Torre das Figueiras Producer/Farmer Monforte Yet TBC 

24 
Cooperativa Agricola de Moura e 
Barrancos 

Producers & Farmers Cooperative Moura 
Yet TBC 

25 
Cooperativa Agricola de Moura e 
Barrancos 

Producers & Farmers Cooperative Moura 
Yet TBC 

26 SOVENA Production and distribution Algés Yet TBC 

27 Universidade de Évora Research and Higher Education Évora 24/10/2016 

28 Universidade de Évora Research and Higher Education Évora 21/09/2016 
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Template of the questionnaire  
Template of questionnaire utilised in the expert interviews for the Portuguese case studies: beef 
production in extensive Montado silvo-pastoral systems (Central Portugal), and Intensive and Super-
Intensive Olive Oil Production. 

Name of Specialist: 

Sector / Institution 

Name of the interviewer: 

Date, place and signature: 

 

What is SUFISA ? 

 Sustainable finance for sustainable agriculture and fisheries; 

 4 year project (2015-2019), funded under the EU HORIZON 2020 Research and Innovation Program; 

 Combination of theoretical approaches and multi-agent involvement; 

 13 academic partners from Belgium, Italy, France, Portugal, UK, Greece, Poland, Serbia, Denmark, 
Latvia and Portugal (ICAAM); 

 Participation of agricultural economists, sociologists and geographers (socio-economic aspects of 
agriculture); 

 In addition, there are 20 non-academic institutions that support the project, including (in Portugal) 
Fundação Eugénio de Almeida and Local Action Groups in Alentejo; 

 Two case studies in Portugal; The production of beef in extensive systems of Montado (Central 
Alentejo), and intensive production of olive oil (Baixo Alentejo and Central Alentejo).Finanças 
sustentáveis para uma agricultura e pesca sustentáveis; 

What are the main goals? 

 Creation of a conceptual framework linking market imperfections and the conditions, strategies 
and measures necessary for the performance of primary producers; 

 Research into the nature of market imperfections, the political requirements and their implications 
for regional case studies; 

 Analysis of the impact of market imperfections and policy demands on the efficiency and 
performance of primary producers; 

 Identification of sustainable agricultural, fisheries and food sector practices and policies that 
support the sustainability of primary producers and develop future scenarios to address market 
imperfections; 
 

 Carrying out work using a multi-stakeholder approach, that is, active participation in a broad 
spectrum of stakeholders from the beginning of the project.  
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Section 1 – Contextual Information 

(i) Can you briefly describe your interest/work in relation to the production of beef in extensive 
Mounted / intensive olive oil production systems? 

(ii) Are you related, in person or within your institution, with market and regulatory issues? [For 
example, as market analyst, farm advisor, producer, regulator, funding institution] 

Section 2 – Key questions of the market and production chain 

(i) What do you consider the main issues/hallenges facing the market at the moment and why? 

(ii) What are the main strengths and weaknesses of the sector in terms of (financial, environmental 
and social) sustainability of agricultural holdings? 

• Strengths: 

• Weaknesses: 

(iii) How do you describe in general terms the sector in your county (number of producers, size of 
holdings, family or non-family, etc.)? 

Section 3 – Policy and regulatory conditions influencing production.  

(i) Can you identify the fundamental legislation nowadays? 

• What impact does this legislation have on producers? (Conditions and Strategies) 

• Is this impact differentiated according to the structural diversity of the holdings? 

• Can you identify adaptation strategies that are more successful than others?  

(ii) Can you identify the key policies for the sector? 

• What impact do they have on producers? 

• How are producers responding/reacting to these policies/strategies? What is the role of 
structural diversity? 

• Can you identify some approaches or adaptation strategies of producers who are more successful 
than others?  

Section 4 - Access to markets, standards and financial markets for production  

(i) What are the key markets? 

(ii) What are the main issues of market access? 

(iii) How do producers respond to market access issues? What is the role of structural diversity? 

(iv) Describe the importance of quality standards? What are the key rules? What impact do they have 
on producers' strategies? 

(v) a) What role do financial markets play? (Impact on sales, prices, access to supply chains, level of 
risk involved, etc.) b) What about access to credit? (access to credit from producers, types of loans, 
etc.) c) What about the investment / capitalization? (issues, instruments, strategies)? 

(vi) Other problems relating to market access 
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Section 5- Other relevant questions 

(i) What are the main new market opportunities? 

• What is your opinion about the new market niches (Gourmet / innovative products)? 

• What is your attitude toward product and / or process innovation? 

(ii) At the level of "quality control" and "product certification", what constraints / constraints does the 
industry suffer from the implementation of these practices? 

(iii) At the level of "Environmental practices", what constraints / limitations does the application of 
these practices cause in the productive sector? 

Section 6 – The Future 

What do you expect to happen in the beef/olive oil sector in the future of the region? 

Section 7 – Final comments 

Is there anything you want to add that you feel we have not yet addressed in the interview? 
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APPENDIX 3. European, National and Regional legislation and regulations 
currently affecting extensive breeding and commercialization of cattle 
livestock in the Portuguese Montado 
 

Animal nutrition legislation 
 

Context of Application 
 
 
EU regulations 

 
 
National regulations 

Generic Norms and principles REG. (CE) n.º 178/2002 (VC) - 

Prime matters for animal nutrition REG. (UE) n.º 68/2013  - 

Animal sub-products not destined 
for human consumption 

REG. (CE) n.º 1069/2009 (VC) 
 
REG. (CE) n.º 142/2011  
(VC) 

- 

Additives destined to animal 
nutrition 

REG. (CE) n.º 1831/2003 (VC) 
 
REG. (CE) n.º 429/2008 

 
REG. EXEC. (UE) n.º 451/2012  
 
Aditive European Registry 

- 

 
Commercialization and use of 
food for animals 

 

REG. (CE) n.º 767/2009 
 

- 

Specific nutritional objectives 

DIR. 2008/38/CE (VC)  
 
 
REG. (UE) n.º 5/2014 

Decreto-Lei n.º106/2009  

(anexo II)(transposition) 

 
Lista integrada de Objetivos 
Nutricionais  Específicos(24fev.2014) 

Undesirable substances for animal 
nutrition 

DIR. 2002/32/CE (VC) 
(Maximum admitted thresholds of 
undesirable substances in animal foods) 

Decreto-Lei nº193/2007  
(transposition of DIR. 2002/32/CE 
and creation of National norms) 

Food for GMO animals 

REG. (CE) n.º 1829/2003 (VC) 

 
REG. (CE) n.º 1830/2003 (VC) 

 

Decreto-Lei n.º168/2004 
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List of GMOs authorized by the EU  

 

(National Competent Authorities) 

 

 
Decreto-Lei n.º102/2005 

 

(execution norms) 
 

Prec«vention, control and 
erradication of certain animal 
diseases 

REG. (CE) n.º 999/2001 (VC) 
 
REG. (UE) n.º 56/2013 
(alters annexes I and IV of REG. (CE) n.º 
999/2001) 

 

 
Decreto-Lei n.º 76/2003 

 

(complementary control measures) 

Food for anaimals under biological 
production mode 

REG. (CE) n.º 834/2007  (VC) 
 
REG. (CE) n.º 889/2008 

- 

Hygiene requisites for animal 
nutrition 

REG. (CE) n.º 183/2005  (VC) 

 

REG. (EU) n.º 225/2012 
 
 

- 

Official control 

DIR. 95/10/CE  
 
REG. (CE) n.º 882/2004 (VC) 
 
REG. n.º 152/2009 (VC) 
 
REG. (CE) n.º 669/2009 (VC) 
 
REG. (UE) n.º 51/2013 
(altera REG. (CE) n.º 152/2009) 
 
REG. EXEC. (UE) n.º 91/2013 
(alters REG. (CE) n.º 669/2009e REG. (CE) n.º 
1152/2009) 

 

Decreto-Lei n.º247/2002 
 

Medicinal nutrition 

DIR. 90/167/CEE 
 
Portaria n.º 1151/2005   
 
Decreto-Lei n.º 314/2009 (Article 130.º) 

Decreto-Lei n.º151/2005 

 (transposition) 
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Distinction among prime-matters 
for animal nutrition, biocudes and 
vetenrinary nutrition 
 

Commision recommendation 2011/25/UE  - 

Estatute of certain products on 
reference to aditives destined to 
animal nutrition 

REG. (UE) n.º 892/2010 of the Commission - 

 

Animal identification 
 

 Decreto-Lei n.º 142/2006, de 27 de julho. 

 
 Despacho n.º 10188/2012 . 

 
 Novel exercise of livestock activity  

 

Decreto-Lei nº 81/2013, de 14 de junho, revoga o Decreto-Lei nº 214/2008. 

 

SIRCA (system for the identification and gathering of death animals in farms) 
 

Decreto-Lei nº 38/2012 (...diploma procede à 3.ª alter. ao Decreto-Lei n.º 244/2003 de 07 de out., 
altered by Decreto-Lei n.º 122/2006, de 27 de jul., and by Decreto-Lei n.º 19/2011 de 07 de fev., that 
establishes financing rules for the identification and gathering of death animals in farms (SIRCA), and 
its 1.ª alteration under Decreto-Lei n.º 19/2011 de 07 de fev., that defines the functioning rules for 
SIRCA. 

Decreto-Lei n.º 142/2006  
SNIRA e SIRCA 

 
       Animal Protection 
 

       Animal transport legislation  

 
. O  Regulamento n.º 1/2005, de 22 dez. 2004 
  Establishes norms for animal transport protection.. O Decreto-Lei n.º 265/2007 de 24 jul., with 
alterations introduced through Decreto-Lei n.º 158/2008 de 08 agosto 
 

Support regime; premiums for suckling cows-continental 2016  
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Reg. Delegado (UE) N.º 641/2014 de 16.06 , which fixes the executive rules for  regulation  (UE) n.º 
1307/2013 of the European Parliament and Council, which establishes rules for direct payments to 
farmers under support regimes in the context of PAC (JO L 181 20.06.2014 p.74) 

Reg. Delegado (UE) N.º 640/2014 de 11.03, which complements  regulation (UE) n.º 1306/2013 of the 
European Parliament and Council on respect to the integrated management and control system over 
the refusal of payments, as to the sanctioning administrative regime that is applicable to direct 
payments, rural development support and conditionality   (JO L 181 20.06.2014 p.48) 

Delegado (UE) N.º 639/2014 de 11.03 completing Regulation (EU) No 1307/2013 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council establishing rules for direct payments to farmers under support 
schemes under the common agricultural policy, and amending Annex X to that Regulation. (JO L 181 
20.06.2014 p.1) 

Reg. (EU) N.º 1307/2013 de 17.12  (subsequently substituted by Reg. (EU) N.º 1001/2014 (JO L 281 
25.09.2014 p.1) 

Reg. (UE) N.º 1306/2013 de 17.12  on the financing, management and monitoring of the common 
agricultural policy and repealing Regulation (EEC) No 352/78, (EC) No 165/94, (EC) No 2799/98, (EC ) 
No 814/2000, (EC) No. ° 1290/2005 and (EC) No 485/2008 (OJ L 347 20.12.2013 p.549) REG. (CE) n.º 
1760/2000 de 17.09 establishing a regime of the register of bovines (JO L 204 11.08.2000 p.01) 

REG. (CE) n.º 911/2004 de 29.04 laying down provisions in respect of ear tags, passports and 
registration of holdings under the system of identification and registration of bovine animals .(JO L 
163 30.04.2004 p.65) 

Decreto-Lei N.º 142/2006 de 26.01 – which creates the National System of Information and Animal 
Registration (SNIRA) and establishes the legal regime of assembly centers, dealers and transporters 
and the operating rules of the collection system of dead animal carcasses on the farm (SIRCA).(DR 144 
I 27.07.2006 p.5357) 

 Altered by 316/2009 de 29.10 (DR 210 I 29.10.2009 p.8245) 

 Altered by 174/2015 de 29.10 (DR 165 I 25.08.2015 p.6307) 

Desp. Norm. (UE) n.º 14/2014 de 29.10  which establishes additional rules for the implementation of 
the associated 'animal' support schemes provided for in Articles 52 to 55 of Regulation (EU) No 
1307/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 2013 and articles 51 to 55 
of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 639/2014 of the Commission of 11 March 2014 (DRE 
209 29/10/2014)Altered by Desp.Norm. (UE) n.º 4/2015 (JO L 18 27.01.2015 p.2593) ) 

 Altered byDespacho Norm. n.º 1-A/2016 (DR 29 I 11.02.2015 p.5054) 

 
Portaria n.º 86/2011 de 25.02 - Approves the General Regulation of access procedures to aid and 
payments to be made by IFAP. (DR 40 I 25.02.2011 p.1189) 

 

Source:IFAP(www.ifap.min-agricultura.pt/) 
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APPENDIX 4. Aims, objectives, structuture and participation in the FG and 
PW 
General aims, objectives, and structure of the focus groups 
As stated in the guidelines produced for SUFISA under Task 2.3 (WP 2), a Focus Group is a qualitative 
research method aimed to better understand the opinions, meanings, perceptions, feelings and 
interpretations of any given issue by a selected group of people, that is, to gain understanding of a 
specific issue from the perspective of the participants involved. 

Focus Groups are thus NOT meant to reach consensus on the issues discussed, neither are they a way 
to more economically interact with various stakeholders simultaneously. The output of this exercise 
is based on interactions between individuals: participants are considered as members of a group 
rather than simply as individuals and it’s through such interactions that they construct their opinions 
and views on a specific topic. Discussion in the focus group is therefore crucial in order to confront the 
different opinions of the participants, and to generate new knowledge and understandings of the 
group considered as a whole. 

Hence focus groups « encourage a range of responses which provide a greater understanding of the 
attitudes, behaviour, opinions or perceptions of participants on the research issues » (Hennink, 2007, 
p.6) than is possible through individual interviews. 

Within our Focus Groups, we intended to discuss the key institutional arrangements and other 
strategies put in place by primary producers in our case study areas and sectors when confronting the 
diverse (social, economic, political and environmental) challenges they face daily in a context of 
market imperfections and sustainability requirements. 

To achieve this, we arranged and conducted a series of Focus Groups with primary producers, for both 
of our two case studies in the Alentejo (Portugal); Olive Oil, and Cattle Livestock in Montado 
(Portuguese silvo-pastoral) systems. 

Following up from the diverse options provided in the afore-mentioned guidelines, we implemented 
the following schedule for each of our two commodities (Table IV.i). 

For each of our two case studies and related commodities, we selected the following production 
modes: 

A. Cattle Livestock in Montado: Traditional (A1) and Innovative/Alternative Options (A2) 

B. Olive Oil: Extensive and Traditional (B1) and Intensive/Super-Intensive (B2). 

The selection of these different production modes was derived from the information gathered 
throughout different tasks within the SUFISA project (www.sufisa.eu) and are already defined and 
specified over the previous version and chapters of this report. 
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Table IV.i: stages and arrangements for the FGs in Portugal. 

 9th March 16th March 24th March 26th May 

Case studies 

Beef Meat Production in 
the Montado Silvo-
Pastoral System in 
Central Alentejo 

Olive oil production farming 
systems of Central and 

Southern Alentejo 

Beef Meat Production 
in the Montado Silvo-

Pastoral System in 
Central Alentejo 

Olive oil production 
farming systems of Central 

and Southern Alentejo 

Session 

Morning 
(9.30-
12.30) 

Afternoon  

(14.30-
17.30) 

Morning 
(9.30-
12.30) 

Afternoon 
(14.30-17.30) 

 

Morning (9.30-12.30) Afternoon (14.30-17.30) 

Production 
modes/discour
se represented 

Production
-oriented, 
aimed at 
National/ 

Internation
al markets 

Quality-
oriented, 
aimed at 

niche 
markets 

Traditional
/ 

Extensive/ 

Organic 

Intensive and 
super 

intensive 

Production
-oriented, 
aimed at 
National/ 

Internation
al markets 

Quality-
oriented, 
directed 
to niche 
markets 

Traditional
/ 

Extensive/ 

Organic 

Intensive 
and super 
intensive 

Participants 
(all primary 
producers) 

 

3-.5 

 

3-5 

 

3-5 

 

3-5 

 

3-5 

 
 

3-5 

 
 

3-5 

 
 

3-5 

Pre-requisites/ 

Characteristics 
for 

participants  

-Medium to Large-scale 
farms (200-1000 Has) 

- Closer to the core of the 
region than to Lisboan 

Metropolitan area 

- Montado as the major 
or unique farming system 

- Medium to large scale 
farms (100-600 Has) 

- Located in the area of 
influence of the Alqueva 

dam and reservoir 

- Linked to production of 
olive oil at local or regional 

level  

-Medium to Large-
scale farms (250-1000 

Has) 

- Closer to the core of 
the region than to 

Lisboan Metropolitan 
area 

- Montado as the 
major or unique 
farming system 

- Medium to large scale 
farms (100-600 Has) 

- Located in the area of 
influence of the Alqueva 

dam and reservoir 

- Linked to production of 
olive oil at local or 

regional level  

Questions/Issu
es 

FIRST SET OF 
QUESTIONS- (see 

TABLE IV.ii) 

FIRST SET OF 
QUESTIONS-(see TABLE 

IV.ii) 

SECOND SET OF 
QUESTIONS-(see 

TABLE IV.iii) 

SECOND SET OF 
QUESTIONS-(see 

TABLE IV.iii) 

 

Equally based on the guidelines elaborated for task 2.3, we delivered the following questions and 
points in our discussions with farmers. Tables IV.ii comprises the questions posted over FGs 1 and 2 
for each of the two commodities examined, whilst table IV.iii lists those other issues addressed during 
the validation of such visions in the third (and last) of the FGs carried out for each commodity. 
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Table IV.ii.: Contents and questions addressed during the first round of FGs in the two Portuguese case 
studies (single production model addressed in each FG). 

A. Exploring vertical and horizontal coordination 

1. Do you work or have you worked with other producers in your business? If so, what is the history of 
this collaboration? When did it start? 

Do you continue to collaborate? Will they continue in the future? 

If not, why do you choose not to collaborate with other producers? 

2. Do you collaborate with other partners (eg product transformation, market demand) in relation to the 
whole value chain of your product in relation to partners other than producers? 

If so, what is the history of this collaboration? When did it start? How have you been? Are they going to 
continue? 

If not, why do you choose not to collaborate? 

 

B. Understanding the impacts of policies and regulations 

3. What is the impact of current agricultural policies on your activity? How do they support your business? 
Are there any policies that you consider negative? 

4. Are there any environmental or social responsibilities that you have to fulfill? How do you deal with these 
possible restrictions? 

5. What is your strategy for dealing with the current regulation of the activity? What has had to change to 
be able to comply with the current regulation? 

 
C. Financing the farming activities.  

6. How is your farming business financed? Would you like to change anything in this funding format? 

 
D. Understanding the Market and Marketing Strategies 

7. Can you detail how and where you sell your products? 

8. What are the biggest challenges you have with your customers? What are the requirements? 

9. What strategies do you use to get the best price? (eg negotiation, marketing) 

10. Is certification part of your strategy? 

11. In the course of your activity did you have to make strategic changes? If so, what brought about 
these changes? 

 
E. Financial Sustainability 

12. What do you think is the impact of your activity on the sustainability of the entire sector? And vice 
versa? 
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Table IV.iii.: Contents and questions addressed during the second round of FGs in the two 
Portuguese case studies (mixed production models addressed in each FG). 

A. Validation of the results of previous Focus Groups 

1. Systematic presentation of the results of the focus groups of the previous days (José) 
Do you agree with this description? Is there something they would add or change? 

 

B. Novelty or tradition of strategies 

2. Are these strategies novel or traditional? 

 

A. Sustainability 

3. Which of the strategies is most sustainable in economic, social and environmental terms? 

 

B. Possibilities for generalization 

4. Do you consider that the image portrayed here represents the sector or is it something particular, for 
just a few? So what is the most widespread picture? 

 

C. Comparison 

5. Are there any characteristics of the presented business models that you consider interesting and with 
potential to incorporate into your current business model. If so, what caught your eye? 

 

D. Lessons learnt 

5.  What lessons did you learn from the different production models of yours? 
 

E. Obstacles to possible changes 

7.  Is it difficult to change strategy or make adaptations? What makes change difficult? 
8. Why do not other farmers have similar strategies? 

 

 General aims, objectives, and structure of the workshops 
The aim of the Stakeholder Participatory Workshop was threefold. Firstly, it was aimed at alternatively 
validating or rejecting the findings in the Focus Groups regarding the main issues and institutional 
arrangements characterising each commodity sector. This means that the information of the FG 
needed to be carefully extracted before PWs are run. Secondly, it intended to provide with a space for 
stakeholders to make their own recommendations for the sector, using as a base both the issues 
discussed in the FG and also their own observations. Thirdly, stakeholders were expected to improve 
our understanding of the policy implications of the findings in the FG for each regional case-study and 
associated commodity. Thus, the participatory workshops were ultimately aimed to translate 
observations into the design of adequate policies and novel institutional arrangements 
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The participatory workshop aimed at triggering discussion among different types of stakeholders 
representing different interests, worldviews and sensitivities. The objective is to bring them together 
and to seek their opinions, to extract knowledge and to propose novel approaches to common 
problems in a collaborative and creative environment.  Participants are expected to further reflect on 
the knowledge basis that has been produced during the focus groups, in a critical but constructive 
way, and to advance towards the proposal of alternative options. Such reflection could be based on 
what they have observed in other contexts, on their theoretical knowledge, on their intuitions, their 
expert opinion and understanding, etc. 

The composition of the stakeholder groups were ideally targeted to encompass at least one 
representative or expert for each of the following sectors: 

 Policy makers at the relevant administrative level (regional or country? both is possible);  
 Food industry, manufacturing and distribution;  
 Representatives of producer associations (when relevant) 
 Extension services and technical advisors;  
 Accredited members of the scientific/technological community (e.g. working in Universities 

or private or public research institutions). 
 Food and market chain analysts;  
 Food and agricultural lobbyists, and representatives of consumers´ associations; 
 Environmental/sustainability experts 
 Members of the finance sector 
 Input supplier 
 Any others of relevance to be considered individually per each partner 
 Farmers already (or not) involved in the FG 

 
Following some further reflections, the following more specific objectives were internally debated as 
especially relevant for the Portuguese workshops: 

- Creating a moment of interaction between various stakeholders 

- Presenting the results of SUFISA so far 

- Identifying the main challenges for the sector, and the solutions and strategies that currently exist 

- Identifying the impact of the current and recent Agrarian Policy on different scales in the sector's 
capacity to achieve better institutional arrangements * and 

- Identifying other policies (GATT - General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, WTO-World Trade 
Organization) and international and national economic factors with a direct impact on the sector, and 
the existing gaps and desired changes in the next 5-10 years 

- Foreseeing the future of future directions in the sector in 10-20 years, 

- With all of this, we intended to identify several possible evolutions of the socio-political context, 
including several institutional arrangements *, which could propel primary producers towards greater 
sustainability / resilience 

Based on these principles and objectives, the following questions were debated in each of the two 
Workshops conducted (one per commodity/case study) (table IV.iv):  
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A. Identification by participants of the following points: 
What are the factors that most impact your 
activity or sector? Identify one or two factors at 
the levels: 

a) Economic 
b) Social 
c) Environmental 

In relation to these factors, what strategy do you 
have or do you want to have in order to:  

a) deal with possible restrictions 

b) seize opportunities? 

What kind of institutional arrangements (horizontal cooperation or vertical coordination at 
European, national, local level, production and exploitation chain) could support this strategy at the 
level of its activity or sector? 
B. How does this strategy contribute to or constrain the agricultural policy 2011-2020 (CAP or 
other European, national or regional)? 
C. How / in what direction should the industry improve in 10 years? 
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Participants in the focus groups (table IV.v) 
 Farm Type  Gender Age Group 
Cattle/Montado – FGI 1 (Traditional) 
1 Private Farmer Owner + 

Academic (mid size: 200-500 
Hectares)-Family Farm 

Male 

60-70 
2 Representative of (Regional) 

Farmers/Producers Association 
Male 

50-60 
3 Private Farmer Owner (bigger 

size: 500-100 Hectares, 
including other land-use types 
and commodities as well)-
Family Farm 

Female 

60-70 
4 Private Farmer Owner (bigger 

size: 500-100 Hectares, 
including other land-use types 
and commodities as well)-
Family Farm 

Male 

60-70 
5 Private Farmer Owner (mid size: 

200-500 Hectares)-Family Farm 
Male 

70-80 
Cattle/Montado – FGI 2 (Innovative) 
1 Private Farmer Owner (bigger 

size: 500-100 Hectares, with 
innovative practices)-Family 
Farm 

Male 

60-70 
2 Private Farmer Owner (mid-

small size: 50-200 Hectares)-
Family Farm + Regional 
Government Technician 

Male 

30-40 
Cattle/Montado – FGI 3 (Mixed) 
1 Private Farmer Owner + 

Academic (mid size: 200-500 
Hectares)-Family Farm 

Male 

60-70 
2 Representative of (Regional) 

Farmers/Producers Association 
Male 

50-60 
3 Private Farmer Owner (bigger 

size: 500-100 Hectares, 
including other land-use types 
and commodities as well)-
Family Farm 
 
 
 

Female 

60-70 
4 Private Farmer Owner (bigger 

size: 500-100 Hectares, 
including other land-use types 

Male 

60-70 
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and commodities as well)-
Family Farm 

5 Private Farmer Owner (bigger 
size: 500-100 Hectares, with 
innovative practices)-Family 
Farm 

Male 

60-70 
6 Private Farmer Owner (mid size: 

200-500 Hectares)-Family Farm 
Male 

70-80 
7 Private Farmer Owner (mid size: 

200-500 Hectares)- Young 
Farmer/New Entrant 

Male 

30-40 
Olive Oil– FGI 1 (Traditional/Organic) 
1 Private Farmer Owner (small-

mid size: 50-100 Hectares)-Part-
Time Family Farm 

Male 50-60 

2 Farm Manager (mid size: 200-
500 Hectares)-Private 
Foundation-Multi-Functional 

Female 40-50 

3 Farm Manager (multi-functional 
enterprise)- (mid size: 200-500 
Hectares) and Farmer Owner 
(small-mid size: 50-100 
Hectares) 

Male  60-70 

Olive Oil– FGI 2 (Intensive/Super-Intensive) 
1 Farm enterprise CEO and 

Manager (big size: 500-1000 
Hectares) 

Male 50-60 

2 Expert-Researcher Male 30-40 
Olive Oil– FGI 3 (Mixed) 
1 Private Farmer Owner (small-

mid size: 50-100 Hectares)-Part-
Tim-Extensive 

Male 50-60 

2 Farm Manager- (big size: 500-
1000 Hectares)-Intensive 

Female 20-30 

3 Expert-Researcher-Intensive Male 30-40 
4 Farm Manager (multi-functional 

enterprise)- (mid size: 200-500 
Hectares)  and Farmer Owner 
(small-mid size: 50-100 
Hectares)-Extensive 

Male  60-70 

5 Consultant and farm manager-
Intensive 

Male 40-50 

6 Farm Manager (mid size: 200-
500 Hectares)-Private 
Foundation-Multi-Functional-
Extensive 

Female 40-50 
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Workshop participants (table IV.vi) 

l.p. Sector Institution Gender 
Cattle-Montado-Workshop 
1 Regional Agricultural Directorate-Ministry (DRAPAL)-Director General-(60-70 

yrs.) 
Male 

2 ICAAM-Universidade de Evora-Animal Sciences Professor-(60-70 yrs.) Male 
3 National Producers association (ELIPEC)- President 30-40 yrs.) Male 
4 ICAAM-Universidade de Evora-Researcher in Animal Sciences (20-30 yrs.) Male 
5 Producer (Family Farm, Innovative, big size) (60-70 yrs.) Male 
6 Producer (Family farm, traditional) and Regional DRAPAL Technician (30-40 yrs.) Male 
7 Trade (International)-private and Producer (Family Farm, mid size) (70-80 yrs.) Male 
8 ICAAM-Universidade de Evora-Researcher in Public Participation (30-40 yrs.) Female 
Olive Oil - Workshop 
1 Farm Enterprise Manager (Intensive, big size)-(20-30 yrs.) Female 
2 Producer (Extensive, mid-small size, part-time)-(60-70 yrs.) Male 
3 Third Sector (Non-Profit) study centre-Olive Oil-CEPAAL-General Manager-(40-

50 yrs.) 
Male 

4 Public Sector technical advisoty Centre-Irrigation-General Manager-COTR-(50-
60 yrs.) + CEEPAL 

Male 

5 Public Sector technical advisoty Centre-Irrigation-Technician-COTR-(50-60 yrs.) Male 
6 Public Sector research Institution-Crop Research-head of Olive Oil section-

INIAV-(50-60 yrs.) 
Male 

7 CEEFAGE-Universidade de Evora-Agricultural Economics Professor-(40-50 yrs.) Male 
8 ICAAM-Universidade de Evora-Food Quaility-Olive Oil-Senior Researcher (30-40 

yrs) 
Female 

9 ICES-Universidade de Lisboa-Water Governance in Rural Areas-Researcher (30-
40 yrs.) 

Male 

10 ASAE-Food Health and Safety-Public Sector-Fiscalization Head Officer-(50-60 
yrs). 

Female 

11 AJASUL-Young Farmers Association-Alentejo-Officer-Technician-(30-40 yrs.) Male 
12 ICAAM-Universidade de Evora-Crop Production-Olive Oil-Professor (40-50 yrs) Male 
13 ICAAM-Universidade de Evora-Researcher in Public Participation (30-40 yrs.) Female 
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APPENDIX 5. Key issues to report from the FG and PW  
 

Meeting participation 

• Following the indications in the guidelines, some stakeholders were asked to act as 
participants in various of the Focus Groups and Participatory workshops. Alas, some of 
these are also members of the steering committee panel that is advising ech of the case 
studies. In total, 3 farmers participated in at least one of the Focus Groups and the 
Workshops for the Montado case study, and 2 did the same for the olive oil. The same 
happened with the representatives of the Producer Associations attending the focus 
groups, whom also took part in the workshop.  

• As already indicated some of the non-farmer stakeholders involved in the Participatory 
Workshop had already been involved in the consultative group meetings for each of the 
two commodities (who have been meeting every 6 months). Furthermore, some 
participants had also been interviewed, thus contributing to the findings that are included 
in the first draft of this report (Deliverable 2.1).The participation of these stakeholders was 
the easiest one to secure, since they already knew the project and there is somehow a 
sense of ownership and responsibility among themselves that we deem essential to secure 
the success of these participatory events beyond the mere gathering of opinions and 
information, and towards the co-construction of new and valuable knowledge. 

• It should be stated that not all stakeholders in the FG knew each other from other meetings 
organized for farmers.  This was quite a (positive) surprise for us, especially in the case of 
the Montado, where we have been working for a long time in initiatives 
(http://tertuliasdomontado.blogspot.pt/) and projects (e.g. EC short project on Young 
Farmers during Summer 2017) engaging multiple stakeholders in the discussion around 
the present and future of the system. However, it is also important to indicate how the 
relationship among some of the participants in single events (e.g. mixed Olive Oil FG) held 
much better internal communication (e.g. between super-intensive and traditional olive 
oil producer) that what the impression from the administration or media would indicate. 

• Despite of the fact that many of the participants had already been engaged in previous 
events of SUFISA, at every stage all participants received information describing the whole 
research process and the current state of the research, and also how it matches with the 
development of CAP and National Agricultural policies. This was important for two reasons; 
it allowed everyone to begin discussion at a similar level of knowledge for everyone, and 
also to facilitate that updated findings in SUFISA would inform the discussion beforehand. 
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• Besides the appeal to those already engaged within SUFISA and other projects and 
networks, we engaged with regional and local institutions (public and private) and 
associations that could help act as a hook to attract others potentially interested. Relevant 
stakeholders at the Regional (DRAPAL) and National (GPP) were invited to attract a wider 
range and number of participants and also to expand or networks of contacts.  

• Despite of the many efforts to engage and enthusiast participants, and of the positive 
response showed, only one in four participants appeared at the meetings respectively out 
of those invited, and only one of two actually showed up after having even confirmed. 

Communication with the participants 

The most effective recruitment for the FG and workshops participants is believed to have 
been via individual contact with many of the participants via a continuous and permanent 
implication throughout the various stages of the project, and also across other projects and 
initiatives in our research team. However, certain participants, such as those acting in the 
public administration (DRAPAL- www.drapal.min-agricultura.pt/, and GPP-
www.gpp.pt/index.php/pt/) along with various associations of producers (e.g. 
www.mertolenga.com/ and www.casadoazeite.pt/) proved to be crucial to appeal some key 
stakeholders who are not within the lists of participants that more frequently attend our 
stakeholder events. Another factor that proved essential to identify and contact potential 
participants was the existence of a stakeholder database that we have been collating 
throughout the various projects and networks that we have been running for over 15 years. 
However, it is important to indicate how this database, rather informal and dispersed until 
now, is currently in the process of being re-structured and centralized throughout the whole 
research team at ICAAM, and also how our lists of contacts before SUFISA much better 
represented the Montado case study that the olive oil one. Thus, in order to expand and 
network list for the Olive Oil case study, we firstly contacted experts in the sector from our 
own Institution (ICAAM-www.icaam.uevora.pt/), and also others who were already involved 
in the SUFISA project through the consultative group. In addition, participation in events 
arranged by producers and other actors in the production chain (e.g. Municipal Montado & 
Olive Oil Fairs across the Alentejo, Open Days and Technical Journeys organized by producers 
and associations, etc) was searched as frequently as possible by members of the team at 
Évora. Last, individual meetings with different types of producers (new entrants and 
associations such as AJASUL-http://www.ajasul.com/, non-profit foundations such as 
Fundação Eugénio de Almeida-www.fundacaoeugeniodealmeida.pt/, and also big foreign 
groups such as de Prado-http://tienda.deprado.eu/pt/) were arranged at their own locations 
to secure that both the project and the participatory events were as inclusive, effective and 
representative as possible.  
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Reactions of the participants  

Although in general participants were all collaborative and willing to contribute, before the 
events themselves, some of those that had originally accepted to participate (especially some 
of those in the super-intensive and intensive Olive Oil case studies) declined last minute, 
following indications from their managers not to discuss private strategies in meetings with 
potential competitors. This however is in sheer contrast with the strong level of mutual 
communication and respect that became apparent among participants in different modes of 
production (e.g. intensive and traditional olive oil). 

In general, all participants found the questions easy to grasp, and in the case that there were 
some doubts about them triggered by differences in the technicalities of the language 
employed, those in the FGs and PWs normally dealing with policies helped translate 
terminologies and meanings. For example, the FGI participants would had found it difficult to 
discuss issues of institutional arrangements had it not been by the assistance provided by 
those from the associations participating in the discussion.  

In any case, the differences in understandings and sensitivity that were expected to arise 
between FGs with individual and mixed production modes did not work out as expected, and 
revealed a heterogeneity of understandings, perceptions and approaches that is not 
necessarily determined by this factor (e.g. it is easier to put traditional olive oil producers with 
super-intensive ones, that to try two representatives of the latter production mode to do the 
same). The workshop participants in both cases preferred and followed the formula of open 
discussion. This led to quite a lot of discussion. The majority of participants were more likely 
to expose their own viewpoints to be contrasted with those of others. It is clear that the 
confidence that had been previously cemented throughout the many occasions on which 
participants have been asked to participate and contribute to our multiple discussions and 
projected permitted this fluency in the discussion to take place. Furthermore, there were two 
other factors which facilitated the process; firstly the participation of a very experienced 
facilitator who knew first-hand the sector and region, and secondly, the inclusion in the 
discussions of stakeholders with a clear voice and experience in collaborating with scientists 
in building new knowledge, and in applying them within their own business or line of work. 
This last point concerns some producers, but also some of the public officers and private 
agents that also took part in the PW.  

Learning from the participatory events  

Based on the experience accumulated along the various events held, the key points that the 
FGI and PWs participants gained from the meetings were the following:  

• It is extremely important to mix together individual producers with those representing 
entities such as producers´ associations or unions, so that a wider overview and 
perspective is allowed in the analysis of the sector and region as a whole, and also in giving 
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a unified voice to producers when interacting with others making decisions at the regional 
or even National levels, 

 The many stakeholders and views that are represented in any event need to be very 
carefully respected to avoid conflict and facilitate constructive discussion. Issues that are 
completely out of the scientific scope of the events by themselves might prove essential, 
including mutual confidence and the feeling that construction of new knowledge is bi-
directional between researchers and participants. 

 The translation of complex scientific and technical terms (e.g. Institutional Arrangements 
and Sustainability) into a meaning that cannot only be understood, but also shared by the 
many participants is a key requirement for success. This required the participation of 
participants that are well experienced in mediating between farmers and policy makers 
(e.g. associations, unions or extension services), 

  Trust, which is essential, requires time and patience, but the presence of key participants 
in the discussion that are capable of providing participants with a sense that knowledge 
exchange is really bi-directional between producers and academics. These institutions 
include basically political institutions and representatives at the Regional and National 
level. 

 Other institutions and sectors which could potentially prove essential to attract the 
interest and participation of the main actors required for the discussion to be as fruitful as 
possible (e.g. financial institutions of credit to farmers, but also technical consultants) 
proved especially difficult to engage, as they see no direct financial benefit or immediate 
for themselves. 

 Participants expect consistency and feed-back, and otherwise might drop-out later on.
  

-  
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Cattle Livestock-Montado in Central Alentejo 
 

Table V.i. Reporting the group dynamics in the Focus Groups 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case Study/ 

Focus Group 

Punctuality of 
participants 

Did they stay 
until the end? 

Points of friction/conflicts of 
interest between participants 

Interest in the discussion and 
evaluation of the events 

 (1-5) 

Farm/ 

business 
owners 

Not especially, some 
arrived quite late and 

even dropped out last-
minute without advice. 
Others came without 

having confirmed. 
Although this happened 

in every FG, in some 
(e.g. FG2), it was 

especially problematic. 

All those that 
attended stayed 

until the end 
(some even 

longer, 
discussing). This is 

the case for all 
three FGs. 

Some points of friction arose. 
However, this was not only, as 

predicted between producers with 
different business models (e.g. 

traditional vs innovative) but also 
among those in the same group. All 
frictions could be well resolved by 

the facilitator, although some 
participants made discussion 

difficult. 

All participants rated the 
event between 4 and 5 points, 
and provided with numerous 

suggestions for improving 
future events and interactions 

(feedback notes were 
recorded, including these 

responses). 

Farm/ 

business 
managers 

Same as above. 

 

Same as above. 

 

Same as above. 

 

Same as above. 

Young 
Farmers 

Same as above (plus 
info in appendix 6). 

Same as above 
(plus info in 
appendix 6). 

Same as above (plus info in 
appendix 6). 

Same as above (plus info in 
appendix 6). 
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Table V.ii. Reporting the contents and results in the focus Groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study/ 

Focus 
Group 

Points of 
agreement 

with the CSP 
report key 

points 

Any 
conditions 

and strategies 
identified 

Key points raised 
in relation to 

vertical 
coordination and 

horizontal 
cooperation 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
markets 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
policies 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
finance 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
sustainability 

Farm/ 

business 
owners 

Full details in 
section 4.5.1. 

Full details in 
section 4.5.1. 

 

Full details in 
section 4.5.1. and 

4.5.2.1. 

Full details in 
section 4.5.1. 

Full details 
in section 

4.5.1. 

Full details 
in section 

4.5.1. 

Full details in 
section 4.5.1. 
and 4.5.2.2. 

Farm/ 

business 
managers 

Same as 
above. 

 

Same as 
above. 

 

Same as above. 

 

Same as 
above. 

Same as 
above. 

Same as 
above. 

Same as 
above. 

Young 
Farmers 

Same as 
above (plus 
appendix 6). 

Same as 
above (plus 
appendix 6). 

Same as above                  
(plus appendix 

6). 

Same as 
above (plus 
appendix 6). 

Same as 
above (plus 

appendix 
6). 

Same as 
above (plus 

appendix 
6). 

Same as 
above (plus 
appendix 6). 
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Table V.iii. Reporting the group dynamics in the Partipatory Workshops. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case Study/ 

Participatory 
Workshop 

Punctuality of 
participants 

Did they stay 
until the end? 

Points of friction/conflicts 
of interest between 

participants 

Interest in the discussion and 
evaluation of the events 

 (1-5) 

Producers 
Mostly yes, with 
few exceptions.  

All those that 
attended stayed 

until the end 
(some even 

longer, 
discussing).  

Some points of friction 
arose. However, such 

friction was not especially 
related or among any 

specific group of 
participants, and more to 

individual participants. 

All participants rated the event between 
4 and 5 points, and provided with 

numerous suggestions for improving 
future events and interactions (feedback 

notes were recorded, including these 
responses). 

Public Sector 

Most dropped 
out last-minute 
(with exception 
of officers at the 
Regional level) 

Same as above. 

 

 

Same as above. 

 

 

Same as above. 

Academia Yes Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. 

Private 
Sector 

Yes 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. 

Third Sector Mostly yes Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. 
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Table V.iv. Reporting the contents and results in the Participatory Workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study/ 

Participatory 
Workshop 

Points of 
agreement with 
the CSP report 

key points 

Any new 
conditions and 

strategies 
identified 

Key points raised 
in relation novel 

strategies 
(including vertical 
coordination and 

horizontal 
cooperation) 

 

Key issues raised in 
relation to CAP & 

Policies 

Key issues 
raised in 
relation 
future 

scenarios and 
alternative 
pathways  

Producers 
Full details in 

section 4.5.3.1 
Full details in 

section 4.5.3.1 
Full details in 

section 4.5.3.1 
Full details in section 

4.5.3.2 
Full details in 

section 4.5.3.3 

Public Sector 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 

Academia 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 

Private Sector 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 

Third Sector 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 
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Olive Oil in Central and Southern and Central Alentejo  

Table V.v. Reporting the group Dynamic in the Focus Groups  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case Study/ 

Focus Group 

Punctuality of 
participants 

Did they stay until 
the end? 

Points of friction/conflicts of 
interest between participants 

Interest in the discussion and 
evaluation of the events 

 (1-5) 

Farm/ 

business 
owner 

Not especially, most 
arrived quite late and 

even dropped out last-
minute without advice.  

Some FG (e.g. the 
second one) had so few 
participants that they 
became almost like a 
three-sided interview. 

However, those 
attending repeated. 

All those that 
attended stayed until 
the end (some even 
longer, discussing). 

This is the case for at 
least two of the FGs 

(first and third). 

Few points of friction arose. 
However, this was not only, as 
predicted between producers 

with different business 
models (e.g. intensive vs 

extensive) but mostly among 
those in the same model. All 

frictions could be well 
resolved by the facilitator, 

with no participants making 
discussions difficult. 

All participants rated the event 
between 4 and 5 points, and 

provided with numerous 
suggestions for improving future 

events and interactions (feedback 
notes were recorded, including 

these responses). 

Farm/ 

business 
manager 

Same as above. 

 

Same as above. 

 

Same as above. 

 

Same as above. 

Young 
Farmer 

Same as above (plus 
appendix 6). 

Same as above 
(plus appendix 6). 

Same as above                  
(plus appendix 6). 

Same as above 

(plus appendix 6). 
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Table V. vi. Reporting the contents and results in the Focus Groups 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study/ 

Focus 
Group 

Points of 
agreement with 
the CSP report 

key points 

Any conditions 
and strategies 

identified 

Key points raised 
in relation to 

vertical 
coordination and 

horizontal 
cooperation 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
markets 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
policies 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
finance 

Key issues 
raised in 

relation to 
sustainability 

Farm/ 

business 
owner 

Full details in 
section 5.5.1 

Full details in 
section 5.5.1 

 

Full details in 
section 5.5.1.1 

and 5.5.2.1 

Full details 
in sections 

5.5.1.3 

Full details 
in section 

5.5.1.5 

Full details 
in sections 
5.5.1.2 and 

5.5.1.4 

 

Full details in 
section 5.5.2.2 

Farm/ 

business 
manager 

Same as above. 

 

Same as 
above. 

 

Same as above. 

 

Same as 
above. 

Same as 
above. 

Same as 
above. 

Same as 
above. 

Young 
Farmer 

Same as above 
(plus appendix 

6). 

Same as above 
(plus appendix 

6). 

Same as above                  
(plus appendix 

6). 

Same as 
above 
(plus 

appendix 
6). 

Same as 
above 
(plus 

appendix 
6). 

Same as 
above 
(plus 

appendix 
6). 

Same as 
above (plus 
appendix 6). 
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Table V.vii. Reporting the group Dynamic in the Participatory Workshop  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case Study/ 

Participatory 
Workshop 

Punctuality of 
participants 

Did they stay 
until the end? 

Points of friction/conflicts 
of interest between 

participants 

Interest in the discussion and 
evaluation of the events 

 (1-5) 

Producers 
Mostly yes, with 
few exceptions.  

All those that 
attended stayed 

until the end 
(some even 

longer, 
discussing).  

Some points of friction 
arose. However, such 

friction was not especially 
related to any specific 

group or groups of 
participants, and more to 

individual participants. 

All participants rated the event between 
4 and 5 points, and provided with 

numerous suggestions for improving 
future events and interactions (feedback 

notes were recorded, including these 
responses). 

Public Sector 

Mostly dropped 
out last-minute 

(especially those 
at the National 

Level) 

Same as above. 

 

 

Same as above. 

 

 

Same as above. 

Academia Yes Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. 

Private 
Sector 

Yes 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. 

Third Sector Yes Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. 
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Table V.viii. Reporting the contents and results in the Participatory Workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study/ 

Participatory 
Workshop 

Points of 
agreement with 
the CSP report 

key points 

Any new 
conditions and 

strategies 
identified 

Key points raised 
in relation to 

novel strategies 
(including vertical 
coordination and 

horizontal 
cooperation) 

 

Key issues raised in 
relation to CAP & 

Policies 

Key issues 
raised in 
relation 
future 

scenarios and 
pathways 
forward 

Producers 
Full details in 

section 5.5.3.1 
Full details in 

section 5.5.3.1 
Full details in 

section 5.5.3.1 
Full details in section 

5.5.3.2 
Full details in 

section 5.5.3.3 

Public Sector 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 

Academia 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 

Private Sector 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 

Third Sector 
Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as 

above. 
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APPENDIX 6. Further interaction with stakeholders via FG, further 
interviews and lessons learnt 
 In alignment with SUFISA objectives and preliminary findings in the Portuguese case studies, during 
summer 2017, we also developed a shorter study for DG-AGRI, under which we implemented a series 
of interviews and one FG with Young Farmers in the region of Alentejo. Under this study, we developed 
the following conslusions, which are of direct relevance for our project: 

The key findings resulting from the Focus Group were: 

– Public agents know not enough about the YF situation and trajectories; The ones participating 
admitted that many questions relating YF and YF supports are only unravelled to them through 
these kinds of meetings and are thus miss-considered in policy-making. 

– The current YF installation support schemes and funds are insufficient to cover start-up costs. 

– Difficult access to land for YF with no previous linkages (e.g. family) to agriculture and 
inadequate financial credit options, were the two aspects mostly identified as the biggest 
barriers for YF to set up an agricultural holding. 

– In relation to the previous point, a key factor for the success of YF seemed to be the existence 
of a family farming background, which often serves as a support structure. 

– The current RDP is too complex and is underpinned by an unfair evaluation system (based on a 
pre-established point system) and with little link to specific conditions/realities in which YF 
operate. 

– The complicated bureaucratic process linked to the applications for RDP supports lead many YF 
to refrain from applying. 

– It is highly problematic that many YF projects are running with positive results, thus being viable 
and evaluated as positive in their application for the RDP support measures, but their 
applications are not approved due to lack of funds of the RDP program. 

In addition to the former, additional discussions were also held with producers from the super-
intensive olive oil sector that could have fitted into the New Entrants category. These additional 
discussions (which were held outwith the context of the afore-mentioned YF project) are intesting in 
the sense that they provide with a counter-image of New Entrants in the region as a uniform cluster of 
farmers with difficulties in accessing financial and polictical support for their entreprise. In the case of 
New Entrants of super-intensive production systems in olive oil, New Entrants (most of which are 
outsiders to the region) count with sufficient assets and support to make their entreprise viable and 
financially sustainable from the start.  

These other farmers consulted talked about the c urrent trend towards further intensification (now 
reaching 1600 Olive Trees/hectare), and with lower timescales since kick-off for reaching the first 
profitable margins (8 years). However, targets are ambitious for these producers, who are seeking to 
reach 1500-200 Kg of Olive Oil/Hectare, meaning 1000 Kg of olives.  
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According to these producers (in lign with their discussion in their own FG) sustainability is increased 
in super-intensive systems. This is indeed controversial, but they sustained that sustainability should 
be masures per kg of commodity produced, and not per Surface occupied, as until now.  

In terms of varieties of olives, there are 400 worldwide (all of which are stores at the germoplasm of 
the University of Córdoba, in Spain), but only 3-4 varieties dominate super-intensive systems 
(Arbequina, Arbosana, Koreneki, and other recent ones). However, this does not represent a problem 
in their view. This is indeed in contrast with the National and Regional goals to saveguard the wide 
diversity of local and regional varieties.  
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APPENDIX 7. Questions and statistics of responses to the surveys 
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SYNTHESIS OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES ON INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
(BEEF-MONTADO)-Tables VII-i. 
 
 
SECTION A. Generic Characteristics. 
 
 
QA.1) Firstly, can you confirm that ["beef animals and meat production"] was part of your 
agricultural business during the last financial year? 
 
 

Yes 100 % 

No 0 % 

 
  QA.1.1. Are animals held on a Montado system?  
 
 

Yes 90.3 % 

No 9. % 

 
QA.1.2. If so, what is the 
 
 
% of holm oaks  

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

45 100 0 35 

 
 
 
% of cork oaks  
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

20 100 0 65 
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QA.2) What is the legal status of your holding? Select an option. 
 

Independent/Individual 
 

30.56 % 

Family Farm 13.89 % 
Private Company 45.83 % 
Public Company 0 % 
Public-Private Partnership 0 % 
Cooperative 0 % 
Other 9.72 % 
Unknown 0 % 

 
 
 
QA.3) What is the total area of the holding? (Include leased and own land) 
 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

573 
Hectares 

2500 
Hectares 

9 
Hectares 

358 
Hactares. 

 
 
 
QA.4) What is the area occupied for ["beef production"]? (For the total area of the holding, 
including land used for fodder) 
 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

500 
Hectares 

2300 
Hectares 

9 
Hectares 

323 
Hectares 

 
QA.5) What is the number of (beef) animals? 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

345 
animals 

1117 
animals 

16 
animals 

257 
animals 

QA.5.1.) How is shepherding managed? 
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Continuous 23 % 
Rotational 68 % 
Diffuse 5 % 
Other 6 % 

 
 
QA.6) Please indicate the method of beef production and its percentage: 
 

Certified Organic 13 % 
Certified Integrated 66 % 
Conventional 31 % 

 
 
QA.6.1) What other certifications have you obtained?: 
 

Protected Denomination of Origin (DOP)  46 % 
Protected Geographic Indication (IGP) 28 % 
Traditional Guaranteed Espacialty (ETG) 13 % 
Any other 0 % 
None 54 % 

 
 
 
SECCTION B: Sales Channels 
 
QB.1) Indicate the quantity of meet and beef in the last financial year of the company 
 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

345 
animals 

1117 
animals 

16 
animals 

257 
animals 

 
QB.2) What percentage of the it did you sell? This excludes products stored or used for own 
consumption. 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

65 % 100 % 0 % 75 % 
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To whom was their production sold over the last financial year of the company? (QB3 to 
QB16). 
 

CO
LL

EC
TI

VE
 

QB.3 Cooperative 0 % of farmers 
QB.4 Producers´Organisations (OP) 16.7 % of farmers 

QB.5 Inter-Professional Organisations (OI´s) 3 % of farmers 

QB.6 Producers´Association (AP) 38.89 % of farmers 

QB.7 Others 5.56 % of farmers 

QB.8 Total Collective  45.83 % of farmers 

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L 

QB.9 Local markets or Final Comsummers 
 

12.5  % of farmers 
   

QB.10 Small Shops or Restaurants 0 % of farmers 

QB.11 Processors/Agri-Food Industries 1.39 % of farmers 

QB.12 Supermarket Chains (Big Retailers) 22.22 % of farmers 

QB.13 Traders 23.61 % of farmers 

QB.14 Exporters 13.89 % of farmers 

QB.15 Others 30.56 % of farmers 

QB.16 Total individual  80.56 % of farmers 

 
What was your number of customers: 
 

1 customer  32 % 

2 customers 53 % 

3 or more 
customers 

15 % 

 
QB.17) Are you a member of a cooperative? 
 

Yes 16.67 % 

No 83.33 % 

 
 
 
 
 
 
What kind of services does the cooperative provide you with in the sale of your products? 
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The cooperative (QB18 to QB22): 
 

  Yes 
QB.18  Buys my products  0 % 
QB.19  Arranges contacts with final buyers 1.34 % 
QB.20  Negotiates Pricers with final buyers 0 % 
QB.21  Supports arrangements with final buyers 0 % 
QB.22  Others 2.78 % 

 
 
QB.23) Are you a member of a Producer Organization? 
 
 

Yes 23.61 % 

No 76.39 % 

 
What kind of services does the Producers Organization provide you with in the sale of your 
products? 
The producer organization (QB24 to QB28): 
 

  Yes 
QB.24  Buys my products  12.5 % 
QB.25  Arranges contacts with final buyers 13.89 % 
QB.26  Negotiates Pricers with final buyers 16.67 % 
QB.27  Supports arrangements with final buyers 11.11 % 
QB.28  Others 12.5 % 

 
QB.29) Are you a member of a Producer Association? 
 

Yes 94.45 % 

No 5.55 % 

 
What kind of services does the Producer Association provide you with on the sale of your 
products? (QB30 to QB34) 
 

  Yes 
QB.30  Buys my products  27.78 % 
QB.31  Arranges contacts with final buyers 45.83 % 
QB.32  Negotiates Pricers with final buyers 29.17 % 
QB.33  Supports arrangements with final buyers 20.83 % 
QB.34  Others 29.17 % 
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SECTION C. Characteristics of the sales agreements 
 
 
QC.1) With reference to your sales of beef and meat, you can confirm that: 
 

You sell your produce to a collective 
organisation 

46 % 

You sell your produce to an individual 81 % 

 
 
QC.2) What type of agreement do you have for these sales? Select one of the following: 
 

A formal or legal contract during the production phase  11.5 % 
A formal or legal contract at the moment of the sale 8.9 % 
An informal or written agreement during the phase of production 8.9 % 
An informal or written agreement at the moment of the sale 41.6 % 
Rules/Conditions of a collective association 23 % 
Others 2.6 % 
Not Applicable 0.9 % 
Does not know 0 % 

 
QC.3) What is the duration of these sales agreements/ membership contracts in a collective 
organization? Select one of the following: 
 

Just for this sale  54.2 % 
Less then 3 Months 0.9 % 
3 to 6 Months 5.9 % 
7 Months to 1 year 13.3 % 
1 to 2 Years 0 % 
2 to 5 Years 0 % 
More than 5 Years   16 % 

 
What are the characteristics of these sales agreements/membership agreements in a 
collective organization? (ie the characteristics of the contracts, or the rules of membership of 
a collective organization, or informal agreements) (QC4 to QC14) 

  Yes 
QC.4 Exclusivity  16.67 % 
QC.5 Penalties 15 % 
QC.6 Safety agreements 15 % 

QC.7 Price Premiums 18.33 % 
QC.8 Interests if delayed 4.16 % 
QC.9 They supply with services such as collection, 

storage, etc,, 
34.16 % 

QC.10 They supply with support or technical assissttance 19.66 % 
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QC.11 They supply with credit assisstance 4.66 % 
QC.12 They supply with actives or special machinery 5.83 % 
QC.13 There exists na automated renewal mechanism 10.83 % 
QC.14 Any others 8.33 % 

 
QC.15) What price did you receive in these sales agreements? Provide an average price per 
unit (eg €/Ton, € / Kg) for the company's last financial year. 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

3.2 E/Kg 4.38 E/Kg 2.16 E/Kg 0.75 E/Kg 

 
 
QC.16) What percentage of the above sales price represents the cost of production? 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

65 100 0 23 

 
On what basis is the sale price of beef determined by the agreements? (QC17 to QC23) 
 

  Yes 
QC.17 Price based on Production Costs 12.5 % 
QC.18 Price based on quantity delivered 7.5 % 
QC.19 Price based on Quality Delivered 52.5 % 
QC.20 Price based on Market Price 75.8 % 
QC.21 Price based on company shares 12.5 % 
QC.22 Price fixed at the start of contract 12.5% 
QC.23 Others 8.33 % 

 
 
Acording to these rules of these sales agreements/membership agreements in a collective 
organization, when is it paid? Select an option (QC24 to QC29) 
 

  Yes 
QC.24 Before delivery         5.83 % 

QC.25 At the moment of delivery 28.33% 
QC.26 After delivery 46.67 % 
QC.27 A percentage at the moment and the 

rest afterwords  
0.83 % 

QC.28 Regularly 1.67 % 
QC.29 Others 3.33 % 

In this sales contract, which of the following costs does it incur? (QC 30 to QC35) 
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  Yes 

QC.30 Association/Partnership Fees          61.67 %  
QC.31 Storage, Transpoert, etc  50.83 % 
QC.32 Marketing costs 14.17 % 
QC.33 Commission on sales 24.17 % 
QC.34 Quality test costs 13.33 % 
QC.35 Others 10 % 

 
 
Does the buyer/collective organization require specific production/quality standards 
/standards that it has to meet? (QC 36 to QC42) 
 

  Yes 
QC.36 Quality standards 

 
    47.5 % 

QC.37 Health & Safety Standards 67.5 % 
QC.38 Natural resources and cobservation standards 33.33% 
QC.39 Animal well-fare regulations 75.83% 
QC.40 Climate change regulations and standards 9.17 % 
QC.41 GMO standards and requirements 20.83 % 
QC.42 Others 10.83 % 

 
QC.43) On a scale of 1 to 5, how satisfied are you with these sales agreements? 
 

Totally Insatisfied 3.33 % 
Slightly Insatisfied 2.5 % 
Not Satisfied nor Insatisfied 28.33 % 
Slightly Satisfied 36.33% 
Totally Satisfied 24.17 % 
Does not know 5.33 % 
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On a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) how much do you agree with the 
following statements regarding your satisfaction with your sales contracts? (QC44 to QC51) 
 

  Totally or 
partially 

agree 
QC.44 I have no alternative options to sell my products  24.17 % 

QC.45 This agreement supplies with better prices than 
alternatives 

36.67 % 

QC.46 This agreement supplies with more stable prices 
than alternatives 

59.17 % 

QC.47 This agreement allows more leverage to negotiate 
prices 

50 % 

QC.48 There are delays on payments 6.67 % 

QC.49 The costs associated are too high 17.5 % 

QC.50 The quality standadards are too restrictive 19.17 % 

QC.51 Others 1.67 % 
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SUBSECTION C1. Sustainability 
 
Please assign a score of 1 (completely at odds) to 5 (strongly agree) regarding the potential 
impact on sustainability of the sales agreements/membership agreements in a collective 
organization. 
 
The production choices you made in relation to your main sales agreements/membership 
agreements in a collective organization helped you (QC 1.1 to QC 1.12): 
 

  

 

To
ta

lly
 o

r 
pa

rt
ia

lly
 a

gr
ee

 

En
vi

ro
nm

en
t 

QC1.1 Protect biodiversity  
65.83 % 

QC1.2 Support animal well-fare 81.67 % 

QC1.3 Protect water quality 63.33 % 

QC1.4 Protect soil quality 60.83 % 

So
ci

et
y 

QC1.5 Create good relations with buyers and 
suppliers 

53.33 % 

QC1.6 Connect with other farmers 71.67 % 

QC1.7 Reach social acknowledgement 62.5 % 
QC1.8 Protect a successor 55 % 

Ec
on

om
y 

QC1.9 Maintain profitability 85.83 % 

QC1.10 Invest in the business 70.83 % 

QC1.11 Sell product on tougher moments or when 
pricers are lower 

54.17 % 

QC1.12 Deal with volatility of market conditions 80.83 % 
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SECTION D. Drivers and strategies for agriculture. 

 
 
To what extent can the following factors influence their decisions regarding their production 
strategies and agricultural strategies for ["olive production"]? Please assign a score from 1 
(not influenced) to 5 (heavily influenced) (QD 1 to QD9) 
 

 

 

To
ta

lly
 o

r 
Pa

rt
ia

lly
 

Ag
re

e 

QD.1 Adverse climatic conditions or pests and diseases 
 

94. 44 %
  

QD.2 Annual volatity of input prices 
 

68.06 % 

QD.3 Rapid decrease of market prices 
 

45.83 % 

QD.4 Changes in consumers preferences and behaviour 
 

41.67 % 

QD.5 Access to loans for capital investments 
 

27.78 % 

QD.6 Access to credit for inputs and others 
 

16.67 % 

QD.7 Changes in Agricultural regulations 
 

47.22 % 

QD.8 Changes in CAP 
 

77.78 % 

QD.9 Others 
_______________________________ 

0 % 

 
 
QD.10) What are your strategies for the development of beef production in the context of 
your agricultural enterprise in the next 5 years? Select an option. 
 

I plan to maintain the scales of 
operations 

50 % 

I plan to expand the scale of 
operations 

37.5% 

I plan to decrease the scale of 
operations 

5.56 % 

I plan to abandon farming activities 2.78 % 
I do not know 0 % 
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For the above strategies, what changes do you plan to implement in your agricultural business 
of beef animals and meat production in the next 5 years? 
 
Changes related to the production: (QD11 to QD16) 
 

  Yes 
QD.11 I plan to invest in more infrastructures 

 
       56.94 %  

QD.12 I plan to externalize part of our activities 
 

41. 67 % 

QD.13 I plan to specialize our production 
 

48.61% 

QD.14 I plan to insure against livestock/crop losses 
 

59.72 % 

QD.15 I have no specific plans 
 

8.33% 

QD.16 Others 
_________________________________ 

12.5 % 

 
 
Changes related to the market: (QD17 to QD23) 
 

  Yes 
QD.17 I plan to diversity in new products 

 
47.22 %  
  

  
QD.18 I plan to insure against price volatility 66.67 % 
QD.19 I plan to develop new partnerships 62.5 % 
QD.20 I plan to develop new sales channels  69.44 % 
QD.21 I plan to add value to my products 52.78 % 
QD.22 I do not have any specific plans 5.56 % 
QD.23 Others 

_________________________________ 
5.56 % 

 
QD.24) What is your current expectation for the succession of your holding? 
 

I have no expectations at the moment 9.72 % 
 

I expect a member of the family to take over 31.94 % 
I expect to sell the farm/business 0 % 
I expect to give up rental 0 % 
Others 36.11 % 
I do not know 18.06 % 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 
 
QD.25 What PAC grants receive: 
 

Direct payments 100 % 
Other Pillar I Payments 33 % 
Agro-Environmental Schemes (AES)   67 % 
Others 12.5 % 
I do not Know 23 % 

 
 
QD.26 What is the approximate proportion of these payments in relation to the net 
agricultural income * (VAL) TOTAL? ....% 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

62.75 100 35  24 

 
 
QD.27 Would you be interested in participating in a results-based agri-environmental 
measure (payments for conservation results obtained after a predefined period and according 
to predefined objectives, as opposed to payments for practices, such as ongoing agri-
environmental measures)? 
 

Yes 12.5 % 
No 5.75 % 
Yes, but only if implementation payment is also 
secured 

47.25 % 

Others 0 % 
I do not know 35 % 

 
QD.28 Do you receive any technical support? 
 

Yes 95 % 
No 5 % 
Others 0 % 
I do not know 0 % 
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QD.29 If the answer to QD28 is yes, 
 
From who? 
 

Extension Services (Public) 0 % 
Services delivered by an association 65 % 
Private consultants 45 % 
Others 33 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
How often? 
 

Annual 23.5 % 
Temporary 21 % 
More frequent 12.5 % 
I do not know 7.5 % 

 
 
QD.30 Would you be willing to pay for specialized technical support? 
 

Yes 85 % 
No 5% 
I do not know 10 % 

 
QD.31 Do you receive any other support? 
 

Yes 37.5 % 
No 51.5 % 
I do not know 11 % 

 
 
QD.32 If you want to discuss strategy or a new idea for your exploration, with whom do you 
do it? 
 

Family 30.25 % 
Neighbours 12.25 % 
Colleagues/Friends 23.35 % 
Technicians of an Association 17.25 % 
Technical Services/Extension 7.25 % 
No one 2.5 % 
I do not know 7 % 
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QD.33 With whom else do you collaborate? 
 

Family 41.24 % 
Neighbours 62.75 % 
Colleagues/Friends 18.25 % 
Technicians of an Association 45 % 
Technical Services/Extension 3.25 % 
No one 12.5 % 
I do not know 7 % 

 
QD.34 Which is the main objective of this collaboration? 
 

Machinery sharing 3.5 % 
Joint work 78.5 % 
Marketing 15 % 
None % 
I do not know 3 % 

 
 
SECTION E. Characteristics of participants 

 
QE.1) What is your position on the holding? 
 

Owner  5.56 % 
Manager 21.88 % 
Owner and manager 65.28 % 
Tennant 4.17% 
Other 3.11 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
 
QE.2) Which age group do you belong to? 
 

40 or less 18.06% 
41-50 22.22 % 
51-65 38.89 % 
>65 20.83 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
QE.3) Gender: 
 

Male 93.06 % 
Female 6.94 % 
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QE.4) What is your highest level of education? 
 

Primary 9.72% 
Secondary 15.28 % 
Professional 12.5 % 
University 62.5 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
QE.5) Do you have specific training in agriculture (eg degree in an agricultural area, 
agricultural course, etc.)? 

Yes 95 % 
No 5 % 
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SYNTHESIS OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES ON INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
(OLIVE OIL & OLIVES)-Tables VII-ii 
 
 
SECTION A. Generic Characteristics. 
 
 
QA.1) Firstly, can you confirm that ["olives and/or olive oil production"] was part of your 
agricultural business during the last financial year? 
 

Yes 100 % 

No 0 % 

 
 
QA.2) What is the legal status of your holding? Select an option. 
 

Independent/Individual 
 

31.5 % 

Family Farm 27.08 % 
Private Company 23.33 % 
Public Company 0.8 % 
Public-Private Partnership 0 % 
Cooperative 13.13 % 
Other 2.08 % 
Unknown 2.08 % 

 
QA.3) What is the total area of the holding? (Include leased and own land) 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

438.55 
Hectares 

 

2500 
Hectares 

1.5 
Hectares 

431.51 
Hectares 

 
QA.4) What is the area occupied for ["olive production"]? (Regarding the total area of the 
holding) 
 

Mean Max Min Standard Dev. 

149.42 Hectares 

 

1700 Hectares 1 Hectare 161.08 Hectares 
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QA.4.1. What is the number of olive trees per ha? 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

180.25 1975 70 350.34 

 
QA.4.2. What varieties are used?  
 

Galega In 45 % of farms  
Cobrançosa In 26 % of farms 
Cordovil In 8% of farms 
Verdeal In 2.4 % of farms  
Carnezuelo In 0.8 % of farms 
Arbequina In 27 % of farms 
Picual In 13 % of farms 
Others In 17.6 % of farms 
  

QA.4.3. Do you use irrigation in the olive groves? 
 
 

Yes 66.25 % 

No 33.75 % 

 
QA.4.3.1. If yes, how much water 
 

Mean Max Min Standard Dev. 

         550 
m3/year/hectare 

3000 
m3/year/Hectare 

180  
m3/year/Hectare 

535 
m3/year/hectare 

 
 
 
 
QA.4.3.2. Do you use any sensor system for irrigation monitoring? (Adjust the amount of 
water in the soil, adjust the dose and frequency of irrigation, eg watermark) 
 

Yes 28 % 

No 72 % 

 
 
QA.4.3.3. What is the source of the water used for irrigation? 
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Well 38 % 
Groundwater 12 % 
Pond 3 % 
EDIA 41 % 
Other 6 % 

 
QA.5) What is the harvest?:  
 

Mean Max Min Standard Dev. 

96 (tons of olives) 1200 (tons of olives) 1.4 (tons of olives) 235 (tons of olives) 

 
QA.6) Please indicate the ["production"] method and its percentage: 
 

Organic Certified 6.67 % 

Integrated Certified 45.83 % 
Conventional 47.5 % 

 
QA.6.1) Do you have other types of certification? Select: 
 

Protected Denomination of Origin (DOP)  64 % 
Protected Geographic Indication (IGP) 37 % 
Traditional Guaranteed Espacialty (ETG) 0 % 
Any other 0 % 
None 0 % 

 
QA.6.1.) Harvest type of olives: 
 

Manual 27 % 
Mechanical 73 % 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SECTION B: Sales Channels 
QB.1) Indicate the quantity of olives for olive oil produced in the last financial year of the 
company 
 
 

Mean Max Min Standard Dev. 

96 (tons of olives) 1200 (tons of olives) 1.4 (tons of olives) 235 (tons of olives) 
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QB.2) What percentage of the it did you sell? This excludes products stored or used for own 
consumption. 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

85 % 100 % 0 % 64 % 

 
To whom was their production sold over the last financial year of the company? (QB3 to 
QB16). 
 

CO
LL

EC
TI

VE
 

QB.3 Cooperative 60.42 % of farmers 
QB.4 Producers´Organisations (OP) 6.25 % of farmers 

QB.5 Inter-Professional Organisations (OI´s) 2.08% of farmers 

QB.6 Producers´Association (AP) 0 % of farmers 

QB.7 Others 2.08 % of farmers 

QB.8 Total Collective  70.83 % of farmers 

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L 

QB.9 Local markets or Final Comsummers 10.42 % of farmers 

QB.10 Small Shops or Restaurants 8.33 % of farmers 

QB.11 Processors/Agri-Food Industries 2.083 of farmers 

QB.12 Supermarket Chains (Big Retailers) 4.167 % of farmers 

QB.13 Traders 2.08 % of farmers 

QB.14 Exporters 10.42 % of farmers 

QB.15 Others 14.58 % of farmers 

QB.16 Total individual 35.42 % of farmers 

 
 
What was your number of customers: 
 

1 customer 79.17 % 

2 customers 18.75 % 

3 or more 
customers 

2.08 % 
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QB.17) Are you a member of a cooperative? 
 

Yes 72.92 % 

No 27.08 % 

 
What kind of services does the cooperative provide you with in the sale of your products? 
The cooperative (QB18 to QB22): 
 

  Yes 
QB.18  Buys my products  8.33 % 
QB.19  Arranges contacts with final buyers 31.25 % 
QB.20  Negotiates Pricers with final buyers 35.42 % 
QB.21  Supports arrangements with final buyers 37.5 % 
QB.22  Others 35.43 % 

 
 
QB.23) Are you a member of a Producer Organization? 
 
 

Yes 16.67 % 

No 83.33 % 

 
What kind of services does the Producers Organization provide you with in the sale of your 
products? 
The producer organization (QB24 to QB28): 
 

  Yes 
QB.24  Buys my products  6.25 % 

 
 
  

QB.25  Arranges contacts with final buyers 6.25 % 
QB.26  Negotiates Pricers with final buyers 6.25 % 
QB.27  Supports arrangements with final buyers 8.33% 
QB.28  Others 4.17 % 

 
QB.29) Are you a member of a Producer Association? 
 

Yes 10.42 % 

No 89.58 % 
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What kind of services does the Producer Association provide you with on the sale of your 
products? (QB30 to QB34) 
 

  Yes 
QB.30  Buys my products  2.08 % 
QB.31  Arranges contacts with final buyers 0 % 
QB.32  Negotiates Pricers with final buyers 0 % 
QB.33  Supports arrangements with final buyers 4.17 % 
QB.34  Others 8.33 % 

 
 
SECTION C. Characteristics of the sales agreements 
 
 
QC.1) With reference to your sales of olives and olive oil, you can confirm that: 
 

You sell your produce to a collective 
organisation 

70.83 % 

You sell your produce to an individual 35.42 % 

 
QC.2) What type of agreement do you have for these sales? Select one of the following: 
 

A formal or legal contract during the production phase  18.96 % 
A formal or legal contract at the moment of the sale 10.34% 
An informal or written agreement during the phase of production 6.905% 
An informal or written agreement at the moment of the sale 15.52 % 
Rules/Conditions of a collective association 39.66 % 
Others 0 % 
Not Applicable 0 % 
Does not know 3.45 % 
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QC.3) What is the duration of these sales agreements/ membership contracts in a collective 
organization? Select one of the following: 
 

Just for this sale  46.55 % 
Less then 3 Months 1.72 %  
3 to 6 Months 0.00 % 
7 Months to 1 year 8.62 %  
1 to 2 Years 1.72 % 
2 to 5 Years 1.72 % 
More than 5 Years   32.76 % 

 
What are the characteristics of these sales agreements/membership agreements in a 
collective organization? (ie the characteristics of the contracts, or the rules of membership of 
a collective organization, or informal agreements) (QC4 to QC14) 

  Yes 
QC.4 Exclusivity   36.21 % 
QC.5 Penalties        8.62 %  
QC.6 Safety agreements             29.31 % 

QC.7 Price Premiums 39.66 % 
QC.8 Interests if delayed 12.07 % 
QC.9 They supply with services such as collection, 

storage, etc,, 
22.41 % 

QC.10 They supply with support or technical assissttance 27.59 % 
QC.11 They supply with credit assisstance 12.07 % 
QC.12 They supply with actives or special machinery 12.07 % 
QC.13 There exists na automated renewal mechanism 24.14 % 
QC.14 Any others 3.45 % 

 
QC.15) What price did you receive in these sales agreements? Provide an average price per 
unit (eg €/Ton, € / Kg, € / L.) for the company's last financial year. 
 

Mean Max Min Standard Dev. 

434  €/Ton 600  €/Ton 300 €/Ton 187 €/Ton 

 
 
QC.16) What percentage of the above sales price represents the cost of production? 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

65 100 30 58 
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On what basis is the sale price of olives and olive oil determined by the agreements? (QC17 
to QC23) 
 

  Yes 
QC.17 Price based on Production Costs 17.24 % 
QC.18 Price based on quantity delivered 15.52 % 
QC.19 Price based on Quality Delivered 72.41 % 
QC.20 Price based on Market Price 82.76 % 
QC.21 Price based on company shares 10.34 % 
QC.22 Price fixed at the start of contract 6.90 % 
QC.23 Others 10.34 % 

 
 
Acording to these rules of these sales agreements/membership agreements in a collective 
organization, when is it paid? Select an option (QC24 to QC29) 
 

  Yes 
QC.24 Before delivery          3.45 % 

QC.25 At the moment of delivery 15.52 % 
QC.26 After delivery 48.28 % 
QC.27 A percentage at the moment and the 

rest afterwords  
13.79 % 

QC.28 Regularly 0.00 % 
QC.29 Others 10.34  % 

 
In this sales contract, which of the following costs does it incur? (QC 30 to QC35) 
 

  Yes 
QC.30 Association/Partnership Fees  48.28 % 
QC.31 Storage, Transpoert, etc  55.17 % 
QC.32 Marketing costs 15.52 % 
QC.33 Commission on sales 15.52 % 
QC.34 Quality test costs 29.31 % 
QC.35 Others 10.34 % 
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Does the buyer/collective organization require specific production/quality standards 
/standards that it has to meet? (QC 36 to QC42) 
 

  Yes 
QC.36 Quality standards 68.97 % 
QC.37 Health & Safety Standards 79.31 % 
QC.38 Natural resources and cobservation standards 32.76 % 
QC.39 Animal well-fare regulations 0.00 % 
QC.40 Climate change regulations and standards 10.34 % 
QC.41 GMO standards and requirements 10.34% 
QC.42 Others 15.52 % 

 
QC.43) On a scale of 1 to 5, how satisfied are you with these sales agreements? 
 

Totally Insatisfied 3.45 % 
Slightly Insatisfied 0.00 % 
Not Satisfied nor Insatisfied 13.79 % 
Slightly Satisfied 43.10 % 
Totally Satisfied 37.93 % 
Does not know 0.00 % 
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On a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) how much do you agree with the 
following statements regarding your satisfaction with your sales contracts? (QC44 to QC51) 
 

  Totally or 
partially 

agree 
QC.44 I have no alternative options to sell my products  7.54 % 

QC.45 This agreement supplies with better prices than 
alternatives 

19.72 % 

QC.46 This agreement supplies with more stable prices 
than alternatives 

23.78 % 

QC.47 This agreement allows more leverage to negotiate 
prices 

13.34 % 

QC.48 There are delays on payments 2.90 % 

QC.49 The costs associated are too high 2.90 % 

QC.50 The quality standadards are too restrictive 4.64 % 

QC.51 Others 1.16 % 
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SUBSECTION C1. Sustainability 
 
 
Please assign a score of 1 (completely at odds) to 5 (strongly agree) regarding the potential 
impact on sustainability of the sales agreements/membership agreements in a collective 
organization. 
 
The production choices you made in relation to your main sales agreements/membership 
agreements in a collective organization helped you (QC 1.1 to QC 1.12): 
 

   

To
ta

lly
 o

r 
pa

rt
ia

lly
 a

gr
ee

 

En
vi

ro
nm

en
t 

QC1.1 Protect biodiversity 27.26 %
  

QC1.2 Support animal well-fare 4.06 % 

QC1.3 Protect water quality 26.10 % 

QC1.4 Protect soil quality 27.26 % 

So
ci

et
y 

QC1.5 Create good relations with buyers and 
suppliers 

24.94 % 

QC1.6 Connect with other farmers 26.10 % 

QC1.7 Reach social acknowledgement 26.10 % 
QC1.8 Protect a successor 23.20% 

Ec
on

om
y 

QC1.9 Maintain profitability 27.26 % 

QC1.10 Invest in the business 24.94 % 

QC1.11 Sell product on tougher moments or when 
pricers are lower 

16.24 % 

QC1.12 Deal with volatility of market conditions 26.10 % 
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SECTION D. Drivers and strategies for agriculture. 
 
 
To what extent can the following factors influence their decisions regarding their production 
strategies and agricultural strategies for ["olive production"]? Please assign a score from 1 
(not influenced) to 5 (heavily influenced) (QD 1 to QD9) 
 

 

 

To
ta

lly
 o

r 
Pa

rt
ia

lly
 

Ag
re

e 

QD.1 Adverse climatic conditions or pests and diseases 
 

18.72 % 

QD.2 Annual volatity of input prices 
 

13.44 % 

QD.3 Rapid decrease of market prices 
 

10.08 % 

QD.4 Changes in consumers preferences and behaviour 
 

12.96 % 

QD.5 Access to loans for capital investments 
 

6.72 % 

QD.6 Access to credit for inputs and others 
 

0.96 % 

QD.7 Changes in Agricultural regulations 
 

12 % 

QD.8 Changes in CAP 
 

14.4 % 

QD.9 Others 
_______________________________ 

0 % 

 
 
QD.10) What are your strategies for the development of olives and olive oil production in the 
context of your agricultural enterprise in the next 5 years? Select an option. 
 

I plan to maintain the scales of 
operations 33.33 % 
I plan to expand the scale of 
operations 62.50 % 
I plan to decrease the scale of 
operations 0.00 % 
I plan to abandon farming activities 2.08 % 
I do not know 2.08 % 
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For the above strategies, what changes do you plan to implement in your agricultural business 
of beef animals and meat production in the next 5 years? 
 
Changes related to the production: (QD11 to QD16) 
 

  Yes 
QD.11 I plan to invest in more infrastructures 

 
64.58  % 

QD.12 I plan to externalize part of our activities 
 

52.08 % 

QD.13 I plan to specialize our production 
 

56.25 % 

QD.14 I plan to insure against livestock/crop losses 
 

58.33 % 

QD.15 I have no specific plans 
 

8.33 % 

QD.16 Others 
_________________________________ 

6.25 % 

 
 
Changes related to the market: (QD17 to QD23) 
 

  Yes 
QD.17 I plan to diversity in new products 

 
66.67 % 

QD.18 I plan to insure against price volatility 56.25 % 
QD.19 I plan to develop new partnerships 41.67 % 
QD.20 I plan to develop new sales channels  62.50 % 
QD.21 I plan to add value to my products 45.83 % 
QD.22 I do not have any specific plans 6.25 % 
QD.23 Others 

_________________________________ 
0.00 % 

 
QD.24) What is your current expectation for the succession of your holding? 
 

I have no expectations at the moment 6.25 % 
I expect a member of the family to take over 22.92 %  
I expect to sell the farm/business 4.17 % 
I expect to give up rental 0.00 % 
Others 12.50 % 
I do not know 54.17 % 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 
 
QD.25 What PAC grants receive: 
 

Direct payments 48.25 % 
Other Pillar I Payments 23.57 % 
Agro-Environmental Schemes (AES)   33.25 % 
Others 16.34 % 
I do not Know 1.14 % 

 
 
QD.26 What is the approximate proportion of these payments in relation to the net 
agricultural income * (VAL) TOTAL? ....% 
 

Mean Max Min Standard 
Dev. 

17.5 % 45 % 0 % 23.5 % 

 
 
QD.27 Would you be interested in participating in a results-based agri-environmental 
measure (payments for conservation results obtained after a predefined period and according 
to predefined objectives, as opposed to payments for practices, such as ongoing agri-
environmental measures)? 
 

Yes 5.25 % 
No 48.75 % 
Yes, but only if implementation payment is also 
secured 

28.75 % 

Others % 
I do not know 18 % 

 
QD.28 Do you receive any technical support? 
 

Yes 87.25 % 
No 12.25 % 
Others 0 % 
I do not know 0 % 
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QD.29 If the answer to QD28 is yes, 
 
From who? 
 

Extension Services (Public) 0 % 
Services delivered by an association 75 % 
Private consultants 23.5 % 
Others 0 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
How often? 
 

Annual 22 % 
Temporary 8. 5 % 
More frequent 67.5 % 
I do not know 12 % 

 
 
QD.30 Would you be willing to pay for specialized technical support? 
 

Yes 76 % 
No 21 % 
I do not know 3 % 

 
QD.31 Do you receive any other support? 
 

Yes 85 % 
No 13 % 
I do not know 2 % 

 
 
QD.32 If you want to discuss strategy or a new idea for your exploration, with whom do you 
do it? 
 

Family 34 % 
Neighbours 4 % 
Colleagues/Friends 12 % 
Technicians of an Association 86 % 
Technical Services/Extension 4 % 
No one 9 % 
I do not know 3 % 
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QD.33 With whom else do you collaborate? 
 

Family 26 % 
Neighbours 6 % 
Colleagues/Friends 7 % 
Technicians of an Association 89 % 
Technical Services/Extension 2 % 
No one 0 % 
I do not know 3 % 

 
QD.34 Which is the main objective of this collaboration? 
 

Machinery sharing 16.5 % 
Joint work 8.75 % 
Marketing 68.5 % 
None 3 % 
I do not know 1.25 % 

 
 
SECTION E. Characteristics of participants 

 
QE.1) What is your position on the holding? 
 

Owner  16.67 % 
Manager 18.75 % 
Owner and manager 60.42 % 
Tennant 2.08 % 
Other 2.08 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
 
QE.2) Which age group do you belong to? 
 

40 or less 20.79 % 
41-50 28.08 % 
51-65 29.50 % 
>65 20.83 % 
I do not know 0 % 

 
QE.3) Gender: 
 

Male 87.5 % 
Female 12.5 % 
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QE.4) What is your highest level of education? 
 

Primary 10.42 % 
Secondary 18.75 % 
Professional 27.08 % 
University 43.75 % 
I do not know 0 

 
QE.5) Do you have specific training in agriculture (eg degree in an agricultural area, 
agricultural course, etc.)? 

Yes 79.17 % 
No 20.83 % 
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APPENDIX 8: Synthesis of (key) findings in the CSP Inventory records  
Beef production in Montado-(Table VIII-i) 

Issue Conditions Notes on conditions Strategies Notes on Strategies Indicators 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preferences of 
national and regional 

consumers and 
related financial 

limitations driven by 
their relatively low 

purchase power. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Demand. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A generic lack of 
appreciation for local 

and higher-quality 
produce is detected 

among the public due to 
the definitive influence 

of lower prices for 
foreign competitive 
produce. This was 

rendered even lower by 
the decrease of 

purchase capacity in the 
country following the hit 

that Portugal suffered 
from the Economic crisis 

after 2008. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Support for 
territorial and 

regional 
development/inte

gration. 

Campaigns of support for local 
produce through assisstance to 
producers and associations and 
others have been put in place at 
both the regional and national 

level to help raise awareness and 
provide guidance with improving 

sales of protected and 
endogeneous breeds of cattle 
(Alentejana, Mertolenga) with 

lower productivity rates but higehr 
quality of the final produce. 

2. Added value, 
3. Greater 

profitability, 4. 
Improved access 

to markets, 7. 
Improved 

information and 
communication. 

 
 

Market 
orientation (e.g. 
developing new 

markets, 
differentiation, 
standards and 
certification, 

adding value). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Several marketing and (policy 
supported) disseminationn 

campaigns for increasing demand 
and consumption of regional 

higher-quality produce have been 
put in place to increase 

competitiveness by increasing local 
and regional demand and 

appreciation. 
 
 
 
 

2. Added value, 
3. Greater 

profitability, 4. 
Improved access 

to markets, 6. 
Enhanced farm / 

business 
resilience. 
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Strong dependence 
on CAP policies to be 
able to survive under 
current management 

options 

 
 
 
 
 

Regulation and 
policy. 

There is a strong 
dependence of farmers 

on CAP subsidies to 
survive, at times having 
been reported that as 
much as 100 % of the 

net income of the farm 
come directly from CAP 
funds. Indeed, both all 
farmers interviewd and 
policy makers and other 
actors indicate that all 

farms in this sector and 
region would be 

incapable to survive 
without public funding. 

 
 
 
 

Market 
orientation (e.g. 
developing new 

markets, 
differentiation, 
standards and 
certification, 

adding value). 

More innovative market-oriented 
strategies are being pursued by 

many farmers operating in 
Montado, despite of which a lack 

of public support and guidance 
(i.e. extension services), along with 

the traditional and conservative 
overall mentality of many farmers 

are both hampering more 
innovative and creative market-

oriented possibilities to arise. 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Greater 
profitability, 5. 

Greater financial 
stability. 

 
 
 
 
 

Lack of capacity and 
tradition to compete 

beyond local and 
regional markets 

(national and 
international). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Demand. 

 
 

The high standard of 
quality of beef produced 
in the Montado regional 

system (as 
acknowledged e.g. 

through the Mertolenga 
and Alentejana PODs) is 

not yet matched by 
their market recognition 
and capacity to compete 

in National and 
International arenas. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Subsidies and 
grants. 

 
 
 

The public sector has invested 
lately in responding to the lower 
international competitiveness in 

the sector by investing in new 
transport infrastructures (e.g. new 
harbour and port in Sines, on the 

coastal area of Alentejo) to 
facilitate export beyong the 

traditional market scales. 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Greater 
profitability, 4. 

Improved access 
to markets, 
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The high standard of 

quality of beef produced 
in the Montado regional 

system is not yet 
matched by their market 
recognition and capacity 

to compete in 
International arenas. 

 
Market 

orientation (e.g. 
developing new 

markets, 
differentiation, 
standards and 
certification, 

adding value). 

 
Farmers (with support from 

associations and organizations of 
producers) are currently 

specializing their production to 
gain added value, expanding 

access to previously unexplored 
(e.g. Brazil, N Anfrica, E Europe) 

and quality-oriented (e.g. gourmet, 
organic) markets. 

2. Added value, 
4. Improved 

access to 
markets, 6. 

Enhanced farm / 
business 

resilience, 9. 
Social benefits, 

10. 
Environmental 

benefits. 
 
 
 
 

 
The system is 

acknowledged to 
bear many 

environmental and 
social values and 

potentialities that 
are yet financially 
undervalued and 
underprofitted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ecological / 

environmental. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Montado extensive 

and silvo-pastoral 
system on which beef 

production in the 
Alentejo is grounded is 

widely acknowledged as 
a HNV farming system 

with enormous potential 
to provide with a wide 
variety of ecosystem 

services and social 
values to society. 

Despite of this, these 
values are not 

underpinned by 
polictical, financial or 

social support that 
wllow the system to 

become sustainable in 
the future. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Deliberate focus 

on environmental 
issues. 

 
 

 
The many values (mainly social and 

environmental, rather than 
economic) and relevance of the 
sector for regional development 

are actually explicitly recognized in 
the main regional development 

policies (e.g. PROTA 2010, 
Operational Programme for 

Alentejo, 2014-2020 & Regional 
Strategy for the Smart 

Specialisation of the Alentejo 
region, 2014). In contrast, 

implementation measures (e.g. 
Payment for Ecosystem Services 

Schemes) could be overly 
increased. 

 
 
 

 
 
2. Added value, 

3. Greater 
profitability, 4. 

Improved access 
to markets, 9. 

Social benefits, 
10. 

Environmental 
benefits, 
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Lack of policy tools 
adequate for 

complex (multi-
functional) 

production systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ecological/ 
Environmental. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Management-oriented 
regulations exist that 

protect single elements 
(e.g. native tree species, 
such as Holm and Cork 

Oaks) of the wider silvo-
pastoral system, but not 
the system as a whole. 

This is despite some 
strategic and planning 

instruments having been 
approved to secure the 

consideration of the 
Montado as as strategic 

asset for the region. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extensification, 
downsizing or 
abandonment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For some farmers below the 
minumum threshold for 

profitability, and lacking capacity 
to invest, the only option is to sell 

their farm, which is currently 
leading to a strong process of 

property concentration and farm 
size growth. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Enhanced 
farm / business 

resilience, 
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Lack of policy tools 
adequate for 

complex (multi-
functional) 

production systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Regulation and 
policy. 

Regulations exist that 
protect single elements 
(e.g. native tree species) 

of the wider silvo-
pastoral system, but not 
the system as a whole. 
This is in contrast with 

the neighbouring case of 
Spanish Extremadura, 

where the similar 
Dehesa system has been 

protected as a whole 
since 1986. 

 
 
 

Intensification, 
specialisation, 

upscaling, 
changing crop 

focus. 

 
 
 
 

In response to tough support for 
multi-functionality, some farmers 

are responding with intensification 
and specialisation towards mono-
cultures, which itself erases the 
many environmental, social and 

landscape-related qualities of the 
Montado system. 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Greater 
profitability, 5. 

Greater financial 
stability, 6. 

Enhanced farm / 
business 

resilience. 

Management-oriented 
regulations exist that 

protect single elements 
(e.g. native tree species) 

of the silvo-pastoral 
system, but not the 

system as a whole, thus 
neglecting the multi-

functional nature of the 
system, which is already 
considered as a strategic 

asset for the regional 
sustainability and 

resilience (through 
strategic planning 

instruments with yet 
little management 

applications at the farm 
level). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Deliberate focus 
on social issues. 

 
 
 
 
 

Strategies are complex to 
implement and are currently 
resulting in a wide array of 

possibilities for multi-functionality 
and its consequent resilience that 

need to be implemented by 
farmers despite of lack of policy 

support. 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Added value, 
9. Social 

benefits, 10. 
Environmental 

benefits. 
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Difficulty of access to 
business by young 
farmers and new 

entrants. 

 
 

Socio-
demographic 

 
Entrance to new comers 

is extremely difficult, 
and strongly limited by 

its volatility and 
consequent high risk 

and low access to credit. 
 

 
 
 

Subsidies and 
grants. 

 
 

Novel policies and related funding 
schemes are being introduced that 
are directly aimed at tackling these 
issues, although their effectiveness 

is yet to be proven. 

 
 

6. Enhanced 
farm / business 

resilience, 9. 
Social benefits. 
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Olive oil production in intensive and extensive/traditional Systems (Central and Southern Alentejo)- (Table VIII-ii). 
Issue Conditions Notes on conditions Strategies Notes on Strategies Indicators 

 
 
 

Lack of capacity 
of smaller and 

traditional 
producers in 

marginal areas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Factor access 
(land, labour, 

finance). 
 
 
 

Many (even most) of the producers in 
most marginal and poorer-productivity 
areas, which are also out of scope for 

acces to irrigation (and thus, to 
intensification) lack the capacity to 

cover costs and produce olive oil from 
their own olive crops, even if their 
produce is intended only for self-

consumption, which is frequently the 
case. 

 
Collective 

arrangements (e.g. 
cooperatives, 

producer 
organisations, 
partnerships, 

horizontal 
cooperation, 

vertical 
integration). 

Small cooperatives exist in every 
village, where smaller producers 
can join forces to transform their 
olives, in many casesn obtaining 

only the olive oil they demand for 
family self-consumption. Some 

examples exist (e.g. Moura e 
Barrancos, in the border with 
Spain) where these local and 

smaller cooperatives have become 
large enough to be competitive in 

the regional and even 
international scene, although for 

most cases this is not truth. 

 
 

6. Enhanced 
farm / business 

resilience, 8. 
Strengthened 
negotiation 

power, 9. Social 
benefits. 

 
 
 
 

Shortage of R & 
D in the region 

to support 
innovation in the 

sector. 

The recent boom of olive groves and 
olive oil production expansion in the 

region has been too rapid to allow the 
surge in na equal rate of R & D 

activities and institutions that could 
underpin the sustainable 

transformation of the system. This has 
been accompanied by the occurrence 

of the crisis, which resulted in the 
decline of public funding for R & D (a 
fact that is already being started to 

resolve). 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Technological 
innovation. 

 
Bigger producers with capacity to 
fund their own R & D activities are 
carrying out their own R & D, thus 

improving technological 
innovation and, consequantly, 

agro-industrial competitiveness is 
ways that are independent from 
public funding. This is especially 

the case for larger industrial 
groups, which currently act in a 

pseudo-oligopolion of the market. 

 
 

1. Increased 
productivity, 2. 
Added value, 6. 

Enhanced farm / 
business 

resilience. 
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Lack of 
specialized 

professionals at 
the local and 

regional level. 

 
 
 
 

Socio-
demographic. 

The already mentioned recent boom of 
olive oil and olive grove expansion, 
especially in its intensive and super-

intensive forms, has not allowed 
sufficient time for local populations to 
adapt to the technical requirements of 

the new plantations and processing 
infrastructures and tasks. This has been 

worsened by the weaknesses of 
extension and training services, which 

had been lately privatised, thus no 
longer serving the local populations 

directly. 

 
 
 
 

Contractualisation 
 (e.g. short-, long-

term contracts, 
hedging)- 

 
 

Many of the technical services are 
being externalised out of the 
region. This is clearly the case 

with marketing and 
commercialisation, where much is 

being brought from Italy, and 
technical services, where both the 

Lisbon Metropolitan area and 
Spain are the main providers of 

services. 

 
 
 
 
 

6. Enhanced 
farm / business 

resilience. 

 
 

 
 

Insufficient 
protection is 
detected for 

local varieties 
and traditional 

breeds. 

 
 
 
 
 

Regulation and 
policy 

 
 

Although the Alentejo has more 
varieties and breed diversity of olive 
groves that any other neighbouring 
regions, the acknowledgement and 
protection for such breeds is clearly 

insufficient. Current diversity had been 
secured by the longer than usual 

perpetuation of traditional production 
systems in the region. This is however 
now menaced by the rapid process of 

intensification and related 
monoculture. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Support for 
territorial and 

regional 
development/integ

ration. 

 
 
 

Diversification and territorial 
integration are encouraged 
through public agencies and 

strategic planning for the region. 
However, this is yet in the early 
stages, and research institutions 
and experts are being seeked to 

help realize more concrete 
strategies and actions that are 
applicable and effective in the 

mid-longer term. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

1. Increased 
productivity, 2. 
Added value, 4. 

Improved access 
to markets, 10. 
Environmental 

benefits. 
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Lack of tradition 
in commercial 
strategies has 
failed yet to 
produce a 
regional 

trademark. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Market access 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The recent boom in production of 
olives and olive oils in the area has not 
been accompanied by a clear support 
and creation of a regional trademark 

that effectively underpins the creation 
of its own image and distinctiveness at 

the worls market scene. This may be 
partly due to the lack of social and 

political consciousness, the weight of 
exogeneous capital and interest and 

lack of support. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Market orientation 
(e.g. developing 

new markets, 
differentiation, 
standards and 
certification, 

adding value). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

At the moment, the regional 
government is starting to support 

the creation of a unique 
image/trade-mark for the region´s 
olive oil produce through regional 
agencies for rural developmemnt. 
However, this is still insufficiently 
strong, and lacks na underpinning 
political strategy, such as that is 
neighbouring Andalucía (Spain). 

Also, social views are 
scatteredand yet insufficiently 

aligned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Improved 
access to 
markets. 
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Intensification is 
bringing out 

environmental 
challenges that 
were previously 

much less 
relevant in the 

region and 
sector. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ecological / 
environmental 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The impact of intensification has 

become clear from the kick-off of the 
whole process, a decade ago. Despite 

of this, polictical support for this 
change has continued. Farmers 

undergoing this process have had to 
cope with environmental impacts on 

waters, soils, biodiversity and 
landscape character, some of which are 

deep and rapid, even becoming 
expensive and tough to mitigate. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Market orientation 
(e.g. developing 

new markets, 
differentiation, 
standards and 
certification, 

adding value). 

Many (traditional) farmers are 
deciding to maintain the value of 
traditional varieties and extensive 
production modes, adding value 

to their produce by opting by 
looking for best ways to produce 
and sell higher quality with lower 
productivity rates, and yet more 
sustainable production methods. 
It is important to note, however, 
how many of these ~come from 
investments that are external to 
the region, and too frequently 

even, to the country. 

 
 
 
 

4. Improved 
access to 

markets, 10. 
Environmental 

benefits. 

 
 
 
 
 

Deliberate focus 
on environmental 

issues. 

Many farmers (especially super-
intensive ones) have opted for 
risk-management strategies, 

linked to certification and 
monitoring of impact and use of 

resources, in cases through 
certification and also through 

partnerships with technical and 
research services. This is na 

expensive procedure and can at 
times only be implemented by 

those with higher financial 
support (biggest producers with 
strong financial capital support 

behind them), rendering smaller 
producers less competitive in na 

increasingly quality standard-
demmanding international market 

scene. 

 
 
 
 

2. Added value, 
6. Enhanced 

farm / business 
resilience, 10. 
Environmental 

benefits. 
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Lack of access to 
financial support 
by new entrants 

and local 
population. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Factor access 
(land, labour, 

finance). 

Private financial support has rapidly 
increased linked to the political support 

for expansion and intensification of 
olive grove production in the area. This 

is unrestricted to olives and olive oil, 
but is nevertheless largely dominated 

by such crops, and is ultimately related 
to the growth in water availability over 

the past decade. However, the 
conditions for acces to private funding 
is tougher for new entrants and local 
populations, who lack the links and 

underpinning support of larger 
financial groups, thus resulting in a 
difficulty for them to start intensive 

and super-intensive olive grove 
entreprises. 

 
 
 
 
 

Extensification, 
downsizing or 
abandonment. 

 
 
 

Many of those already engaged in 
traditional olive grove farming, 
that would like to intensify and 
modernize their business but 

cannot acces the required 
financial support to do this, need 
to downsize and restrict it to self-

consumption. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Social 
benefits. 

Socio-
demographic. 

 
Private financial support has rapidly 

increased linked to the polictical 
support for expansion and 

intensification of olive grove 
production in the area. This is 

unrestricted to olives and olive oil, but 
is nevertheless largely dominated by 

such crops, and is ultimately related to 
the growth in water availability over 

the past decade. However, the 
conditions for acces to local new 

entrants remains difficult. 
 

 

 
 
 

Intensification, 
specialisation, 

upscaling, 
changing crop 

focus. 

 
 

Many young and traditional 
farmers manage to enter private 

funds for intensification that 
would lead them to increase their 
competitiveness. However, this is 
still mostly rare and restricted to 
those with sufficient support to 

access loans. 

 
 

1. Increased 
productivity, 3. 

Greater 
profitability, 5. 

Greater financial 
stability, 6. 

Enhanced farm / 
business 

resilience, 
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Factor access 
(land, labour, 

finance). 

Private financial support has rapidly 
increased linked to the polictical 

support for expansion and 
intensification of olive grove 

production in the area. This is 
unrestricted to olives and olive oil, but 
is nevertheless largely dominated by 

such crops, and is ultimately related to 
the growth in water availability over 

the past decade. However, the 
conditions for acces to private funding 
is tougher for new entrants and local 
populations, who lack the links and 

underpinning support of larger 
financial groups, thus resulting in a 
difficulty for them to start intensive 

and super-intensive olive grove 
entreprises. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Subsidies and 
grants. 

 
 
 

The government is starting new 
funding programs and schemes to 

facilitate the entry of Young 
Farmers and New Entrants. 

However, this is only at a very 
early stage, and not yet clearly 

developed (much less 
implemented). Some funding 

exists at the EU level, which is yet 
mostly to be translated onto 

concrete measures at the National 
and regional levels. 

 
 
 
 
 

5. Greater 
financial 

stability, 6. 
Enhanced farm / 

business 
resilience, 9. 

Social benefits. 

The region 
capacity to 
transform 

cannot cope 
with supply of 
olives for oil 
production. 

 
 

Demand 

The increasing productivity of olive 
grove in the region, triggered by rapid 
intensification, has not been matched 

with an equal increase of the 
infrastructures required to process and 

transform olives into olive oil. 

Intensification, 
specialisation, 

upscaling, 
changing crop 

focus 

Many of the larger and more 
intensive producers have been 
installing their own mills in the 

region with capacity to transform 
not only their own produce, but 

also importantly produce by other 
farms. 

1. Increased 
productivity, 3. 

Greater 
profitability, 5. 

Greater financial 
stability, 6. 

Enhanced farm / 
business 

resilience. 
 
 
 
 
 


